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The Centre’s
Mission
Transform the focus of the language sciences to a dynamic
model where diversity, variation, plasticity and evolution
lie at the heart of language and its investigation.

Section 1: The Centre

SECTION ONE

01
THE
CENTRE
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The ARC Centre of Excellence
for the Dynamics of Language
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Using language is as natural as breathing, and almost as important, for
using language transforms every aspect of human experience. But it has
been extraordinarily difficult to understand its evolution, diversification, and
use: a vast array of incredibly different language systems are found across
the planet, all representing different solutions to the problem of evolving
a flexible, all-purpose communication system, and all in constant flux.
The ARC Centre of Excellence for the
Dynamics of Language (CoEDL) is shifting
the focus of the language sciences from the
long-held dominant view that language is a
static and genetically constrained system —
to a dynamic model where diversity, variation,
plasticity and evolution, along with complex
interactions between language-learning and
perceptual and cognitive processes, lie at
the heart of language and its investigation.
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CoEDL is addressing the most critical
questions about language: How do languages
(and other adaptive self-organising systems)
evolve? How different can languages be?
How do our brains acquire and process
them? How can technologies deal with
the complexity and enormous variability
of language in its central role in human
information processing? What can Australia
do to increase its linguistic abilities
at a time of increasingly multilingual
demands in trade and information?

To achieve this transformation of the
language sciences and the flow-on
translational outcomes for the public and
end-users, we have assembled a team which
makes surprising and bold connections
between areas of research that until now
have not been connected: linguistics,
speech pathology, psychology, anthropology,
philosophy, bioinformatics and robotics.

The Year
in Review
9

The Centre in 2016:
½½

16 Chief Investigators

½½

14 Partner Investigators

½½

17 Associate Investigators

½½

25 Research Fellows

½½

4 Research Associates

½½

29 PhD Students

½½

132 Affiliate members

This year, CoEDL and CoEDL
research featured in:
½½

½½

½½

½½

½½

½½

56 local stories and
regional stories
95 national stories
29 international stories
66 local radio interviews
4 television interviews
110 digital media/print articles

Training and Engagement
The Centre held the annual
Summer School with 159
attendees.
The Centre hosted 84
international visitors.
The Centre delivered 49
outreach events.
The Centre delivered 38
training courses.
53 students were mentored
this year.

The Centre has a strong social
media presence:
½½

107,408 Website page views

½½

761 Facebook page likes

½½

869 Twitter followers

½½

6 iTunesU courses, 613 enrolled

½½

673 Newsletter subscribers

½½

243 LinkedIn connections

HEADING HEADING

Strategic
goals
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Impact
Understand and
communicate the social
and economic benefits
of multilingualism.
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Increase the breadth
and depth of coverage
of the world’s languages.
Go beyond description
to incorporate learning,
processing and
historical data.

Industry Engagement
and Technology
Generate tier 1 evidence
for the benefits of
technology-enabled
language systems.
Deliver significant
improvements in the
efficiency of corpus,
grammar and dictionary
production and analysis.

Research Training,
Education and
Outreach
Support speakers of
minority languages
through to postgraduate
research on their native
language.
Deliver Australia’s first
major public exhibition
on language.

Director’s
welcome
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It gives me great pleasure to welcome you to CoEDL’s 2016 annual
report. The calendar year 2016 was our second full year of activity, and
in this report, you will get some idea of the ambitious scientific scope
of our research programs, their growing interconnectness and reach.

We had many notable achievements in
2016. To give just four examples: our
researchers were able to show that memories
of phonological language-learning from
the first six months of life can persist for
decades in infants adopted out of their
native speech environment (Choi, Cutler,
Broersma); unreported languages were
unearthed in West Papua (PhD Student
Tina Gregor); a robot was developed that
children are happy to interact with in
storytelling activities (Wiles & team); and a
long-held view about ‘preferred argument
structure’ was shown to be unsustainable in
the face of rigorous cross-linguistic corpus
studies (Haig & Schnell, published in the
premier linguistics journal, Language).
Significantly, the number of littledocumented languages being actively
researched by CoEDL members increased
to over 65, and PARADISEC, under Nick
Thieberger’s leadership, expanded its
archive holdings to 1,060 languages.

Among the ten books published by CoEDL
members during 2016, I would like to flag
three as particularly important: Felicity
Meakins and Erika Charola’s book Yijarni:
True Stories from Gurindji country, a rich
bilingual oral history of the events leading
up to the Wave Hill Walk-Off; Lizzie Marrkilyi
Ellis’ autobiography Pictures from My
Memory: My Story as a Ngaatjatjarra Woman,
and PI Morten Christiansen’s important
book (with Nick Chater) Creating Language:
Integrating Evolution, Acquisition, and
Processing, which sets out the way the
psycholinguistics of use and of learning,
funnelled through successive bottlenecks of
selection for usable and learnable forms of
language, create the shapes that language
can take – a view central to CoEDL’s design.
At the same time, a host of long-scope
projects are in place which will draw on
the strategic stability of our seven-year
funding to plant great trees for future
picking. These include the unique study
of how children’s language processing
changes between the age of nine months
and five years, led by Evan Kidd, the giant
Glottobank consortium, where CoEDL is
partnered with the new Max Planck Institute
for the Science of Human History (Gray,
Greenhill, Evans), and Sydney Speaks
corpus looking at ethnolectal variation in
Sydney English across a 35-year time span.

DIRECTOR’S WELCOME
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CoEDL is much more than a sum of its
parts, and each year our challenge is to
encourage planned and unforeseen lines
of collaboration. This task is made much
easier by our extensive program of events,
bookended by the two full-CoEDL gatherings
which are our February CoEDL Fest, hosted
in 2016 by WSU under CI Caroline Jones’
leadership, and featuring a public lecture by
CI Janet Wiles in the Powerhouse Museum,
and our end-of-year Summer School, hosted
by the University of Melbourne under the
leadership of postdoc John Mansfield.
Technology is the other key integrative
element across the Centre’s program and
nodes, making it possible to get more
linguistic data, of new types, process it
more rapidly, and visualise and analyse it in
new ways. Key developments during 2016
included further development on Harlie, a
dial-up Chatbot for gathering speech data
from large numbers of respondent over
the phone, and Opie, a classroom robot for
investigating social interaction between robots
and children, as well as work on new software
for constructing and indexing corpora.
Another key initiative during the second half
of 2016 was a crystallisation of the goals
and research plan for TAP (Transcription
Acceleration Project), a major new Centre
initiative aimed at lessening the ‘transcription
bottleneck’ which is such an obstacle to
building large amounts of transcribed material
for underdocumented languages. CoEDL
members notched up so many achievements
during 2016 that I can only mention a
fraction of them here – others are mentioned
through the report. Among those whose
special significance I would like to signal are:

½½

½½

½½

the stunning performance of CoEDL
members in the inaugural DELAMAN
Franz Boas Award for the best curated
corpus of a little-studied language. The
inaugual prize went to Sonja Riesberg, who
recently started as a CoEDL postdoc, with
honourable mentions to CoeDL members
Christian Döhler (recent PhD conferred at
ANU) and Darja Hoenigman (ELDP-funded
postdoc at CoEDL), as well as CoEDL
affiliate Kilu von Prince (Berlin). This new
award very much looks forward in terms
of where the field is headed, by giving
recognition to the huge efforts that go into
building culturally-embedded, searchable
corpora for underdocumented language,
thereby giving a much more solid empirical
grounding to the field, so it is a particular
source of pride to see CoEDL researchers
so prominent in the field of winners.
postdoctoral awards to four CoEDL
members: Matt Carroll who won a
prestigious Newton Fellowship to spend
time in PI Grev Corbett’s Surrey Morphology
Group in the UK, John Mansfield who
won an Endeavour Award to spend time
in the Department of Linguistics at the
University of Zurich, Owen Edwards who
also got an Endeavour Award to work on
Timorese languages in Kupang, and Jiyoun
Choi who obtained a Korean postdoc to
work at Hanyang University in Seoul after
spending time in Anne Cutler’s lab.
CoEDL team members were successful
in augmenting our research resources
through a number of outside grant
successes: Linda Barwick, Steven Bird,
Clint Bracknell, Claire Bowern, Paola
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½½

½½

Escudero, Barb Kelly, Susy Macqueen,
Stephen Matthews, Felicity Meakins,
Carmel O’Shannessy, Erich Round, and Jill
Wigglesworth in ARC grants, and Wayan
Arka and several Indonesian colleagues
in a major grant from the Endangered
Languages Documentation Program
at SOAS in London, as well as another
ELDP grant to Charlotte van Tongeren.

Nouméa engaging with multilingualism,
documentation and education in the French
Pacific. In line with our ethos of producing
‘citizen linguists’, students have spearheaded
many of these activities, continuing and
developing the Linguistics Roadshow,
developing the Rosita Stone workshops, and
carrying out research as student interns to
underpin revival of the Ngunawal language.

recognition bestowed on CoEDL CIs for
service included Gillian Wigglesworth’s
Redmond Barry Professorship at the
University of Melbourne and Evan Kidd’s
24/7 Media Award (see page 132).

There are many people to thank for such a
productive year including our administrative
team, both past and present, our Deputy
Director Jane Simpson, CI Evan Kidd,
who acted as Deputy during the second
half of 2016, the Australian Research
Council for having faith in our work and
members of our Advisory Committee
for their support and sage counsel.

PI Caroline Rowland (Liverpool) has
been appointed a Director at the Max
Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics
in Nijmegen, a move which will
further strengthen our links there.

The year 2016 also marks another excellent
year in terms of performance. We have
exceeded most of our Performance
Indicators (see page 162) by an order of
magnitude, e.g. Journal Articles, Curated
Collections of Archived Language Data,
Media Commentaries and Website hits.
These metrics paint a picture of a Centre
where all elements are in good health.
There has been a surge in our outreach
and engagement activities, resulting in a
fivefold increase in media coverage (pages
118-119, 132-147). Activities have ranged
from repatriation of language materials in
the Daly River, the building of a professional
learning community for Queensland language
teachers by PhD student Denise Angelo,
to day-long briefing forums on bilingualism
in education to a week-long colloquium in

— Nick Evans, Director

DIRECTOR’S WELCOME

Chair’s
welcome
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On behalf of all the members of the Advisory Committee, I would
like to congratulate the ARC Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics
of Language (CoEDL) for yet another year of extraordinary
achievement. It is particularly rewarding to be part of an organisation
that provides such confidence and stimulus to a community
of emerging researchers and early career academics.
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CoEDL should be immensely proud
of its research programs. Three years
since its inception, and these programs
continue to grow in reputation, connecting
expertise in language to every corner of
the globe. With this expansion have come
exciting new partnerships with research
institutions such as the Max Planck
Institute and University of California.
The Centre’s contribution to the immediate
region continues to impress with its
future workshops and the collaborative
projects emerging from them. One event
of note was the November week-long
symposium at the University of New
Caledonia. And as the Centre’s research
on underdescribed and mostly endangered
languages expands, so it continues to
incorporate more and more language
communities of the Asia-Pacific region.

This year CoEDL hosted 84 international
visitors, most of whom were involved
in workshops, seminars and student
dialogues. The year also marked the
most successful Summer School yet.
Capitalising on its popularity in previous
years, the school attracted outstanding
presenters, and increased enrolments —
from our own region, Europe and Asia.
This year also saw the Centre expand its
mentoring program, with doctoral students
being matched with postdoctoral fellows.
These relationships have proven to be
immensely productive to both parties.
Indigenous media have been enthusiastic
recipients of the Centre’s Australian language
research, and most importantly this is
research that is increasingly coming to the
attention of state and local government
bodies. In 2016, NSW announced it would
take the lead to introduce laws to revitalise
Aboriginal languages, and the Centre
provided expert comment and evidence
to support this significant development.
Another rewarding development has
been the repatriation of historic language
recordings to indigenous communities. The
arrival of these recordings has triggered
new interest in language revitalisation,
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Advisory Committee members left to right: Professor Anthony Woodbury, Professor Katherine Demuth, Professor Kate
Burridge, Jeff Elman, Lia Tedesco, Ralph Regenvanu, Craig Cornelius.

especially with members now more readily
able to share their language and stories
(using formats such as USB sticks and
micro SD cards). The influence of such
activities is felt more widely also, with
media outlets choosing to give broad
and detailed coverage to these events.
Language and health emerged as another
focus for the Centre’s experimental research.
One project conducted an assessment of
remote children’s ear health, at the same
time as measuring their phonological
awareness in order to determine the possible
impacts of ear health on this important
area of learning. Health professionals

were also engaged in the development of
smartphone applications to monitor and
facilitate conversation, so that versions of
Harlie the chatbot might in future be used
to assist in the communication between
doctors/carers and their patients.
The year was one in which CoEDL’s
language projects geared up many more
notches and the influence of the Centre
extended considerably. I’m sure you
will enjoy reading the detail of its many
outputs in the chapters that follow.
— Kate Burridge, Chair

CHAIR’S WELCOME

Governance
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The Centre governance structure is designed to support the
research program, research training, outreach and education of
the wider community. It facilitates cross-disciplinary collaboration
within and outside of the Centre, allowing the pursuit of
fundamental issues throughout the Centre’s lifespan, adding
new ideas from researchers as they emerge in the field.

Advisory Committee
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The Advisory Committee assists Centre
management by contributing to the
development of strategies and vision for
the future relative to the proposed goals
and objectives of the Centre, and by
serving as a vehicle for creating better
linkages between academia, the broader
community, government and industry.
The Committee gives advice to the Centre
Director and the Administering Organisation
on matters regarding the research focus
of the Centre, its structure and general
operating principles, ways of extending
its social impact, and intellectual property
and commercialisation management.
The Advisory Committee attended the
week-long Centre annual meeting in
February 2016. This was an opportunity
to see presentations from and interact
with Chief Investigators, research staff and
students in the Centre. During the annual
meeting, the Advisory Committee met
with the Centre Executive Committee and
prepared a detailed report for the Director,
outlining the Committee’s strategic and
operational feedback and suggestions.

This report was distributed to all Chief
Investigators. Throughout the year, members
of the Advisory Committee are involved in
a range of activities in the Centre including
events, training strategies, advice on
governance, and strategic planning.

—
Professor Kate Burridge
(Chair, Monash University)
Professor Kent Anderson
(DCV (Community and Engagement)
The University of Western Australia)
Craig Cornelius (Google Inc.)
Professor Katherine Demuth
(Macquarie University)
Professor Jeff Elman (University
of California San Diego)
Merrki Ganambarr (Yirrkala School)
Ralph Regenvanu (Vanuatu Parliament)
Lia Tedesco (School of Languages, SA)
Professor Anthony C. Woodbury
(University of Texas at Austin)

—
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Executive Committee

Intellectual Property Management Committee

The Executive Committee is responsible
for approving and overseeing the activities
of the Centre in accordance with the
Collaborating Organisation Agreement. The
Committee’s role also includes approval
of budget allocations each year, review
of Intellectual Property arrangements
with advice from the IP Management
Committee, and appointment of the
Advisory Committee members. Executive
meetings are held regularly at different
nodes. An open invitation to these meetings
is extended to all chief investigators.

The IP Management Committee monitors
and reports on the conduct of the
Centre with respect to commercialisation
opportunities. The committee advises
the Executive on the protection and
commercialisation of intellectual property.

—
Membership as at December 2016:
Nick Evans (Chair and Director, ANU)
Jane Simpson (Deputy-Director, ANU)
Romina Paskotic (Chief Operating Officer,
ANU)
Rachel Nordlinger (Shape Leader, UMelb)
Gillian Wigglesworth (Learning Leader,
UMelb)
Anne Cutler (Processing Leader, WSU)
Kim Sterelny (Evolution Leader, ANU)
Janet Wiles (New Technologies Leader, UQ)
Nick Thieberger (Archiving Leader, UMelb)
Joanne Allen (Secretariat, ANU)

—

—
Membership as at December 2016:
Romina Paskotic (Chief Operating Officer,
Chair, ANU)
Nick Evans (Director, ANU)
Douglas Robertson (Director, Research
Services, ANU)
Fiona Nelms (Director of Technology Transfer,
ANU)
Janet Wiles (New Technologies Thread
Leader, UQ)
Nick Thieberger (Archiving Thread Leader,
UMelb)
Tim Horan (Business Development Manager,
REDI, WSU)
Scott Mitchell (Research Partnerships, UQ)
Joanne Allen (Secretariat)

—

GOVERNANCE
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Education Sub-Committee

Grants Sub-Committee

The Centre’s vision is for a comprehensive
higher-degree research (HDR) programme
that provides a world-class stream for
developing high-quality PhD candidates
and graduates. This stream must be
consistent with – and integrated into – the
HDR programmes of the four collaborating
institutions. The complicated task requires
vision and dedicated oversight. The
Education sub-committee was established
to advise the Executive on this critical
outcome for the Centre, and on the
opportunities for increasing the pool of
talented applicants through strengthening
understanding of linguistics among
undergraduate, masters and high school
students. Education sub-committee meetings
are held regularly at different nodes. The
sub-committee also oversees student
mobility and student travel grants, as well
as consulting on summer school programs
and other HDR training opportunities.

The cross-disciplinary nature of the
Centre will provide many opportunities for
cross- program collaboration at all levels.
The Centre budget provides grant funds
each year to be used to further develop
the existing interdisciplinary nature of the
Centre, providing opportunities for Centre
members to initiate integration projects
and activities. The Executive Committee
has established the Grants sub-committee
to coordinate applications and advise the
Executive on the distribution of grant funds.

—
Membership as at April 2016:

—

Anne Cutler (Chair, WSU)
Janet Fletcher (UMelb)
Simon Greenhill (ANU)
Janet Wiles (UQ)
Nick Thieberger (UMelb)
Alan Rumsey (ANU)
Caroline Jones (WSU)
Corin Murphy (Secretariat)

Membership as at December 2016:

—

Evan Kidd (Chair, ANU)
Jane Simpson (ANU)
Gillian Wigglesworth (UMelb)
Felicity Meakins (UQ)
Caroline Jones (WSU)
Denise Angelo (Student representative, ANU)
Heather Kember (Postdoc representative,
WSU)
Leanne Scott (Communications and
Outreach Manager)
Joanne Allen (Secretariat)

—

Organisation
chart
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2017
Activity Plan
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Shape research in 2017
This will be a year of solidifying work in the
Shape program, with a focus on pushing
forward our 65 language documentation
projects across the region, and the
development of associated corpora and
dictionaries. In addition to these corpora,
we will focus in 2017 on the development of
extensive corpora of a further five languages
from Australia and Papua New Guinea
(Warlpiri, Arrernte, Yolngu Matha, Kayardild,
Kalam) for which there are extensive heritage
materials. A new corpus manager will work
with researchers across the Centre to help
drive their corpus development, including
the organisation of a second Corpus
Development Workshop in May 2017.
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Another research focus of 2017 is the
development of new collaborative projects
with researchers across the Centre,
especially projects that bring experimental
methods from the Processing program to
the diversity of languages included in the
Shape program. CIs Nordlinger and Kidd
will complete their sentence production
study of Murrinhpatha, and work with
Shape researchers to extend the research
to other fieldsites. We also plan to establish
another site for a multigenerational
documentation project, which will bring
together researchers from the Shape and

Learning programs. In addition, Shape
researchers will continue to engage with
theoretical and typological research, bringing
new and novel data from endangered
languages of the region to cross-linguistic
questions of phonological and grammatical
structure, through a number of planned
workshops and international presentations.
Finally, we will continue to work with
communities to repatriate legacy language
materials and support community efforts in
language maintenance and revitalisation.

21

Learning research in 2017
Our longitudinal studies are still within
intense data collection phases. The datacollection phase in the two-year longitudinal
study of L1 acquisition of the Papuan
language Nungon will end half way through
2017, with continuing transcription and
analysis for the rest of the year. GoPro
recordings and transcripts on children’s
language learning in the Ku Waru region
of Highland Papua New Guinea will be
analysed in order to build up a picture
of how children talk to each other in the
absence of adults. The Canberra Longitudinal
Child Language project is 40% completed
with some early analysis and publications
underway. Our Kriol acquisition project is
initiating a longitudinal study recording
six families with infants aged six to nine
months and following them through to 19
months. Our new Pitjantjatjara project is
now set up in the remote community of
Pukatja (Ernabella) in South Australia.
Pitjantjatjara children aged from birth to
four years of age will be recorded as part of
the project to track Pitjantjatjara language
acquisition from birth to seven years. Adding
to the on-going multigenerational study of
Murrinhpatha, a range of narratives will
be collected and analysed from primary
school age children in Wadeye, which
will contribute to the development of
the bilingual program in the school.

A collaborative project with Macquarie
University will use audiological assessments
to test the hearing of Indigenous primary
school children, which will be correlated
with their phonological awareness in a
large study to identify how ear health may
impact on phonological awareness.
Research on the mechanisms of language
learning will test the brain correlates of
how we track frequency distributions
of speech sounds in infants and adults
using EEG and focusing on difficult nonnative vowel and tone contrasts.
An exciting development in the year ahead
is our plan to work with industry partner
Appen to localise tablet interfaces so they
can be used in a local language. Members
of a remote community in New Guinea will
be trained to use the tablets in a way that
promotes local language sustainability.
Network coverage is only now arriving
in the community and this is a unique
opportunity to pilot a program that operates
just ahead of the onset of digital technology.
Papers are emanating from our research
on learning within multicultural settings,
and this will continue in 2017.

2017 ACTIVITY PLAN
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Processing research in 2017
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The UQ processing team have been invited
to collaborate with Boston University on
conversation data from the landmark
Framingham Heart Study (longitudinal
assessment since 1948) and the Centenarian
Study (longitudinal cognitive assessments
of adults aged 103 and beyond), and this
will begin in 2017. WSU’s cross-language
research on coarticulation will expand as
part of a new collaborative grant from the
Korean Research Foundation, research on
bilingual versus monolingual processing
will investigate naming of objects with
more than one name (one being a loan
word in other languages: e.g. elevator/
lift), and there will be further expansion
of cross-language prosodic processing
research, including a new PhD project by
Jenny Yu comparing English/German use
of prosodic cues to syntactic phrasing.
At ANU, the team will address the task
of conquering the Canberra Longitudinal
Child Language (CLCL) data mountain,
and, as the CLCL participants move
into mastering syntax, there will also be
new research on syntactic processing,
including a collaboration with Hong Kong
Polytechnic University on monolingual
(Cantonese, Mandarin) and bilingual
(Cantonese-English, Mandarin-English)
children’s acquisition and processing of
head-final structures (relative clauses).

UMelb postdoc Rosey Billington will
document prosody of South Efate, a language
of Vanuatu, complementing CI Fletcher’s
Pacific languages prosody project. Olga
Maxwell will launch stress processing
experiments on Kannada English in India,
Hywel Stoakes will elaborate automatic
segmentation algorithms, and, with CIs
Nordlinger and Kidd, potential interactions
between word order, prosodic variation and
animacy will be examined. Further eyetracking experiments will investigate use of
fine phonetic detail versus prosodic macrorhythm in northern Australian languages.
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Evolution research in 2017
Parabank will continue to build a
comprehensive dataset of kinship,
pronouns and verb agreement paradigms
in as many languages as possible to find
patterns, similarities and historic relations.
The growth of Lexibank will continue and
reach two million lexical items in the next
year. We plan to also publish our first
publications from the Lexibank in 2017.
The Methods and Models in Language
Variation interdisciplinary working
group will meet again to formulate a
paper bringing together sociolinguistic
models of variation and phylogenetic
models of language diversity.
The OPAL project will develop a new
model robot with moving arms and head.
Work is also advancing on Opie’s voice,
and we will continue testing voice options
in the classroom. The use of Australian
indigenous languages for interaction will be
another key focus of the project in 2017.
The Sydney Speaks project is expecting
an industrious year. There will be a
recruitment drive for further Sydney
residents to participate and assist
in this exciting project, which is
examining how shifting demographics
change the way Australians speak.

In 2017, we will continue to modify
techniques in evolutionary biology,
combined with bespoke modelling
techniques, to analyse linguistic data
and to diagnose historical connections
between languages. We will also continue to
integrate information from archaeology and
anthropology to try and better understand
the emergence of protolanguage/language
and to build and to constrain models of
the subsequent evolution of language.
The presentations at the 2016 Evolution
of Language Workshops will be turned
into papers in 2017 for publication in a
special issue of Biology and Philosophy.
In the meantime, we are working towards
organising a follow up workshop, more
narrowly focussed on kinship and the
evolution of kinship systems in late 2017
or early 2018, with a view to a further,
more general workshop late in 2018. As
that process unfolds, the Signs to Symbols
group will continue developing credible
and empirically constrained frameworks of
the expansion of hominin communicative
capacities and of the social and cognitive
capacities that support those new capacities.

2017 ACTIVITY PLAN
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Education, Training and Outreach in 2017
CoEDL has developed a comprehensive and
authoritative program of training, mentoring,
and public education events which will run
again in 2017. These activities, including
workshops on tools and technologies,
on discipline topics and workshops for
educators and language-oriented community
groups, are assisting to grow the Centre’s
reputation and fulfil the Centre’s mission.
The topics tackled in these workshops,
the depth of exchange occurring and
research published are creating a growing
entrepreneurial atmosphere which is leading
to new technologies and emerging tools
such as language apps, and comprehensive
digitised data sets. In 2017, we will continue
to nurture these exchanges, and are
expecting considerable international interest
in both our research and events program,
particularly with the exciting inclusion in
December of the 12th conference of the
Association for Linguistic Typology, the first
to be held in the Southern Hemisphere.
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Following a discussion on professional
development with the postdoctoral
cohort during the 2016 summer school,
a new mentoring program for postdocs
is being introduced in 2017. Also
in 2017, our mentoring program for
doctoral students will be evaluated.

Our research is providing excellent content
for our website and social media sites.
In 2017, a review of the website will also
be completed. This review was initiated
towards the end of 2016 with a survey of
all CoEDL members, affiliates and selected
stakeholders. There was an excellent 40%
response rate to that survey and in general
people were positive about the website, with
respondents giving a weighted average of
3.4 to the question of whether they found
the CoEDL website useful (with a least
useful rating being given as a “1” and
most useful given as “5”). Other detailed
feedback from that survey is being collated
and used to prioritise improvements.

CoEDL awards
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Great recognition for emerging scholars
CoEDL early-career scholars achieved
considerable recognition in 2016, especially
with the announcement of the inaugural
DELAMAN Franz Boas Award. The award
and honourable mentions were made public
in October. Sonja Riesberg received the
award just ahead of commencing a 50%
postdoctoral position with CoEDL. It was
awarded for her outstanding documentary
work on Central Papuan Summits Languages
in West Papua, Indonesia. Her collection
is rich in video recordings, legacy material
and reflects strong community involvement
in transcription and annotation.
Three CoEDL affiliates also received
Honorable Mentions: Christian Döhler,
Komnzo (Papua New Guinea) who completed
his PhD with CoEDL in 2016, Darja
Hoenigman, Awiakay (Papua New Guinea)
and Kilu von Prince, Daakaka (Vanuatu). An
honorable mention also went to Justin D.
McIntosh, Teotepec Eastern Chatino (Mexico).
Academy of the Social Sciences in Australia

The President of the Academy of the Social
Sciences in Australia, Professor Glenn
Withers AO, announced in September that
the Director of the ARC Centre of Excellence
for the Dynamics of Language, Professor
Nicholas Evans had been elected a Fellow.
This is great recognition for Nick as
scholars are elected for having built a
distinguished research career in one or
more social science disciplines in Australia.
Nick was installed at the Academy’s annual
Symposium and General meeting in November.

CoEDL Director Nick Evans

Redmond Barry Distinguished Professor

In 2016, leader of CoEDL’s Learning
program, Gillian Wigglesworth, was awarded
the title of Redmond Barry Distinguished
Professor from the University of Melbourne.
Established by the university in 2014, the
Redmond Barry Distinguished Professor title
is a significant accolade, which recognises
professors who have demonstrated either
pre-eminence in research or creative activity,
or pre-eminence in research and teaching.
The title is awarded in honour of Sir
Redmond Barry’s contribution to the
university and commitment to public learning.
Media and Outreach Award

Each year the ANU honours its top media
and outreach performers. In 2016, CI
Evan Kidd received a 24/7 Award for most
impressive media performance of the
year for ‘his efforts in doing more than 24
hours’ worth of interviews’ culminating
in an appearance on the ABC’s 7.30
report with Leigh Sales. Evan was the lead
researcher in a study showing that people
who use Aussie slang are more likeable.
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Left to right: Dr Hywel Stoakes, Eleanor Lewis and Dr Debbie Loakes at CoEDL Summer School.
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Prof Helen Chenery
Program: Processing/
Technologies
Institution: Professor at the
University of Queensland,
Executive Dean in the Faculty
of Health Sciences and
Medicine at Bond University
Helen Chenery is a clinical
researcher in the area of
acquired neurological language
disorders. She has researched
in the areas of speech
pathology; the neurobiology of
language; the impact of deep
brain stimulation on language
and cognition; technologyenabled health innovation; and
health workforce reform. Helen
is currently collaborating with
CI Janet Wiles on refinements
to automated speech and
language analysis systems and
early-stage development of a
digital assistive language device,
and is also collaborating with
CSIRO on the development of
enabling digital technologies.
She has led policy and practice
reform in dementia care, health

workforce and service design,
and inter-professional education/
practice. A leading language
and rehabilitation researcher,
Helen has pioneered significant
advances in understanding
and treating acquired
language disorders resulting
from neurological disease,
particularly in the neurobiology
of subcortical language
impairment, the impact of
neurodegenerative diseases
on language and cognition
and digital health innovation.

Prof Anne Cutler
Program: Processing
Institution: The MARCs Institute,
University of Western Sydney
Anne Cutler studied languages
and psychology at the
Universities of Melbourne,
Berlin and Bonn, taught
German at Monash University,
but embraced psycholinguistics
as soon as it emerged as an
independent sub-discipline,
taking a PhD in the subject
at the University of Texas.
Postdoctoral fellowships at MIT
and Sussex University followed,

and from 1982 to 1993 a
staff position at the Medical
Research Council Applied
Psychology Unit in Cambridge.
In 1993 she became a director
at the Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics in Nijmegen,
the Netherlands, a post she held
till 2013. She was also professor
of comparative psycholinguistics
at the Radboud University
Nijmegen from 1995 to 2013,
and, from 2006 to 2013, parttime Research Professor in
MARCS Auditory Laboratories.
In 2013 she took up a full-time
position at the MARCS Institute.

Assoc Prof Paola Escudero
Program: Learning/Processing
Institution: The MARCs Institute,
University of Western Sydney
Paola Escudero is based at
The MARCS Institute. Her
main interest within CoEDL
is on how the learning of
phonetic detail takes place
in multilingual communities.
She collaborates with CI Kidd
(Processing) on statistical
learning in monolingual and
bilingual infants, with CI
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Fletcher (Processing/Shape)
on comparing Australian
English accents, with AI Byrd
(Technology Thread) and
Postdoc Ellison (Shape) on an
app that can be used to collect
processing data in the field, and
with PhD Kashima, Postdocs
Ellison and Schokkin (Shape)
on the phonetic description of
PNG languages. Paola’s team
is also collaborating with CIs
Rumsey and Wigglesworth’s
teams (Learning) on adapting
laboratory methods for testing
processing questions in the
field, as well as with Postdoc
Durantin (Evolution) on EEG
analysis techniques that
can be applied to individual
language learners. Paola was
recently awarded an ARC
Future Fellowship which
she will start in 2017.

Dr Bethwyn Evans
Program: Evolution
Institution: The Australian
National University
Bethwyn Evans’s research is
focused on language change
and language contact, and the

role that linguistics plays in
understanding our non-linguistic
past. She predominantly works
on Austronesian and Papuan
languages in Bougainville,
Papua New Guinea. Beth
collaborates with Simon
Greenhill on exploring the links
between micro- and macro-level
processes of language evolution.

Distinguished Prof
Nicholas Evans
Program: Shape/Evolution
Institution: The Australian
National University
Nicholas (‘Nick’) Evans is the
Director of the ARC Centre of
Excellence for the Dynamics of
Language. His central research
focus is the diversity of human
language and what this can tell
us about the nature of language,
culture, deep history, and the
possibilities of the human mind.
He is especially interested in
the ongoing dialectic between
primary documentation of littleknown languages, and induction
from these to more general
questions about the nature of
language. His 2010 book Dying

Words: Endangered Languages
and What They Have to Tell
Us sets out a broad program
for the field’s engagement with
the planet’s dwindling linguistic
diversity. Nick has carried out
fieldwork on several languages
of Northern Australia and
Papua New Guinea, particularly
Kayardild, Bininj Gun-wok,
Dalabon, Ilgar, Iwaidja, Marrku
and Nen, with published
grammars of Kayardild (1995)
and Bininj Gun-wok (2003), and
dictionaries of Kayardild (1992)
and Dalabon (2004). His ARC
Laureate Project The Wellsprings
of Linguistic Diversity examines
how microvariation at speech
community level relates to
macro-diversity of languages
and language families,
and he is leading a team
in a cross-linguistic study
of how diverse grammars
underpin social cognition.
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Assoc Prof Janet Fletcher
Program: Processing/Shape
Institution: The University
of Melbourne

Dr Caroline Jones
Program: Learning/Technologies
Institution: The MARCs Institute,
Western Sydney University

Dr Evan Kidd
Program: Processing/Learning
Institution: The Australian
National University

Janet Fletcher is Professor
of Phonetics in the School of
Languages and Linguistics. She
has held previous appointments
at the University of Edinburgh,
the Ohio State University, and
Macquarie University. Her
research interests include
phonetic theory, laboratory
phonology, prosodic phonology,
articulatory and acoustic
modelling of prosodic effects
in various languages. She is
currently working on phonetic
variation, and prosody, and
intonation in Indigenous
Australian languages and
has commenced projects on
selected languages of Oceania.
She is a member of the
Research Unit for Indigenous
Language in the School of
Languages and Linguistics.

Caroline Jones’ research is
mainly focused on the sound
system of Kriol varieties and
its acquisition by children.
She is also interested in
ways of improving efficiency,
and making research more
accessible or participatory with
new technology and is Deputy
Leader of the CoEDL Future
Technologies Thread. Caroline
is currently collaborating with
CoEDL CI Professor Gillian
Wigglesworth on language
acquisition by Aboriginal
children (Learning), with CI
Catherine Travis on the Sydney
Speaks project on variation and
change in Australian English
(Evolution), and with Felicity
Meakins, Eva Schultze-Berndt,
Candide Simard, Jessica
Mathie and Patrick McConvell
on the Ngarinyman Dictionary
Project (Shape). Caroline Jones
is an Australian Research
Council Future Fellow.

Evan Kidd is an Associate
Professor in the Research
School of Psychology at
The Australian National
University. He completed his
PhD in Psycholinguistics at
La Trobe University, and has
held academic positions at
the Max Planck Institute for
Evolutionary Anthropology,
The University of Manchester,
and La Trobe University. His
research concentrates on
language acquisition and
language processing across
different languages and in
different populations.
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CI Evan Kidd (Processing)
on research into sentence
production processing with
Murrinhpatha speakers.

Assoc Prof Rachel Nordlinger
Program: Shape/Learning
Institution: The University
of Melbourne
Rachel Nordlinger is the
Director of the Research Unit
for Indigenous Language
in the School of Languages
and Linguistics and Leader
of the CoEDL Shape of
Language program. Rachel’s
research centres around the
description and documentation
of Australia’s indigenous
languages, and she has worked
with the Bilinarra, Wambaya,
Gudanji, Murrinhpatha and
Marri Ngarr communities to
record and preserve their
traditional languages. She has
also published on syntactic and
morphological theory, and in
particular the challenges posed
by the complex grammatical
structures of Australian
Aboriginal languages. She
leads the multigenerational
documentation project of
Murrinhpatha, collaborating
with Barbara Kelly and CI
Gillian Wigglesworth (Learning)
on the Language Acquisition
of Murrinhpatha project, and

ARC Discovery Outstanding
Researcher Award during
2013-16, and in collaboration
with Mark Clendon of
Adelaide University in
a study of multilingual
conversational interaction in
Aboriginal languages of the
Northern Kimberley region
of Western Australia.

Prof Alan Rumsey
Program: Learning
Institution: The Australian
National University
Alan Rumsey is a Professor of
Anthropology in the School of
Culture, History and Language,
College of Asia and the Pacific,
ANU. His research fields are
Highland New Guinea and
Aboriginal Australia, with a
focus on speech genres and
relations among language,
culture and intersubjectivity.
He is a Fellow of the Australian
Academy of Humanities, a
past president of the Australian
Anthropological Society and
the co-convenor of the ANU
Pacific Institute. He is currently
involved in collaboration with
CoEDL Affiliate Francesca
Merlan on a major research
project on ‘Children’s Language
Learning and the Development
of Intersubjectivity’, for
which he was funded by an

Prof Jane Simpson
Program: Shape/Learning
Institution: The
Australian University
Jane Simpson has carried
out fieldwork on Indigenous
Australian languages since
1979, and is Chair of Indigenous
Linguistics at the Australian
National University. She is
interested in collaborative work
creating language resources
on Indigenous languages, and
so is working with CoEDL’s
corpus development team. This
includes working with CoEDL
affiliate Mary Laughren (UQ)
on the Warlpiri dictionary, with
CoEDL postdoctoral fellow Inge
Kral, and CoEDL affiliates Jenny
Green (UMelb) and Lizzy Ellis on
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a Ngaanyatjarra speech register
corpus, with CoEDL postdoctoral
fellow Samantha Disbray on
a Warumungu dictionary and
corpus and with CoEDL affiliates
Rob Amery and Maryanne Gale
(UAdelaide) on a Ngarrindjeri
text corpus. She is also
working with CoEDL CI Gillian
Wigglesworth (UMelb) on the
language learning experience of
Indigenous school children. As
Chair of the CoEDL Education
Sub-committee she helps draw
together CoEDL’s HDR training
and other education initiatives,
which include the University
Languages Portal of Australia.
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Prof Kim Sterelny
Program: Evolution
Institution: The Australian
National University
Kim Sterelny’s main research
interests are Philosophy
of Biology, Philosophy of
Psychology and Philosophy of
Mind. He is the author of The
Representational Theory of
Mind, Thought in a Hostile World
and The Evolved Apprentice. He
is the co-author of Language

and Reality (with Michael
Devitt) and Sex and Death: An
Introduction to Philosophy of
Biology (with Paul Griffiths).
His recent work has focused
on understanding the evolution
of the distinctive features of
human social lives, and of
the cognitive capacities that
make those lives possible,
including, of course, language.
In addition to philosophy, Kim
spends his time eating curries,
drinking red wine, bushwalking
and bird watching. Kim has
been a Visiting Professor at
Simon Fraser University in
Canada, and at Cal Tech and
the University of Maryland,
College Park, in the USA.

He wrote a grammar of Nafsan
(South Efate, Vanuatu) that
was the first to link archival
media to the analysis, allowing
verification of examples used
in analytical claims. In 2003 he
helped establish PARADISEC,
a digital archive of recorded
ethnographic material. He is
a co-founder of the Resource
Network for Linguistic Diversity
(RNLD) and in 2008 he
established a linguistic archive
at the University of Hawai’i. He
is interested in developments
in e-humanities methods and
their potential to improve
research practice and he is
now developing methods for
creation of reusable data sets
from fieldwork on previously
unrecorded languages. He is the
Editor of the journal Language
Documentation & Conservation.
He is an Australian Research
Council Future Fellow at the
University of Melbourne.

Dr Nicholas Thieberger
Program: Shape/Archiving
Institution: The University
of Melbourne
Nicholas Thieberger established
the Aboriginal language
centre Wangka Maya in Port
Hedland in the late 1980s, then
worked at AIATSIS building the
Aboriginal Studies Electronic
Data Archive in the early 1990s.

Prof Catherine Travis
Program: Evolution/Archiving
Institution: The Australian
National University
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Catherine Travis is Professor of
Modern European Languages
in the School of Literature,
Languages and Linguistics.
She obtained her PhD in 2002
from La Trobe University, and
worked at the University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, USA
for 10 years, before coming to
the ANU in 2012. Catherine’s
work is focused on language
variation and change, which
she is currently exploring
through two main projects.
One, in collaboration with AI
Rena Torres Cacoullos (Penn
State University) involves
testing the convergence via
code-switching hypothesis,
through examination of the
Spanish spoken in a bilingual
community in New Mexico,
USA. This work has spawned
multiple articles, a Special Issue
of the International Journal of
Bilingualism and a forthcoming
book with Cambridge University
Press. Her other main project
concerns the study of variation
and change in Australia,
for which she is compiling
an unparalleled corpus on
spontaneous spoken Australian
English from Sydney, spanning
one century in apparent time.
The corpus comprises speech
from diverse communities,
allowing the role of different
social groups (including migrant
groups) in shaping Australian
English to be examined.

is a Deputy Director of the
Research Unit for Indigenous
Language and Redmond Barry
Distinguished Professor at the
University of Melbourne.

Prof Gillian Wigglesworth
Program: Learning
Institution: The University
of Melbourne
Gillian Wigglesworth’s expertise
is in first and second language
acquisition in monolingual,
bilingual and multilingual
settings. A major focus of her
work is in remote Indigenous
communities documenting
children’s language learning at
home and at school, together
with CI Jane Simpson (Shape).
She is collaborating with other
Learning program members
to ensure comparable data
collection patterns in the
acquisition projects taking
place in Australia and Papua
New Guinea. Her collaboration
with CI Janet Wiles (Evolution)
investigates the potential
of using robots in remote
communities for language
development, and with Professor
Katherine Demuth (Macquarie
University, CI, Centre in
Cognition and its Disorders) on
assessing Indigenous children’s
hearing to determine any
relationship to phonological
awareness development. She

Prof Janet Wiles
Program: Evolution/Technologies
Institution: The University
of Queensland
Janet Wiles’ research involves
bio-inspired computation
in complex systems, with
applications in cognitive science
and biorobotics. She completed
a PhD in Computer Science
at the University of Sydney,
a postdoctoral fellowship in
Psychology at the University
of Queensland, and served as
faculty in the Cognitive Science
program for 12 years. In 2003
she formed the Complex and
Intelligent Systems research
group at the University of
Queensland where she has
been Professor since 2006.
She currently coordinates the
UQ node of CoEDL, where
her research focusses on
social robots and language.
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Partner Investigators

Dr Judith Bishop
Program: Archiving/Technologies
Institution: Appen Ltd
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Judith Bishop is Senior Manager
of Linguistic Services and
Principal Linguist at Appen
Butler Hill, Inc. She has
completed an MPhil. in French
Literature from Cambridge
University, a Masters of Fine
Arts (poetry) from Washington
University at St Louis, U.S.A.,
and a PhD in Linguistics from
the University of Melbourne.

Dr Franklin Chang
Program: Processing/Learning
Institution: University of Liverpool
Franklin Chang is a researcher
and lecturer whose research

examines the relationship
between learning and
processing through the use
of connectionist models and
human experiments. Prior to
joining the staff at the School
of Psychology he has worked
at Hanyang University in Seoul,
South Korea, the Natural
Language Research Group
in the NTT Communication
Science Laboratories near
Kyoto, Japan, and at the
Max Planck Institute for
Evolutionary Anthropology in
Leipzig, Germany with Michael
Tomasello and Elena Lieven on
issues in language acquisition.
He completed his PhD on
sentence production in the
Department of Psychology
at University of Illinois
(Beckman Institute) with Gary
Dell and Kathryn Bock.

Prof Morten Christiansen
Program: Processing/Evolution
Institution: Cornell University
Morten H. Christiansen is
Professor of Psychology and CoDirector of the Cognitive Science
Program at Cornell University

as well Senior Scientist at
the Haskins Labs, Professor
of Child Language at Aarhus
University, and Professor in the
Department of Language and
Communication at the University
of Southern Denmark. He is
the author of more than 170
scientific papers and has edited
four books. His research focuses
on the interaction of biological
and environmental constraints
in the processing, acquisition
and evolution of language, using
a combination of computational,
behavioural, and cognitive
neuroscience methods. This
research is summarised in
his newest book Creating
Language: Integrating Evolution,
Acquisition, and Processing
from MIT Press. He is a fellow of
the Association for Psychological
Science and delivered the
2009 Nijmegen Lectures.

Distinguished Prof
Greville Corbett
Program: Shape
Institution: University of Surrey
Greville Corbett’s research
focuses on typology,
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morphology, morphosyntax; and
Slavic and Slavonic languages.
He is a founding member of the
Surrey Morphology Group and
an Honorary Member of the
Linguistic Society of America.

Prof Stephen Levinson
Program: Shape/Processing
Institution: Max Planck Institute
for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen

Prof Russell Gray
Program: Evolution
Institution: Max Planck
Institute for the Science of
Human History, Jena
Russell’s research has made
significant contributions to
the fields of linguistics, animal
cognition, philosophy of biology
and behavioural phylogenetics.
He pioneered the application
of computational evolutionary
methods to questions about
linguistic prehistory. This work
has helped solve the 200
year-old debate on the origin
of Indo-European languages.

Stephen Levinson’s research
focuses on language diversity
and its implications for theories
of human cognition. His work
attempts both to grasp what
this diversity is all about, and to
exploit it as a way of discovering
the role that language plays
in our everyday cognition.

Prof Elena Lieven
Program: Learning/Processing
Institution: University
of Manchester
Elena Lieven did her
undergraduate degree and her
PhD on individual differences in
early language development in

the Department of Psychology
at the University of Cambridge.
She came to Manchester in
1979. She was Editor of the
Journal of Child Language
from 1996–2005. In 1998
Professor Lieven was granted
long-term unpaid leave to work
at the Max Planck Institute for
Evolutionary Anthropology in
Leipzig. This funded the Max
Planck Child Study Centre from
1998-2014 which was set up
in the Manchester Department
when she moved to Leipzig.
In 2012, she moved back to
work in the Manchester School
and, as well as continuing as
Director of the Child Study
Centre, took on the role of
Centre lead in the newly formed
Centre for Developmental
Science and Disorders in the
Institute of Brain, Behaviour
and Mental Health. In 2014,
the ESRC International
Centre for Language and
Communicative Development
(LuCiD) of which Elena is the
Centre Director, was established
across the Universities of
Manchester, Liverpool and
Lancaster on a 5-year grant.
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variation and change in the
Nkep speaking community
of Hog Harbour, Vanuatu.

Dr Stephen Matthews
Program: Shape/Learning
Institution: Hong Kong University
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Stephen Matthews specialises
in language typology, syntax
and semantics. His current
interests include the typology
of Chinese; the grammar of
Chinese dialects, notably
Cantonese, Chaozhou and
other Minnan dialects; language
contact and bilingualism, with
particular reference to Sinitic
languages. He is Co-Director
of the Childhood Bilingualism
Research Centre. An amateur
musician, he plays second
violin with the Hong Kong
Chamber Orchestra and
the SAR Philharmonic.

Prof Miriam Meyerhoff
Program: Evolution/
Learning/Shape
Institution: Victoria
University of Wellington
Miriam Meyerhoff completed
her PhD at the University of
Pennsylvania in 1997 and
since then has held academic
positions at the University
of Hawai’i at Mānoa, Cornell
University, University of
Edinburgh and University of
Auckland. She has also been a
Visiting Professor with Michigan
State University, University
of Colorado at Boulder, and
the University of Agder. Her
research deals with language
variation and change in its
broadest perspective. As well as
an active research programme
investigating variation in
situations of language and
dialect contact, she has a
long-standing interests in
the ways social ideologies
affect language use and
perceptions of language users.
In particular, she is interested
in ideologies of gender
and language. Her current
research is mainly focused on

Assoc Prof Bee Chin Ng
Program: Learning
Institution: Nanyang
Technical University
Bee Chin Ng works mainly in
the area of bilingualism and
multilingualism with a focus
on the impact of language
contact on individuals and
the community they live in.
Her research approach is to
explore both cognitive and
social aspects of language
acquisition and use. Currently,
she is working on language
identity, attitudes and use
and language and emotion in
multilinguals. She also works
in the area of language as a
source of intangible heritage
with collaborators in art and
design studies. She founded
the linguistics department
in Nanyang Technological
University and is currently the
Associate Dean of Graduate
Studies in the College of
Humanities and Social Sciences.
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Prof Caroline Rowland
Program: Learning/Processing
Institution: University
of Liverpool
Caroline Rowland is a professor
in the Institute of Psychology
Health and Society, University
of Liverpool, and has recently
been appointed as a director
of the Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen.
Her research focuses on how
children acquire language,
how the language acquisition
mechanism interacts with
the environment, and how
adults and children represent
language in the brain.

Prof Rena Torres Cacoullos
Program: Evolution/Shape
Institution: Pennsylvania
State University

Rena Torres Cacoullos
identifies quantitative patterns
in spontaneous speech and
historical texts, using variability
to demonstrate grammatical
similarities and differences, in
bilingual communities and in
diachronic grammaticalisation
processes. She is co-editor of
Language Variation and Change.

Dr Jakelin Troy
Program: Archiving/Technologies
Institution: AIATSIS
Jakelin Troy is a Ngarigu
woman whose country is the
Snowy Mountains of New South
Wales, Australia. Her academic
research is diverse but has
a focus on languages and
linguistics, anthropology and
visual arts. She is particularly
interested in Australian
languages of New South Wales
and ‘contact languages’.
Her doctoral research was
into the development of
NSW Pidgin. Since 2001
Jakelin has been developing
curricula for Australian schools
with a focus on Australian
language programs.

Assoc Prof Virginia Yip
Program: Learning
Institution: Chinese
University of Hong Kong
Virginia Yip is Professor and
Chairperson of the Department
of Linguistics and Modern
Languages as well as Director
of the Childhood Bilingualism
Research Centre at the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. Her
books include Interlanguage and
Learnability (John Benjamins;
1995) and The Bilingual
Child: Early Development and
Language Contact (Cambridge
University Press; 2007) which
received the Linguistic Society
of America’s Leonard Bloomfield
Book Award in 2009. She
serves on the editorial board
of Bilingualism: Language
and Cognition, International
Journal of Bilingualism,
Second Language Research
and Multilingual Education
and the European Research
Council’s panel on the human
mind and its complexity.
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Associate Investigators
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Assoc Prof Wayan Arka
Program: Shape/Archiving
Institution: The Australian
National University, Universitas
Udayana, Denpasar
Wayan Arka is interested in
Austronesian and Papuan
languages of Eastern
Indonesia, language typology,
syntactic theory and language
documentation. His current
project on the typological study
of core arguments and marking
in Austronesian languages is
an extension of his previous
collaborative project with
Indonesian linguists on the
languages of Eastern Indonesia.
He is still working on the
Rongga materials collected for
The Rongga Documentation
Project, funded by the Hans
Rausing ELDP grant (20046). He is also currently doing
collaborative research on voice
in the Austronesian languages
of eastern Indonesia (funded
by an NSF grant, 2006-2009),
Indonesian Parallel Grammar
Project (funded by a near-miss
grant from Sydney University

(2007) and an ARC Discovery
grant (2008-2011), and
the languages of Southern
New Guinea (funded by an
ARC grant 2011-2015).

Dr Brett Baker
Program: Shape
Institution: The University
of Melbourne
Brett Baker is a senior
lecturer in linguistics, the
author of Word Structure in
Ngalakgan (2008), and the
co-editor (with Ilana Mushin)
of Discourse and Grammar in
Australian Languages (2008).

Assoc Prof Steven Bird
Program: Archiving/Shape
Institution: The University
of Melbourne

Steven Bird is Associate
Professor in Computing and
Information Systems at the
University of Melbourne, and
Senior Research Associate at
the Linguistic Data Consortium.
His research focuses on formal
and computational models
for linguistic information,
with application to human
language technologies and to
the description of the world’s
7,000 languages. Before coming
to Melbourne University he
did doctoral and post-doctoral
research at the University
of Edinburgh (1987-94).
From 1995-97 he conducted
linguistic fieldwork on the
languages of western Cameroon,
published a dictionary, and
helped develop several new
writing systems. From 19982002 he was Associate
Director of the Linguistic Data
Consortium at the University
of Pennsylvania, where he
led an R&D team working
on open-source software
for linguistic annotation.

Prof David Bradley
Program: Shape
Institution: La Trobe University
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David Bradley has conducted
extensive research on
endangered languages,
sociolinguistics, historical
linguistics, geolinguistics,
language policy and phonetics/
phonology in Southeast, East
and South Asia over many years,
especially on Tibeto-Burman
languages, as well as on other
languages of these areas and
on varieties of English. He is a
member of the editorial boards
of eight international journals
and monograph series, the
author, co-author, editor or
co-editor of over twenty books
and five language atlases,
several with translation and/or
second and third editions; and
of numerous other publications.

Prof Denis Burnham
Program: Learning/
Archiving/Technologies
Institution: MARCs Institute,
Western Sydney University
Denis Burnham is the inaugural
Director of MARCS at the
Western Sydney University.
His current research focuses
on experiential and inherited
influences in speech and

language development: infant
speech perception; auditoryvisual (AV) speech perception;
special speech registers;
captions for the hearing
impaired; tone languages: lexical
tone perception, tone perception
with cochlear implants, and
speech-music interactions;
human-machine interaction;
speech corpus studies; and
the role of infants’ perceptual
experience and expertise,
in literacy development.

Torres Strait Islander Studies
and the School of Education,
he moved to the Northern
Institute in 2010. He has over
40 years involvement with
bilingual education, linguistics
and literature production in
the NT, and the ways in which
Aboriginal philosophies and
pedagogies have influenced the
production and use of literature
over the years. He is a major
contributor to the Living Archive
of Aboriginal Languages.

Prof Michael Christie
Program: Shape
Institution: Charles
Darwin University

Prof Nick Enfield
Program: Shape/Evolution
Institution: University of Sydney

Michael Christie heads up
the Contemporary Indigenous
Governance and Knowledge
Systems research theme at
the Northern Institute, Charles
Darwin University. Professor
Christie worked in Yolŋu
communities as a teacher
linguist in the 1970s and
1980s, and started the Yolŋu
Studies program at Northern
Territory University (now CDU)
in 1994. After working within
the Faculty of Aboriginal and

Nick Enfield’s research
addresses the intersection of
language, cognition, social
interaction, and culture, from
three main angles: 1. Semiotic
structure and process; 2. Causal
dependencies in semiotic
systems; 3. Language and
Human Sociality. His empirical
specialisation is in the languages
of mainland Southeast Asia,
especially Lao and Kri. Lao is
the national language of Laos,
spoken by over 20 million
people in Laos, Thailand,
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(Tomin-Tolitoli languages) and
East Timor (Waima’a) and
published widely on a number
of core issues in Austronesian
grammar, including the
nature of lexical and syntactic
categories and voice.

Cambodia and elsewhere.
Kri (Vietic sub-branch of
Austroasiatic) is spoken near
the Laos-Vietnam border
in Khammouane Province
by an isolated community
of around 300 people.

Dr Simon Greenhill
Program: Processing/Shape
Institution: Max Planck
Institute for the Science of
Human History, Jena

Prof Simon Garrod
Program: Processing/Evolution
Institution: University of Glasgow
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Simon Garrod holds the Chair
in Cognitive Psychology and
is director of the INP Social
Interactions Centre. His
interests in psycholinguistics
include reading, dialogue,
and the evolution of language
and communication. He was
awarded the Distinguished
Scientific Contribution Award
of the Society for Text and
Discourse and is a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Edinburgh.

Simon Greenhill’s research
focus is the evolution of
languages and cultures. He
has applied computational
phylogenetic methods to
language and cultural evolution,
and used these methods to
test hypotheses about human
prehistory and linguistic and
cultural evolution in general.

Prof Nikolaus Himmelmann
Program: Shape/Archiving
Institution: University of Cologne
Nikolaus Himmelmann
has done fieldwork in the
Philippines (Tagalog), Sulawesi

Prof Paul Maruff
Program: Processing/
Technologies
Institution: Cogstate
Paul Maruff is one of the
founders of Cogstate. He
is a neuropsychologist with
expertise in the identification
and measurement of subtle
behavioral and cognitive
dysfunction. Paul’s research
integrates conventional
and computerised
neuropsychological testing
with cognitive neuroscientific
methods to guide decision
making in drug development
and in clinical medicine.
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Prof Francesca Merlan
Program: Learning
Institution: The Australian
National University

Assoc Prof Ilana Mushin
Program: Learning
Institution: University
of Queensland

Assoc Prof Carmel O’Shannessy
Program: Shape/Learning
Institution: University
of Michigan

Francesca Merlan’s research
interests include: social
transformation; indigeneity,
nationalism, language and
culture; theories of social
action, organisation, and
consciousness; modernity
segmentary politics;
exchange emergent identities;
gender, social and cultural
transformation in North
Australia; the transformation
of place-worlds among
Aboriginal people; the building
of Australian national identity
in relation to indigeneity; land
claims; applied anthropology;
and sites and heritage issues.
Her research covers many
geographies and nationalities,
including Australia; Papua New
Guinea; and North America,
particularly American Indian
communities and surrounding
(rural) communities and towns.

Ilana Mushin has a longstanding interest in the
management of knowledge in
discourse. Her recent research
has included epistemic
stance-taking in Australian
Aboriginal communities;
grammatical description of
Garrwa, a critically endangered
Aboriginal language; and, more
recently, on the English-based
vernacular languages spoken
by most Aboriginal people
in Australia today. She is the
author of a number of books.

Carmel O’Shannessy is
currently documenting a newly
emerged mixed language
in northern Australia, Light
Warlpiri, the emergence of
which is the result of codeswitching between an Australian
language, Warlpiri, and English
and Kriol (an English-lexified
creole). Her current projects
include diachronic changes
in nominal case-marking
from Warlpiri to Light Warlpiri,
and grammaticalisation and
innovation in the Light Warlpiri
auxiliary system. Of particular
interest is the role of children in
grammaticalisation processes.
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Prof Luc Steels
Program: Evolution/Technologies
Institution: Universitat
Pompeu Fabra, Sony
Luc Steels studied linguistics
at the University of Antwerp
(Belgium) and computer
science at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (USA).
His main research field is
Artificial Intelligence covering
a wide range of intelligent
abilities, including vision,
robotic behavior, conceptual
representations and language.
He founded the Sony Computer
Science Laboratory in Paris
in 1996 and became its
first director. Currently he is
ICREA research professor at
the Institute for Evolutionary
Biology (CSIC,UPF). During the
past decade he has focused
on theories for the origins
and evolution of language
using computer simulations
and robotic experiments to
discover and test them.

Dr Adam Vogel
Program: Processing/
Technologies
Institution: University
of Melbourne
Adam leads the Speech
Neuroscience Unit at the
University of Melbourne
where his team work towards
improving speech, language and
swallowing function in people
with progressive and acquired
neurological conditions. Adam’s
group pursues rehabilitation
and discovery research across
two intertwined domains:
1. the first seeks to improve
communication and swallowing
in people with progressive
neurological disorders (e.g.,
atypical dementia, hereditary
ataxias); 2. the second exploits
speech as a sensitive marker
of central nervous system
integrity to better understand
the mechanisms underlying
a range of neurological
conditions (e.g., sleep
disturbance, drug use, hearing
impairment, depression).

Prof Brendan Weekes
Program: Processing
Institution: University
of Hong Kong
Brendan Weekes is an
experimental psychologist
who studies the psychology
of language and memory –
specifically word recognition and
recall. He examines cognitive
processes using cross-linguistic,
neuropsychological and brain
imaging methods. His research
can be applied to understanding
problems in clinical
neuropsychology including
bilingual aphasia, dementia and
reading difficulties. He is Chair
in Communication Science at
the University of Hong Kong and
Director of the Communication
Science Laboratory at HKU,
where he has been since
2010. Prior 2010, he was
a Reader in Experimental
Psychology at the University
of Sussex for ten years.
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Research Fellows and
Research Associates

Dr Danielle Barth
Program: Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University
Danielle Barth completed her
PhD at the University of Oregon
where her research investigated
the interface between syntax,
phonetics and information
theory. In her research she
uses empirical data drawn
from corpora, experiments and
descriptive fieldwork. She is
currently working on building
a multilingual corpus built
from data collected by multiple
researchers on 12-15 languages
from around the world. Her
project will focus on finding,
describing and comparing interand intra-language variation
as it relates to the expression
of social cognition, using
descriptive and quantitative
methodologies. She is also
looking forward to returning to
her fieldsite in Matukar, Papua
New Guinea so that Matukar
Panau, the language spoken

there, can be added to the
sample of languages for the
social cognition typology project.

Dr Samantha Disbray
Program: Shape/Learning
Institution: The Australian
National University
Dr Don Daniels
Program: Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University
Don conducts fieldwork
on Papuan languages in
Madang Province, Papua New
Guinea. His work focuses on
documentation, description,
and comparative reconstruction,
and he has conducted extensive
research on the Sogeram
family of languages, spoken
in central Madang. He is now
engaged in a new project with
the Minjim language family
focussing on the documentation
of three undescribed
Minjim languages and the
reconstruction of Proto-Minjim.

Samantha Disbray has worked
as a community and research
linguist in the vibrant and
dynamic language ecology of
Central Australia for almost 20
years. Samantha has worked
with speakers of Warumungu,
an endangered language
spoken in Tennant Creek
and compiled a learner’s
dictionary. She has investigated
child language input and
development in Tennant
Creek and the contemporary
contact language Wumpurrarni
English. Her doctoral thesis
was a developmental study
of reference in children’s
Wumpurrarni English
narrations. More recently she
has researched languages
in education, particularly the
Northern Territory Bilingual
Education Program. She
continues to work closely
with Warlpiri educators and
education activists. In her
current project she is working
once again with speakers of
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Warumungu and Wumpurrarni
English, repatriating historical
Warumungu recordings
and preparing a corpus
of texts, a dictionary and
learning materials.
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Dr Seamus Donnelly
Program: Processing/Learning
Institution: The Australian
National University
Seamus received his PhD in
Educational Psychology from the
City University of New York in
2016. His dissertation research
was a meta-analysis of studies
comparing monolinguals and
bilinguals on executive control
tasks. He came to CoEDL to
work under the supervision of
Dr. Evan Kidd on the Canberra
Longitudinal Child Language
Project. His current research
interests include usagebased approaches to the
study of language acquisition
and statistical methods
for analysing longitudinal
and eye-tracking data.

Dr Simon Gonzalez Ochoa
Program: Evolution
Institution: The Australian
National University

Dr Inge Kral
Program: Shape/Learning
Institution: The Australian
National University

Simon’s research focuses
on acoustic phonetics,
empowered by computational
tools. His experience is mainly
on Australian English, after
finishing his PhD in English
Phonology (Australian English)
at the University of Newcastle,
and working as a Research
Assistant at Griffith University
analysing West Australian
English (ARC-funded, led by
Gerard Docherty). He develops
computational tools (scripts and
apps) for more efficient and
practical analysis/visualisation
of phonetic and phonological
phenomena. Currently he is
part of two projects at ANU:
Sydney Speaks (CI Catherine
Travis) and the Transcription
Acceleration Project (CIs Nick
Evans and Janet Wiles), both
ARC-funded through CoEDL.

Inge is a linguistic anthropologist
working with Jennifer Green
and Jane Simpson on Elizabeth
Ellis’ ARC Discovery Indigenous
Award investigating Western
Desert speech styles and verbal
arts in the Ngaanyatjarra Lands
region of Western Australia.
Co-affiliated with the Centre
for Aboriginal Economic Policy
Research (CAEPR-ANU) Inge
draws on some thirty years
experience in Indigenous
education, language and literacy
in remote Australia. As an
ethnographer of language and
literacy her research interests
include literacy as social
practice; adolescent language
socialisation; out-of-school
learning; and youth, digital
media and new literacies. She
recently completed an ARC
DECRA researching changing
modes of communication
and the socio-cultural and
linguistic consequences of
digital technologies in remote
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Indigenous Australia. Current
projects include ‘Getting
in Touch: Language and
digital inclusion in Australian
Indigenous communities’ and a
youth media and literacy project
in an Orang Asli indigenous
village in Peninsular Malaysia.

Dr Ronald Planer
Program: Evolution
Institution: The Australian
National University
Ronald J. Planer received his
PhD in Philosophy, along with a
Certificate in Cognitive Science,
from Rutgers University,
New Brunswick (USA). His
doctoral research examined the
theoretical role of informational
concepts in molecular,
developmental, and evolutionary
biology. He is currently focused
on a cluster of issues related
to the evolution of language,
among them: foundational
models of communication, the
pathways by which different
types of communication systems
emerge and how they interact
with one another, the relevance
of gesture and musical

vocalisation to the evolution
of linguistic communication,
and more. Ronald strongly
prefers an interdisciplinary
approach to the issues he
works on, drawing upon ideas
from archeology, anthropology,
linguistics, psychology,
neuroscience, and biology,
in addition to philosophy.

Dr Hannah Sarvasy
Program: Learning
Institution: The Australian
National University
Hannah Sarvasy joins the Centre
from the University of California
Los Angeles. She completed her
PhD at James Cook University,
then taught graduate and
undergraduate courses at UCLA
as a member of the Linguistics
Department Faculty there from
2014 through 2015. She is
engaged in a longitudinal study
of acquisition of the Papuan
language Nungon by children in
the Uruwa River valley, Morobe
Province, Papua New Guinea.
The study aims to produce a
comprehensive description of
the acquisition of Nungon, with

special attention to particularly
Papuan characteristics such
as switch-reference, clausechaining, multiple tense and
aspect distinctions, and multiple
pronoun forms, as well as
reported speech constructions.
The study will also analyse
children’s acquisition of
intersubjectivity by tracking
communicative functions as
well as linguistic forms.

Dr Matthew Spike
Program: Evolution
Institution: The Australian
National University
Matt comes to us from the
University of Edinburgh,
where he was a member
of the Language Evolution
and Computation unit. His
work focuses on looking
at how cultural processes
contribute to the evolution of
learned communication and
the emergence of structure
in language. This involves
looking at models from across
several disciplines, including
evolutionary linguistics,
cognitive science, artificial
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life, evolutionary game theory,
economics, and information
theory. Matt works mainly
with computational models,
but is also very interested
in empirical studies.
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Dr Timothy Brickell
Program: Shape/Archiving
Institution: The University
of Melbourne
Tim is working on the project
“Tonsawang: a collaborative
multimedia project documenting
an endangered language of
North Sulawesi.” The focus
of this project is to undertake
documentation work on
Tonsawang, an endangered
and undocumented language of
North Sulawesi, Indonesia. The
once isolated Tonsawang speech
community has been shifting
to Manado Malay since the
20th century, and much more
rapidly so since the early 2000s.
This project will collect, collate,
annotate, and archive high
quality audio/video of culturally
relevant linguistic data from a
wide range of communicative
events. Prioritising close

collaboration and training with
Tonswang speech community
members, the resulting data
will be open access archived
to allow for further use for
documentary, descriptive, and
maintenance purposes. The
project is funded by ELDP at
The University of London/SOAS.

Dr Cris Edmonds-Wathen
Program: Shape
Institution: The University
of Melbourne
Cris Edmonds-Wathen
researches how mathematics
is expressed in different
languages. She has recently
been working on a project
to improve the teaching of
mathematics in Papua New
Guinea by helping elementary
teachers to draw on local
languages and culture. She
has also been working on the
comparison of mathematics
tasks in different languages,
during a postdoc at Umea
University, Sweden. For her
PhD she investigated spatial
language in Iwaidja, a language
of northern Australia.

In her current postdoctoral
position at the Research Unit
for Indigenous Language,
she will further investigate
the relationship between
mathematics education and
language in remote indigenous
communities. Key questions
that shape this research are:
What mathematical concepts
do young indigenous language
speaking children learn in their
everyday life? How does their
mathematical understanding
correspond or not correspond
with assumed learning in
the Australian curriculum?
How can curriculum design
and teaching programs for
indigenous language speaking
students be better informed
by the children’s prior
mathematical understanding?

Dr Rebecca Defina
Program: Learning
Institution: The University
of Melbourne
Rebecca joins the Centre
from the Max Planck Institute
for Psycholinguistics in
Nijmegen. For her PhD
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there, she investigated
relationships between
linguistic and conceptual
event representations, with a
particular focus on serial verb
constructions in Avatime (a Kwa
language spoken in Ghana). Her
research incorporated a range
of methods including linguistic
description, gesture analysis,
and behavioural experiments in
order to study the relationships
between language and thought
within different ways of thinking.
She is now carrying out a
longitudinal study of acquisition
in Pitjantjatjara. For this project,
she will be developing a corpus
of naturalistic language use
and narratives from children
and their caregivers. She will
also be continuing her work on
event segmentation, looking at
how Pitjantjatjara children learn
to use complex predicates and
how the alignment between
syntactic, gestural, and
conceptual event units develops.

Dr Debbie Loakes
Program: Processing
Institution: The University
of Melbourne

Debbie is a phonetician at
The University of Melbourne.
She has been working on
both Indigenous languages
and Australian English, and
has most recently carried out
collaborative work on prosody
in Mawng, and has also carried
out postdoctoral research
focusing on a sound change
(a vowel merger) in Australian
English. Debbie’s postdoctoral
project for the Centre of
Excellence is a sociophonetic
study of Aboriginal English,
bringing together an analysis
of speech production, speech
perception, and social factors.
Participants will be (English
L1) Indigenous people from
Warrnambool, where the vowel
merger occurs in the AngloCeltic community. Debbie
is particularly interested in
whether this merger is present
in production and perception
for the minority Indigenous
community. Ultimately the
project will use fine-grained
phonetic analyses to feed into
a deeper understanding of
language shape, processing and
evolution (and their interaction).

Dr John Mansfield
Program: Shape
Institution: The University
of Melbourne
John Mansfield is researching
changes that have unfolded
in the Australian Aboriginal
language Murrinhpatha in the
80 years since permanent
European contact was
established. John completed
a PhD on Murrinhpatha youth
language and subculture
and prior to this worked on
dictionaries for Oxford University
Press. John is excited to be
involved in the first study of
Aboriginal language change
in “real time” (as opposed
to historical reconstruction).
He is especially looking
forward to opportunities
for skills and training
exchange with Murrinpatha
speakers in Wadeye.
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Dr Stefan Schnell
Program: Shape
Institution: The University
of Melbourne
Stefan Schnell joins the Centre
from La Trobe University
where he has carried out
quantitative cross-corpus
research into the interface
between argument structure
and discourse structure,
focussing on the hypothesis of
Preferred Argument Structure,
within his ARC DECRA project
“Typology of Language Use”.
Stefan has a background in
language documentation and
corpus building of lesserdescribed languages, and
since early 2007, was engaged
in the documentation of the
Vera’a language from North
Vanuatu. His 2011 PhD thesis
(Kiel University, Germany)
contains the first modern
account of the language based
on an extensive multi-media
data collection resulting from
13 months of fieldwork in
the language community.
In his postdoctoral project
for the Centre of Excellence

Stefan is expanding his textbased typological research.
The focus of the project will
be on the interplay of different
factors driving the choice
of referring expressions in
different text varieties across
diverse languages, in particular
in the South Pacific region.
To these ends, Stefan is
collaborating with documentary
linguist colleagues and other
researchers in the development
of corpus annotation procedures
that enable quantitative
corpus-based research into
argument realisation and
referential choice across
typologically diverse languages.
Beyond this specific research
agenda, he is helping further
develop standards in corpus
building from lesser-described
languages in an academic and
a language community context,
aiming at greater mobilisation
of data from collaborative
language documentation
projects for grammar writing,
as well as typological and
variationist linguistic research.

Dr Anna Stephen
Program: Learning
Institution: The University
of Melbourne
Anna Stephen has lived and
worked in the Northern Territory
for 8 years. She has recently
completed a PhD exploring
the environmental and social
determinants of otitis media
(OM) in Aboriginal children
living remotely. Her work with
Jill Wigglesworth for COEDL will
focus on creating educational
resources and programs to
improve phonological awareness
and literacy in Aboriginal
children with OM and associated
hearing loss. She is very
excited about collaborating with
researchers from COEDL and
believes that interdisciplinary
collaborations are essential to
improving the care and services
for Aboriginal children with OM.
Currently, Anna holds two
post-doctoral positions with the
Centre of Research Excellence
for the Dynamics in Language
and the Centre of Research
Excellence in Ear and Hearing
Health of Aboriginal and Torres
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Strait Islander Children. She
has skills in both quantitative
and qualitative research,
conducting clinical trials and
writing systematic reviews
to Cochrane standards.

and in healthy individuals. At
CoEDL, Christina works under
the supervision of Prof. Helen
Chenery and Janet Wiles,
collaborating with CoEDL
members Daniel Angus (UQ)
and Adam Vogel (UMelb) and
CoEDL affiliates Jacki Liddle
(UQ), David Ireland (CSIRO)
and Erin Conway (ACU).

Dr Christina Atay
Program: Processing
Institution: The University
of Queensland
Christina currently holds a
conjoint position as Postdoctoral
Research Fellow at the
Complex & Intelligent Systems
Research Group (Prof. Janet
Wiles) and the Queensland
Brain Institute, both at The
University of Queensland. Her
research focuses on the effects
of neurological disorders on
communication abilities, with
an emphasis on technologies
that can assist in the
identification and management
of communication impairments.
Her projects aim to develop
novel smartphone-based
technologies for the remote
monitoring of voice, speech and
communication in people with
dementia, Parkinson’s disease

Excellence captures well-known
but under-described geographic
variation found across Kriol
speaking communities, with
a particular focus on the
area east of Katherine.

Dr Scott Heath
Program: Technology/Evolution
Institution: The University
of Queensland
Dr Greg Dickson
Program: Shape
Institution: The University
of Queensland
Greg Dickson has lived and
worked in the Katherine Region
of the Northern Territory for
over a decade — a region that
is a hotspot for endangered
languages, where most remote
Aboriginal people now speak
a creole or mixed language.
His PhD, obtained from the
ANU, was on the endangered
language Marra, and observed
the degree to which the lexicon
of Kriol demonstrated a transfer
(or lack thereof) of lexical
material and related cultural
denotata. His current research
project with the Centre of

Scott is interested in how robots
can develop languages where
words are understood by robots
through their interactions
with each other and their
environment. Scott completed
his PhD on the Lingodroids
project in 2015, a project that
explores how robots can develop
words to describe the places
and times that they share. He
is now working on Opie, a robot
that is designed for exploring
social interactions with children.
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Dr Ola Olsson
Program: Technology/Evolution
Institution: The University
of Queensland

Dr Heather Kember
Program: Processing
Institution: Western
Sydney University

Ola received his PhD in
real-time computer graphics
from Chalmers University
of Technology in 2014. His
research focussed on massively
parallel algorithms running
on Graphics Programming
Units (GPUs), primarily solving
real-time graphics problems
involving many lights. He
has a broad interest in HighPerformance Computing (HPC)
and GPU-algorithm design and
development, and has assisted
HPC-application development,
for example fusion-plasma
simulation targeting the Titan,
the world #3 supercomputer.
Ola is involved in computational
aspects of Opie, a social robot
in development at UQ, as well
as assisting anywhere in CoEDL
where high computational
throughput is required.

Heather Kember completed
her PhD at the University of
Sydney with Dr Karen Croot.
This work used the tongue
twister methodology to examine
segmental, tonal, and prosodic
production in Mandarin
Chinese. Since then, she has
been a postdoctoral research
associate in the Department
of Communication Sciences
and Disorders at Northeastern
University. There she
investigated prosodic production
in two different populations
who may struggle with spoken
intelligibility (speakers with
dyarthria and second language
learners of English). In both
of these populations she
examined prosodic knowledge
and control, and designed
intervention studies aimed
at improving intelligibility
(measured both acoustically
and perceptually). She is
now working with Professor
Anne Cutler examining crosslinguistic prosodic processing.

Dr Karen Mulak
Program: Learning
and Processing
Institution:Western
Sydney University
Karen works with Associate
Professor Paola Escudero to
investigate language learning in
monolingual and multilingual
populations. Her program
examines two main questions
that are directly relevant to
successful communication
in multilingual communities:
how exposure to two or
more languages or accents
affects word learning and the
perception of sounds, and how
monolinguals perceive sounds
and recognise words in accents
and languages other than
their own. Through EEG, eyetracking, ipad-based behavioral
tasks and other laboratory-based
behavioral tasks, this program
examines infants, children, and
adults from differing language
backgrounds to determine their
ability to discriminate speech
sounds, recognise familiar
words, and learn novel words,
and discover whether effects are
language-specific, and whether
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any effects are dependent
on the amount of exposure
to linguistic variation. This
program involves collaborators
at research institutions in
Australia and around the
world, including CI Evan Kidd
and Research Affiliate Haley
Vlach. Karen completed her
PhD in Psycholinguistics at
the MARCS Institute, WSU,
under the supervision of Prof
Cathi Best. She was employed
as a research associate at the
MARCS Institute, working with
A/Prof Escudero, Prof Best,
and others. She has also taught
extensively at Western Sydney
University in the Schools of
Psychology and Linguistics.
Her research interests include
first- and second-language
learning, and cross-linguistic
and cross-accent perception.

Dr Alba Tuninetti
Program: Learning/Processing
Institution: Western
Sydney University
Alba received her bachelors’
from the University of
Pennsylvania in 2009, working

with Dr. Daniel Swingley at the
Infant Language Center. During
her time there, she also worked
abroad at L’École Normale
Supérieure in Paris, France at
the Laboratoire de Sciences
Cognitives et Psycholinguistique
(LSCP). She went on to
complete her Master’s in 2012
at the University of Pittsburgh
examining how nonnative
English speakers processed
English syntactic violations using
eye-tracking with Drs. Natasha
Tokowicz and Tessa Warren.
Alba continued on to complete
her PhD in 2015, examining
how similarity to the first
language, training, feedback,
and cue strength influence
the neural and behavioral
processing of nonnative
phonemes in another language
using EEG and behavioral
methodologies. She received an
Endeavour Research Fellowship
from the Australian Department
of Education to work with Dr.
Paola Escudero where she is
interested in examining how the
acoustics of the first language
influence the perception of
nonnative phonemes with EEG.
She is also interested in bilingual
speech and accent perception
(and language processing more
generally), investigating how the
first language influences the
second language at the acoustic
and phonological levels.

Dr Darja Hoenigman
Program: Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University
Darja Hoenigman is a linguistic
anthropologist whose expertise
includes Social and Cultural
Anthropology and Ethnographic
Filmmaking. Since 2004 she
has been working with the
Awiakay community of the
East Sepik Province in Papua
New Guinea, and in 2015 she
extended her research to the
neighbouring Meakambut.
She uses observational film
to study the ways people
use their language in
different social situations.
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database driven website that
presents the languages of this
region and their related literature
in an accessible manner.

Hywel is also currently
adapting existing software tools
for the automatic labelling
of endangered and underdocumented languages. He
is looking into the feasibility of
scaling this to support future
cross-linguistic phonetic research
into Australian languages.
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Dr Peter Hurst
Program: Shape
Institution: The University
of Melbourne
Peter completed his PhD at
the University of Melbourne
with Assoc Prof Rachel
Nordlinger. His work examined
the reciprocal constructions in
Icelandic (Germanic), Malagasy
(Austronesian) and Swahili
(Bantu) in order to determine
the variability of their nonstandard syntax and to analyse
these constructions within
the theoretical framework of
Lexical Functional Grammar
(LFG). He revealed that the
syntactic and, to a lesser
extent, semantic behaviour of
reciprocal constructions arise
not from structural features
(such as whether the reciprocal
construction is formed from a
clitic, affix etc.), but from more
fundamental reciprocation
strategies by which asymmetric
predicates are made to describe
symmetric situations. He is
now working with Ian Green
and Rachel Nordlinger on the
Daly Languages website (www.
ianxgreen.com/tryonagain) - a

remote Australian Indigenous
communities. In the future,
Hywel hopes to continue working
in this area and is keen to foster
cross-disciplinary collaboration.

Dr Hywel Stoakes
Program: Processing
Institution: The University
of Melbourne
Hywel is currently researching
phonetic consonant contrasts
and coarticulatory patterns
across varieties of Bininj
Kunwok and Yolngu Matha.
Within the Centre he is working
as part of the Processing
program exploring the
production and perception
of prosody in Australian
languages. He recently finished
a PhD within the School of
Languages and Linguistics at
The University of Melbourne
that combined aerodynamic
and acoustic analyses in an
study of consonant production
in Kunwinjku (Bininj Kunwok).
Previously he was part of a team
investigating the interaction of
endemic chronic suppurative
otitis media with speech
production and perception in

Dr Uta Reinöhl
Program: Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University/
Universität zu Köln
Uta Reinöhl is a linguist
specialising in South Asian
languages. She is currently
working on a language
documentation project of
Kera’a (Idu Mishmi), a TibetoBurman language spoken in
the far Northeast of India. In
her language documentation
project, Uta focuses specifically
on verb serialisation, a focus
that arises from ongoing work
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on a-hierarchical nominal
and verbal expressions in
several unrelated languages
including Vedic Sanskrit and the
Austronesian language Wooi.

Dr Doug Marmion
Program: Shape
Institution: AIATSIS
Originally from Perth, Doug
worked as a teacher at Yirara
College (a residential school
for secondary age Aboriginal
children from remote
communities) in Alice Springs,
followed by three years as Adult
Educator for the community
of Walungurru (also known
as Kintyre) 400 kms west of
Alice Springs. While in Central
Australia he began learning
the Western Desert Language
and studying linguistics, which
eventually led to him taking up
the position of Senior Linguist
at the Yamaji Language Centre
in Geraldton, Western Australia.
In this position he worked with
speakers of various languages of
the Murchison-Gascoyne region
(including Wajarri, Badimaya,
Nhanda, Malgana, Warriyangka,
Ngarlawangka and Wanmala)

to document those languages
from the remaining speakers
and develop strategies for their
maintenance and revival.
Following this Doug completed
a PhD in linguistics at the
Australian National University
with a description of Wutung,
a complex, tonal Papuan
language and member of
the Skou language family,
spoken on the north-west
coast of Papua New Guinea.
Doug joined AIATSIS in 2010
as the Linguistics Research
Fellow. Doug’s primary research
interests are across the areas of
Indigenous language description,
documentation and revitalisation
in Australia. He is presently
working with the Ngunawal
community of Canberra on
the revival of their language
and has continuing interests
in the documentation of the
Western Australian languages
Ngajumaya, and Wajarri, and
the historical linguistics of the
Kartu subgroup of languages.
Doug was co-author of both the
first (2005) and second (2014)
National Indigenous Language
Surveys and is one of the lead
authors of the Curriculum
Framework for Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Languages.
Doug’s work for the Centre of
Excellence is focused on the
AIATSIS archives and drawing
on language materials held
there to construct corpora
of Australian languages.

Dr David Wilkins
Program: Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University
David Wilkins is an
anthropological linguist who
explores the relationship
between language use,
culture and cognition. His
publications range across
lexical semantics, pragmatics,
semantic change, gesture,
aphasia and augmentative and
alternative communication.
He has done fieldwork in
central Australia and Far North
Queensland. In the area of
documentary and descriptive
linguistics, he is currently
working to show how and why
the current model of grammar,
dictionary and texts needs to be
complemented by a grammar
of language use, an ethnothesaurus, an ethnography of
speaking and an account of
a community’s paralinguistic
repertoire and the interface of
language with other culturally
available semiotic systems.
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PhD Students
Muneeb Ahmad
Program: Processing
Institution: Western
Sydney University
Denise Angelo
Program: Learning and Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University
James Bednall
Program: Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University
Mat Bettinson
Program: Shape
Institution: The University
of Melbourne
Cathy Bow
Program: Shape and Learning
Institution: The Australian
National University
Matthew Caroll
Program: Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University
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Lydia Byrne
Program: Technology
Institution: The University
of Queensland
Claudia Cialone
Program: Learning
Institution: The Australian
National University
Noelie Creaghe
Program: Learning
Institution: Australian
National University

Carlo Dalle Ceste
Program: Evolution
Institution: The Australian
National University

Ivan Kapitonov
Program: Shape
Institution: The University
of Melbourne

Daniela Diedrich
Program: Shape
Institution: The University
of Melbourne

Eri Kashima
Program: Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University

Sally Dixon
Program: Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University

Alexandra Marley
Program: Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University

Christian Döhler
Program: Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University

Susan Poetsch
Program: Shape and Learning
Institution: The Australian
National University

Marie-France Duhame
Institution: The Australian
National University
Program: Shape

Kyla Quinn
Program: Evolution
Institution: The Australian
National University

Amy Gibson
Program: Technology
Institution: The University
of Queensland

Mark Richards
Program: Processing
Institution: Western
Sydney University

Tina Gregor
Program: Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University

Nikodem Rybak
Program: Technology
Institution: The University
of Queensland

Amanda Hamilton
Program: Shape
Institution: The University
of Queensland

Hedvig Skirgård
Program: Shape
Institution: The Australian
National University

Martin Ip
Program: Processing
Institution: Western
Sydney University

Carly Steele
Program: Learning
Institution: The University
of Melbourne

Kathleen Jepson
Program: Shape
Institution: The University
of Melbourne

Jesse Tran
Program: Processing
Institution: Western
Sydney University
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Centre Administration

Affiliate Members

Geoff Sjollema
Chief Operating Officer
(Until September 2016)

Cynthia Allen
Australian National University

Romina Paskotic
Acting Chief Operating Officer
(From September 2016)
Joanne Allen
Director EA & Administration
Corin Murphy
Finance & Administration
(Until August 2016)
Cale Johnstone
Administration
Leanne Scott
Communications &
Outreach Manager
Julia Miller
Senior Data Manager
Belinda Hofmeyr
University of Melbourne Node
Administrator (From May 2016)
Lisa Lansfield
University of Melbourne Node
Administrator (November
2015 - May 2016)
Carol Owen
University of Queensland
Node Administrator
Zoe Hellinikakis
University of Queensland
Node Administrator
Siobhain O’Leary
Western Sydney University
Node Administrator
Michelle Williams
Western Sydney University
Node Administrator

Mark Amengual
University of California,
Santa Cruz
Robert Amery
Adelaide University
Avery Andrews
Australian National University
Daniel Angus
University of Queensland
Mark Antoniou
Western Sydney University
Louise Baird
Australian National University
Elaine Ballard
University of Auckland
Linda Barwick
University of Sydney
Cathi Best
Western Sydney University
Rosey Billington
University of Melbourne
Bruce Birch
University of Melbourne
Joe Blythe
University of Melbourne
Ina Bornkessel-Schlesewky
University of South Australia
Claire Bowern
Yale University
Margit Bowler
University of California
Clint Bracknell
University of Sydney

Lindell Bromham
Australian National University
Penelope Brown
Max Planck Institute of
Psycholinguistics
Reuben Brown
University of Sydney
Laurence Bruggeman
MARCs Institute
Matthew Callaghan
Australian National University
Margaret Carew
Batchelor Institute/
Monash University
Steve Cassidy
Macquarie University
Patrick Caudal
Universite Paris-Diderot
Helen Charters
University of Auckland
Joshua Clothier
University of Melbourne
Brighde Collins
University of Melbourne
David Copland
University of Queensland
Fanny Cottet
Australian National University
Alexander Coupe
Nanyang Technology University
Christopher Carignan
MARCs Institute
Sarah Cutfield
Australian National University
Loan Dao
University of Canberra
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Lucinda Davidson
University of Melbourne

Paul Hallett
Consultant

Anthony Jukes
La Trobe University

Rebecca Defina
University of Melbourne

Mark Harvey
University of Newcastle

Caroline Junge
Utrecht University

Samantha Disbray
Charles Darwin University

Colleen Hattersley
Retired

Marina Kalashnikova
Western Sydney University

Gerry Docherty
Griffith University

Rachel Hendery
Western Sydney University

Siva Kalyan
Australian National University

Mark Ellison
Australian National University

Kristyn Hensby
University of Queensland

Barbara Kelly
University of Melbourne

Tom Ennever
University of Queensland

Luise Hercus
Australian National University

Yuko Kinoshita
Australian National University

Dominique Estival
Western Sydney University

Gabrielle Hodge
La Trobe University

Harold Koch
Australian National University

Sebastian Fedden
Sydney University

Darja Hoenigman
Australian National University

Buddhamas Kriengwatana
University of Amsterdam

William Forshaw
University of Melbourne

Colleen Holt
University of Melbourne

Cat Kutay
Macquarie University

Alice Gaby
Monash University

Gary Holton
University of Hawai’i at Manoa

Christa Lam-Cassettari
MARCs Institute

Mary-Anne Gale
University of Adelaide

Xia Hua
Australian National University

Eleanor Lewis
University of Melbourne

Cindy Gallois
University of Queensland

Catherine Hudson
Australian National University

Jacqueline Liddle
University of Queensland

John Giacon
Australian National University

Shunichi Ishihara
Australian National University

Zane Goebal
La Trobe University

Yuki Itani-Adams
Australian National University

Gretel Macdonald
Mirima Dawang Woorlab-gerring
Language and Culture Centre

Stephanie Goodhew
Australian National University

Louise Jansen
Australian National University

Rebecca Green
NT Department of Education

Ray Johnston
Australian National University

John Hajek
University of Melbourne

Alan Jones
Macquarie University/
Australian National University

Jayden Macklin-Cordes
University of Queensland
Robert Mailhammer
Western Sydney University
Jessica Mathie
University of Toronto
Astghik Mavisakalyan
Curtin University
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Olga Maxwell
University of Melbourne

Varghese Peter
Western Sydney University

Kimiko Tsukada
Macquarie University

Elizabeth Mayer
Australian National University

Maia Ponsonnet
Dynamique de Langage

Myfany Turpin
University of Sydney

Patrick McConvell
Australian National University

Uta Reinohl
University of Colonge

Michael Tyler
Western Sydney University

James McElvenny
Universitat Potsdam

Johanna Rendle-Short
Australian National University

Jackie Van Den Bos
University of Queensland

Felicity Meakins
University of Queensland

Erich Round
University of Queensland

Charlotte van Tongeren
Australian National University

Luisa Miceli
University of Western Australia

Malcolm Ross
Australian National University

Jonathan Moodie
University of Melbourne

Antonia Rubino
University of Sydney

Jill Vaughan
Norwegian University of
Science and Technology

Stephen Morey
La Trobe University

Claire Salter
Consultant

Simon Musgrave
Monash University

Andrea Schalley
Griffith University

David Nash
Australian National University

Matthias Schlesewky
University of South Australia

Joshua Nash
University of New England

Dineke Schokkin
Australian National University

Nhung Nguyen
Western Sydney University

Mridula Sharma
Macquarie University

Sally Nicholas
University of Auckland

Jason Shaw
Western Sydney University

Isabel O’Keeffe
University of Melbourne

Hilary Smith
Massey University and ANU

David Osgarby
University of Queensland

Stef Spronck
University of Leuven

Amy Parncutt
University of Queensland

Ruth Singer
University of Melbourne

Valeria Peretokins
MARCs Institute

Joe Thurbon
Intersect Australia

Haley Vlach
University of Wisconsin
at Madison
Kilu von Prince
Humboldt-Universitat zu Berlin
Michael Walsh
AIATSIS and University
of Sydney
Gabrielle Weidemann
Western Sydney University
Jason Weigel
University of Queensland
Daniel Williams
Universitat Potsdam
Norah Xueqing Zhong
Australian National University
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Research Assistant Lauren Morrison takes Astrid Kelly through
a puzzle-solving task in the ANU Language Lab.
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Shape
Program
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Researchers:
Associate Professor Rachel Nordlinger
(Program Leader)
Professor Nick Evans
Professor Jane Simpson
Dr Nick Thieberger
Dr Felicity Meakins
Dr Myfany Turpin
Professor Rena Cacoullos Torres
Professor Greville Corbett
Professor Stephen Matthews
Professor Miriam Meyerhoff
Professor Stephen Levinson
Professor Wayan Arka
Dr Brett Baker
Associate Professor Steven Bird
Professor David Bradley
Professor Michael Christie
Professor Nick Enfield
Professor Nikolaus Himmelmann
Associate Professor Ilana Mushin
Associate Professor Carmel O’Shannessy
Dr David Wilkins
Dr Doug Marmion
Dr Danielle Barth
Dr Don Daniels
Dr John Mansfield
Dr Stefan Schnell
Dr Greg Dickson
Dr Inge Kral
Dr Samantha Disbray
Dr Peter Hurst

The central goals of the Shape program are
to tackle the enormous task of documenting
the vast linguistic diversity of our region
and to investigate the ways in which a
greater understanding of this diversity can
inform our models of how languages are
structured and used by their speakers,
and how they are processed and acquired.
Shape research thus interacts with all
research programs across the Centre by
providing crucial language data central
for research in Learning, Processing and
Evolution programs. These goals have
been substantially progressed in 2016
across all of our major research strands;
a selection of these research projects
and activities are outlined below.
Under-described and Endangered
Languages of Our Region

We continue to expand our research coverage
to include additional language communities
of the Asia-Pacific region. In 2016, Shape
researchers extended their research into
more languages of Australia (Badiyama,
Gangalidda, Marri Tjevin), Indonesia
(Rongga, Tondano, Tonsawang), Papua New
Guinea (Bongu, Soq, Bara, Magi, Teop),
Vanuatu (Sa), and Myanmar (Burmese).
Tina Gregor was also able to document that
several villages in Western New Guinea,
in what was believed to be a two-language
family, in fact contain distinct languages
(Wanam, Bibikem, and Woboyu). With these
new projects, the language documentation
projects now underway in the Shape
program cover more than 65 languages from
across our region. This research makes a
significant contribution to linguistic science
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by extending our knowledge of the world’s
languages and the various ways in which
they reflect human behaviour and cognition.
Our program also informs crosslinguistic,
typological research reflected in recent books
by Felicity Meakins & Carmel O’Shannessy
(eds) Loss and Renewal: Australian
languages since colonisation (2016, Mouton
de Gruyter, Berlin) and Nicholas Evans &
Honoré Watanabe Insubordination (2016,
John Benjamins Publishing, Amsterdam).
Research on these under-described languages
informs theoretical models of language
structure, cross-linguistic variation and the
ways in which languages are related to each
other. Significant findings arising from this
aspect of the research were published in
many of the field’s top international journals
in 2016, including a paper in Language
by CoEDL postdoctoral researcher Stefan
Schnell and colleague Geoffrey Haig
debunking a long-held claim about the
discourse basis for ergativity (Language
(2016) 92.3, 591-618). Shape researchers
also ran a number of themed conferences
and symposia which aimed to showcase new
data from under-described languages of the
region, including the Australian Languages
Workshop (March), a second Lexicography
Workshop (April), the Ngumpin-Mirndi
Contact Workshop (April), the Kriol and
Contact Languages Workshop (June) and
the Languages of Southern New Guinea
Meeting (December). The New Fields for
Morphology Workshop, held for the first time
at the University of Melbourne in November,
successfully brought together researchers of
under-described languages with theoretical
morphologists in order to scale up the
impact of language documentation work on
theoretical modelling of word structure.

The documentation of endangered
languages is also extremely important for the
communities who speak them, and Shape
researchers have been engaged in a wide
variety of community-based projects across
all the regions in which we work. These have
included repatriation projects where recorded
materials have been returned to communities
where they were generated, and projects
documenting important local histories.
In 2016, particular effort has gone into the
development of digital dictionaries and
other apps in Indigenous languages to help
bridge the technology divide for Indigenous
speakers of languages other than English.
The Tjinari app, being developed by a
team led by Lizzie Ellis and Inge Kral, is a
computer game in the Australian language
Ngaanyatjarra, which will become an open
source template for extension to other
Australian languages. Likewise, a CoEDL
sponsored workshop on mobile apps for
language documentation organised by Steven
Bird at Charles Darwin University, brought
together indigenous language speakers
and linguists with computer scientists,
and app developers to instigate ideas, one
of which is likely to enter the prototype
stage in 2017. More about both of these
projects is included in the “New Technology
Thread” report further on in this chapter.
Shape researchers also provided training
in linguistics and language documentation
methodologies for Indigenous researchers
in various contexts including the WANALA
conference for community language workers
(Kalgoorlie, June 2016), the University of
New Caledonia, and a number of communitybased language centres across Australian
and the region, including Groote Eylandt,
Tennant Creek, and Erakor village (Vanuatu).

Preserving Precious Indigenous Languages
In 2016, Rachel Nordlinger (CoEDL) and Ian Green from the University of Adelaide
repatriated recordings back to the people of the Daly region.
“Not only are we returning the voices of lost loved ones, but the reality is we are
giving back to them languages that are no longer heard on a daily basis,” Associate
Professor Nordlinger told Pursuit magazine midway through the year.
The recordings were distributed to the community on USB drives attached to specially
made wristbands. The recordings amount to over 157 hours covering eight languages.
But for each of the languages there are fewer than ten fluent speakers left, and for
five there are no fluent speakers. The original recordings were made by Dr Green up
to 30 years ago.

Daly Languages Repatriation July 2016
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Corpus Development
Our significant efforts in the development
of structured, annotated corpora continued
and expanded in 2016, meaning that we
are fulfilling our ambition to make our
language data accessible to communities
and researchers in useful ways. In addition,
a number of research projects in 2016
focussed on the repatriation of legacy
language recordings to the communities
from whom they were collected, and
the design of portals and procedures
for future access to these materials.
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Rachel Nordlinger and collaborators Peter
Hurst and Ian Green have created the Daly
Languages corpus, which provides a userfriendly online interface for the access of
over 150 hours of previously inaccessible
recordings from the 1980s and 1990s on
10 different languages of the Daly River
region of the Northern Territory, many of
which are no longer spoken and have had
very little linguistic description (see story
on previous page). In a similar vein Wayan
Arka in conjunction with collaborators at
the local and national level in Indonesia,
has begun a documentation project on
the languages of Merauke, West Papua.
Another affiliated repatriation project led
by Jenny Green, Myf Turpin and Linda
Barwick aims to return the Central Land
Council’s extensive collection of recordings
from communities of Central Australia. The
Living Archive of Aboriginal Languages
(Jane Simpson, Cathy Bow, Michael
Christie) focusses on the development of
a digital archive of endangered literature
from Australian languages of the Northern

Territory, with around 3000 items now
available via the open access website:
www.cdu.edu.au/laal. The Shape program
also supported the transcription and
publishing of over 70 recorded stories
in 18 different languages of Australia,
Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu as part
of the EOPAS online database. These
various initiatives are an important
part of ensuring that the language
research undertaken by our researchers
is accessible and useful for heritage
communities, and for future research.
Another major corpus project, led by
Nick Evans and Danielle Barth, is the
development of an annotated, typologically
calibrated cross-linguistic corpus of over 25
languages from every continent of the world,
representing a wide typological spectrum,
that can be used for the cross-linguistic study
of how social cognition is represented and
managed linguistically, with a special focus
on grammar. Workshops on this SCOPIC
project were held in Bamberg, Germany
in March and at the ANU in November.
We are continually reassessing, and refining
our corpus-building methodologies. A Corpus
Development Workshop was held at the
University of Melbourne in April, bringing
together over 40 researchers from across
CoEDL to establish shared standards and
goals for the development of corpora for all
languages across the Centre. A further five
languages from Australia and Papua New
Guinea (Warlpiri, Arrernte, Yolngu, Kayardild,
Kalam) with extensive legacy materials
already in existence will be targeted for
projects in 2017. A new corpus manager
position was advertised in late 2016. This
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person will be in place from early 2017 and
will work with researchers across the Centre
to help drive their corpus development,
including organisation of a second Corpus
Development Workshop planned for May
2017. We are also working closely with
Douglas Marmion from our partner institution
AIATSIS to support and streamline the
processes around digitising and accessing
the vast collections of Australian language
materials in the AIATSIS archives. This will
ensure that relevant heritage materials can
be incorporated into our corpus building
projects, and expand the accessibility
of language resources for Indigenous
communities and interested researchers.
Multivarietal Language Documentation
With this research we aim to move beyond
the traditional language documentation
model to one of parallel documentation
across the generations – working with older
people, younger adults, and children all
within the one community – to provide
new perspectives on the different design
solutions that evolve in languages to solve
similar social communicative problems. In
2016, we have also worked on building a
“hundred year corpus” of Murrinhpatha
(Australia), which consists of three historical
slices representing speakers born in the
early 20th century, speakers born in the
Catholic Mission of the 1950s–60s, and
speakers born around the turn of the 21st
century, in an era of greater contact with
urban Australia. This corpus, in conjunction
with the acquisition data arising from the
Language Acquisition in Murrinhpatha project
(Learning), is beginning to yield interesting
results by allowing us to take particular

linguistic phenomena and examining their
behaviour across multiple generations of
speakers – the dynamics of language at work.
Research by John Mansfield and Rachel
Nordlinger into morphological complexity
across the generations has led to a number
of publications and new collaborations
with the Psycholinguistics Laboratory at
the University of Zurich, where Professor
Sabine Stoll and her team are developing
similar corpora in 10 languages of the world
incorporating language acquisition data
and adult data cross the generations.
Multivarietal language documentation
projects are also underway by Shape
researchers in a number of other
language communities, including Kriol
and Gurindji Kriol in Northern Australia,
and the fieldsites of Western Arnhem
Land, Southern New Guinea, Vanuatu and
Samoa, where multilingualism and language
variation is being investigated in detail.
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Yijarni
Yijarni: True Stories from Gurindji Country
(Aboriginal Studies Press), is a book
detailing events leading up to the Wave
Hill Station Walk-off on 23 August 1966
told in both English and Gurindji. Edited
by Felicity Meakins (CoEDL) and Erika
Charola and involving senior Gurindji oral
historians, artists, photographers and the
Karungkarni Arts and the
Murnkurrumurnkurru CLC ranger group,
the book gives compelling accounts of
decades of massacres, the stealing of
children and other abuses by early
colonists. Yijarni was officially launched
by Senator Patrick Dodson on 19 August 2016 to an audience including Bill
Shorten and Richard Di Natale at the Freedom Day Festival, a celebration of the
50th anniversary of the Walk-off.
The Walk-off itself saw approximately 200 Gurindji stockmen and their families
leave Wave Hill Station in the Northern Territory, protesting against poor working
conditions and the taking of their land by pastoralists.
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Led by Vincent Lingiari, this land-mark action in 1966 precipitated the equal wages
case in the pastoral industry and the establishment of the Aboriginal Land Rights
(Northern Territory) Act 1976.
The book was discussed extensively in an article by Felicity Meakins in The
Conversation (19 August 2016). This article has been selected from 5000 articles
to be republished in The Conversation Yearbook 2016: 50 Standout Articles from
Australia’s Top Thinkers (Melbourne University Press, 2016).
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Left to right: Danielle Barth, Greg Dickson and Wayan Arka discuss the SCOPIC project described on page 64.

Cross-Program Activities
The research of the Shape program
continues to interact with the other three
programs of the Centre, and in 2016
our researchers have continued to build
cross-program projects and collaborations
which capitalise on this interaction.
In 2016, Evan Kidd (Processing) and
Rachel Nordlinger (Shape) completed
data collection on a project investigating
the relationship between word order and
language processing in Murrinhpatha,
building on a crosslinguistic project
initiated by PI Stephen Levinson at the
Max Planck Institute for Psycholoinguistics,
Nijmegen. Our researchers are also
engaged in the Glottobank project, which

traverses the Shape and Evolution
programs. In the Australasia and Oceania
regions we are building partnerships
and supporting conferences in order to
address regional educational and skill
challenges, particularly when it comes to the
documentation of endangered languages.
This is creating opportunities for mutual
learning and breaking new ground in
terms of support for indigenous speakers
to gain high-level training in linguistics.
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Learning
Program
69

Researchers:
Professor Gillian Wigglesworth
(Program Leader)
Associate Professor Paola Escudero
Associate Professor Caroline Jones
Professor Alan Rumsey
Professor Denis Burnham
Dr Franklin Chang
Dr Rebecca Defina
Professor Nick Evans
Associate Professor Evan Kidd
Professor Elena Lieven
Professor Stephen Matthews
Professor Francesca Merlan
Professor Miriam Meyerhoff
Dr Karen Mulak
Dr Alba Tuninetti
Dr Seamus Donnelly
Dr Samantha Disbray
Dr Inge Kral
Dr Hannah Sarvasy
Associate Professor Bee Chin Ng
Dr Sophie Nicholls
Associate Professor Carmel O’Shannessy
Professor Caroline Rowland
Dr Anna Stephen
Professor Virginia Yip

The Learning program focusses on how
children and adults learn languages
in contexts that are acutely underresearched, but which are of social,
educational, and economic importance
for Australia and its place in our region.
The program had a very busy year with
both longitudinal and cross sectional data
collection activities. The year culminated
with an excellent meeting of members
of the Learning group to enable further
interaction and collaboration, as well as
to report on existing research activities.
We report below on seven projects
investigating language learning in small
communities, which link with each other
and with work in the Shape program,
followed by five projects that link with
work in the Processing program.
The acquisition of Pitjantjatjara

This longitudinal study of the Australian
Indigenous language Pitjantjatjara focuses
on how children conceptualise and talk
about events especially through the use
of complex predicates. Speech by and
towards Pitjantjatjara children in the remote
community Pukatja (Ernabella) in South
Australia is being collected from children aged
from birth to four years of age who will be
followed over a period of three years resulting
in a corpus that tracks Pitjantjatjara language
acquisition from birth to seven years.
Community members were enthusiastic
about the project and expressed interest and
concern regarding how their children and
grandchildren were learning Pitjantjatjara
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as well as English and how they could be
supported in learning both languages to a
high standard. Many school workers were
also very interested in the project and the
information it could provide them about the
language development of the children in the
community. In particular, staff in the Early
Childhood program requested continuing
collaboration to monitor and discuss the
language development of children up to
the age of three. Seven children and their
families are participating in the longitudinal
corpus data collection and all but one were
recorded for at least an hour. We have
also engaged a local research assistant
who is resident in the community.
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Language learning and the development of
children’s intersubjectivity in Ku Waru, PNG

Two field trips in 2016 (January/
February and September) included the
collection of additional data on children’s
language learning and the development
of intersubjectivity in the Ku Waru region
of Highland Papua New Guinea. Ku
Waru–speaking field assistants collate
and analyse the monthly audio-visual
recordings and draft transcripts of children
of various ages interacting with their parents.
Longitudinal recordings of individual
children are supplemented with recordings
of spontaneous interaction among children
using GoPro miniature video recorders to
record groups of three to four children at play
with each other. The cameras are mounted
with small harnesses on the chests of two
of the children of each group, using wideangle lens settings to keep them all in view.

The field assistants’ hand transcriptions are
computerised and time-aligned in Canberra
and the speech recordings intensively
analysed, coded and archived in collaboration
with CoEDL industry partner Appen. Most of
this material will eventually be made available
in online archives for the use of other childlanguage specialists around the world.
There are now approximately 200 hours
of longitudinal recording, and 35 hours of
GoPro ones making this the largest corpus of
child-language data recorded for any of the
approximately 1,000 languages spoken in New
Guinea. The GoPro recordings and transcripts
will be particularly valuable in that respect
because of the relative scarcity of data of that
kind in child language acquisition studies.
Learning the Papuan language,
Nungon, as a first language

Data collection on the two-year longitudinal
study of L1 acquisition of the Papuan
language Nungon (1,000 speakers, PNG)
is proceeding. An hour of audio and video
data is collected monthly from children
interacting with caregivers and siblings. The
five children are now aged one-year-andnine-months to five-years-and-two-months.
Recordings are electronically transcribed in
MidCHAT format by assistants in the field.
While transcription lags by about four months
behind recording, the assistants are now able
to work much more efficiently compared to
earlier in the project. Periodically, some of
the assistants travel to the city to deliver the
latest batch of transcripts and recordings
electronically. In Canberra, interlinear
glosses, English free translation, and
coding are added to these transcripts.
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In addition to being placed in the PARADISEC
archive, the Nungon Acquisition corpus is
now pledged to become part of the ACQDIV
corpus of corpora run by Sabine Stoll and
her team (University of Zurich), where it will
be the sole Pacific language represented;
the first deposit of fully-interlinearised
and glossed transcripts is scheduled for
January 2017. A portion of the corpus will
be deposited in the CHILDES database.
Adults’ ways of talking to children and their
effect on language-learning outcomes

This project is exploring the ways in which
caregivers talk to and interact with young
infants, and surveying their beliefs about
and attitudes to language acquisition. Data
has been collected about Barunga Kriol,
Murrinhpatha (Wadeye) and the variety
of languages spoken in Maningrida. Data
analysis and writing up is progressing with
a paper on caregivers’ attitudes on Barunga
Kriol in draft manuscript shortly to be
submitted. The survey will be conducted
in a range of other communities. A related
project is examining the amount and type
of adult input to infants (nine-19 months)
and its relationship to children’s early
vocalisations and in Australian English
speaking families from mid versus low
socioeconomic status backgrounds.

Learning a local Kriol variety as a first
language in northern Australia

The adult element of this project looks at
how the phonological system of Barunga
Kriol is structured, documenting details
of the phonetics for adult speakers,
for different generations. Orthographic
transcription has been completed for the
adult corpus, and translation into English is
being added; remote Indigenous RAs have
been trained this year in using Aikuma-NG
for this purpose. The speech rhythm of
Barunga Kriol as compared with Australian
English is also being analysed. Books
about the life history of senior community
members, recorded as part of the adult
corpus, are being edited for publication
as community products of local history.
The child part of the project examines how
children at school entry have mastered the
phonological system of Barunga Kriol at the
point at which they also begin to acquire
English. Orthographic transcription has
been completed for the core longitudinal
child corpus of young children speaking
Kriol and English at Barunga NT; children’s
hearing health data has been collected
and the last longitudinal timepoint has
been recorded in a comparison corpus
of English spoken by young children
in Katherine NT. A visualisation tool
for language corpora, especially with
features designed to support exploration of
longitudinal corpora (ELAN/CLAN) of adultchild interaction is under development.
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Project producing digital materials
in Dhuwaya
Yalmay Yunupingu, Robyn Beecham
(not pictured) and CI Jill Wigglesworth
are working together to develop digital
materials in Dhuwaya for children in
early primary years at Yirrkala School in
Arnhem Land. Yirrkala School celebrated
40 years of their bilingual program in
2013. The children’s home language
is Dhuwaya, a koine variety of Yolngu
Matha spoken by the younger generation.
The children develop initial literacy in
Dhuwaya while acquiring English orally.
They transition to English literacy around
Grade 4. The digital materials will include
tasks to develop phonological awareness,
letter knowledge, sight words and early
reading skills.
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Indigenous and non-Indigenous children
learning English in Katherine NT

In 2015 data was collected from 12 preschool
children from Indigenous and non-Indigenous
backgrounds. Children were recorded in
Katherine speaking with a local Aboriginal
adult of roughly parent age. In 2016, the
second set of data was collected from
the same children to sample their spoken
English in conversation, picture book storytelling, and picture naming styles. Summer
trainees are in the process of analysing the
nonstandard phonological and morphological
features of the children’s English.

Phonological awareness in the early school years

These projects are building on research
conducted to develop a phonological
awareness assessment in 2015 with the
Northern Territory Department of Education.
The first incorporates an assessment of
remote children’s ear health conducted at the
same time as their phonological awareness
assessments to determine possible impacts
of ear health on the children’s acquisition
of phonological awareness. A related plan
is to develop a smart phone hearing test
application which could be relatively widely
available to assist teachers and health workers
to determine potential ear health problems
in Indigenous children living remotely.
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An iPad app is also being developed to assist
Yolngu Matha speaking children, who attend
a bilingual school, develop their literacy
skills in Yolngu Matha. The app is being
developed in collaboration with teachers
from the school and will be trialled in 2017.
Adults, children and infants’ learning of
sounds and words in multicultural settings:
The effect of language and accent variation

In 2014, we published a paper showing that
15-month-old infants learning Australian
English (AusE) could learn minimal pair
vowel words produced in a Canadian accent,
but not in their own Australian accent. In a
paper under review, we demonstrate that this
is likely due to the variation in the Australian
vowel /i/. Despite this being a native vowel, it
is produced with a large amount of phonetic
variation, making it difficult to be reliably
perceived as belonging to a single vowel
category. In 2016, we tested older infants
and infants raised in bilingual environments.
We are currently preparing two papers. In the
first, we report that age but not bilingualism
affect the ability to learn novel AusE
words containing large phonetic variation.
In the second, we show that bilingual
infants may have a delay at recognising
AusE-accented words compared to their
monolingual peers. Crucially, this delay is
short-lived because only two months later,
they recognised both AusE and Jamaicanaccented words just like monolingual peers.

Mechanisms of language learning:
Statistical learning in multilinguals

Infants and adults can track co-occurrences
of words and objects across time to
infer word-referent mappings, a learning
mechanism called statistical or crosssituational word learning (XSWL). They can
also harness relative frequency distributions
in the continuous auditory signal to learn to
discriminate speech sounds, a mechanism
known as distributional learning (DL).
In 2016, we published two papers showing
that infants and adults can learn words
that only differ in a single sound via this
mechanism, demonstrating that from a
very young age, we are capable of using
micro variation and statistical information
at the same time to learn new words. We
also published the first paper showing that
words in a foreign language (Portuguese)
can be learned via the implicit mechanism of
XSWL, and a paper showing the limitations
of the DL mechanism for AusE learners of
Dutch vowels. We started two projects testing
the brain correlates of DL in infants and
adults using EEG and focusing on difficult
non-native vowel and tone contrasts.
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The multilingual advantage: does exposure
to more than one language lead to
enhanced language development?

This year we published the first paper
that investigated bilingual XSWL, showing
that simultaneous bilinguals outperform
monolinguals when learning words
by tracking statistical co-ocurrences.
In a paper in preparation, we show
that eight-year-old bilingual children
show higher performance than their
monolingual peers in a verbal fluency
task but not in general cognition tasks.
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Canberra Longitudinal Child
Language (CLCL) Project

This is a shared project between the
Processing and Learning programs, which
is identifying individual differences in
children’s language processing skills across
development, and how these differences
relate to subsequent language development.
The cohort of 120 children are tested every
three months from nine to 24 months and
obtain age-appropriate measures of their
language processing (e.g., segmentation,
word learning, lexical processing, syntactic
processing) as well as a measure of their
home language environment (via LENA),
their current language level, and 20 minutes
of parent-child interaction. From 30 months
to five years children will be tested every six
months. Five hundred testing sessions have
been conducted from mid 2015 to end 2016
with very few dropouts or missed sessions.
Testing is completed for all children at nine
and 12 months, with decreasing proportions
of completed testing between 15 and 24
months. (See Processing for further detail.)

Statistical Learning and Language
acquisition Discovery Project

Funded from 2016 – 2018 this Discovery
Project follows approximately 100 children
from kindergarten (aged five to six years)
for 18 months. The specific focus is the role
of statistical learning in their grammatical
development, with a secondary focus on
emerging literacy skills. The project is well
underway, with approximately half the sample
recruited and the data are being analysed
to explore a range of research questions.
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How Play Impacts Language Learning in Toddlers
One of the studies to emerge from the ANU Language Lab has found that symbolic
play in toddlers, which involves use of the imagination, is more beneficial to language
development than functional play like puzzles, blocks or drawing.
The study of 54 infants tracked early language development in relation to the style of
play toddlers engaged in with their parents.
Lead researcher Dr Sara Quinn said the key difference came down to the way parents
interacted with their kids.
“Symbolic play involves imagination, like pretending a banana is a telephone,”
Dr Quinn said.
“We noticed during this type of play parents asked the children more questions, they
also shared attention more often and for longer durations.”
The study also observed functional play, which involves the repetitive use of objects like throwing a ball or stacking blocks. This type of play did not show the same benefits.
Dr Quinn said that one of the encouraging points to take from the study was that
parents didn’t need to buy any expensive technology to see the benefits.
“This type of play is so important, and it doesn’t require any level of technology.
It can be as simple as playing with the pots and pans in the bottom drawer.”

Dr Sara Quinn in the ANU Language Lab.
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Language processing is language in use:
talking and listening. That is what language
evolved for. Simple as this may sound, there
is astonishing variety to be observed. Native
speakers of different languages process
spoken language differently because each
language tailors the processing done by
the brain so that it is perfectly adapted
to the characteristics of the particular
tongue. Thus, language-specific ways of
processing have to be learned along with
the language, and language processing
changes across the lifespan; not only
during learning in infancy, but also due
to language experience and then due to
the changes brought about by aging. The
CoEDL processing program addresses all
this variety – comparing across individuals,
across languages, across the lifespan.
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1. Processing across the lifespan

Our processing studies begin from the
earliest year of life. CoEDL postdoc Jiyoun
Choi, working at the MARCS Institute at
Western Sydney University (WSU), completed
analyses of a ground-breaking study of
international adoptees (born in Korea
but adopted early on into families in the
Netherlands). These adoptees, now all adults
who had forgotten anything they had learned
of Korean, undertook a short training in some
Korean sounds – the three kinds of “t” that
Korean has, where Dutch and English only
have the sound [t]. The adoptees learned
to identify the three sounds much faster
than matched control participants did. Also,
they pronounced the three-way distinction
better (all the attempts at pronunciation, by
adoptees and controls, were sent to Korea
and scored there by judges unaware of the
study. The adoptees’ productions scored
much better). At the time of adoption, most
participants were too young to speak at all;
so these scores suggest they had retained
abstract knowledge (e.g. about possible kinds
of pronunciation) from the early experience.
Importantly, age at adoption had no effect on
performance – those who had been adopted
under six months performed as well as
those adopted at one year or more. Thus the
retained abstract knowledge had been built
up even in the earliest months of life, and the
total amount of experience with the language
was not a crucial factor. Jiyoun Choi and
Anne Cutler have published the results in
Royal Society Open Science with Max Planck

Institute and Radboud University collaborator
Mirjam Broersma; and Jiyoun Choi is now
at Hanyang University in South Korea
supported by a Korean Research Foundation
personal career development grant.

An experiment involving Korean adoptees demonstrated that
language learning very early on in life can be subconsciously
retained even when no conscious knowledge of the early
experience remains.

The Processing and Learning programs
are collaborating on an intensive study of
how linguistic knowledge develops with
the Canberra Longitudinal Child Language
Project (CLCL), in progress at the ANU. The
CLCL involves a cohort of approximately
120 children from the ages of nine months
to five years, and charts their individual
differences in language processing skills
across development, and how these
differences relate to subsequent language
performance. Between the ages of nine
and 24 months the cohort is tested every
three months, where age-appropriate
measures of their language processing (e.g.,
speech segmentation, vocabulary, syntactic
processing) are obtained. Further samples
of their home language environment are
collected, their current language level is
assessed, and 20 minutes of parent-child
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interaction is recorded. From 30 months to
five years the children will be tested every
six months. 2016 – 2017 are the busiest
years of the project in terms of testing. The
EEG record of their speech segmentation
at nine months is now complete, as is the
learning data collection at 12 months; the
coming testing sessions will amass enormous
amounts of data on word learning and word
processing, and syntax learning follows that.
This is a veritable deluge of data; watch
this space in future Annual Reports!
At ANU, another longitudinal study (of
statistical learning in children’s later
language development) also started up,
following approximately 100 children for
18 months from kindergarten age. Work
on language acquisition and symbolic play
continued, delivering longitudinal data from
52 18-24-month-olds interacting with their
parents across two play contexts; Sara Quinn
completed her PhD on this project in 2016,
and Noelie Creaghe is now working on
further aspects of the data. In collaboration
with our University of Queensland (UQ) team,
she has started using Discursis (developed at
UQ to allow visualisation of conversations) to
analyse interactions across the play context.
At the other end of the lifespan, the UQ
processing team focusses on language
processing in later life. This includes the
computerised analysis of trouble and repair
in conversations, and in 2016 the team
prepared a detailed overview of the different
types of conversational trouble and repair
that can occur in conversations in dementia,
updating an earlier framework on trouble and
repair definitions in dementia. The team also
continued work on developing meaningful

technology-based tools to help monitor and
facilitate later-life speech and communication
difficulties. Harlie the chatbot, an Android
smartphone application developed by the
UQ team, Dr Adam Vogel from UMelb
and colleagues at CSIRO, can call users
on their own smartphones to initiate
chats and remotely collect voice samples.
Harlie’s rationale was to conveniently
collect voice and speech samples, while
also encouraging regular engagement in
conversations by older adults to maintain
confidence in communication skills.
Harlie has now been introduced to
community groups of older adults around
Brisbane and feedback from these users
has been analysed in the new honours
project of Helen Lee, who will be working
closely with the community groups to
develop a more personalised version of
Harlie. Linked projects include extension of
Harlie technology to create a personalised
digital communication assistant for people
with dementia. Health Professionals are
informing the project also, providing input
on a version of Harlie that can be used in a
health monitoring setting with patients. (See
New Technologies report for further detail.)
Note that the UQ processing team actively
engages in the ethical and legal implications
raised by using smartphones to monitor
talk, through long-term collaborations
with experts from multiple relevant
disciplines, such as law and neuroethics.
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2. Processing across languages, language
varieties, and first versus second language
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University of Melbourne (UMelb) postdoc
Debbie Loakes, with PhD affiliate Josh
Clothier, studies sociophonetic variation
and sound change in the perception and
production of vowels in Aboriginal English
and mainstream Australian English. Their
2016 results show that even perception of
sound changes in progress can vary, with
different communities responding differently
to the same sound contrasts. At WSU,
detailed work into the acoustic repertoire
of specifically Western Sydney Australian
English has revealed local variations which
should be accounted for in experimental
spoken-language research. Investigating
the characteristics of the first language
(L1) that may affect acquisition of a second
language (L2), the team discovered that the
acoustic relationship between the L1 and
L2 can help (or hinder) L2 acquisition. At
first, learners produce L2 vowels that are
acoustically more similar to their closest
native vowels than the target vowels, and
their ability to produce separate L2 categories
depends on their ability to perceive a
difference between those sounds.

Another cross-over project (Learning and
Processing) has examined how bilingual
infants process unfamiliar accented speech.
Postdoc Karen Mulak with PhD student
Nicole Traynor found that at 17 months,
bilingual infants are delayed in recognising
words compared to their monolingual peers,
but just two months later they catch up
and can recognise words in familiar and
unfamiliar accents. Postdoc Alba Tuninetti
and team have also studied how differences
in accents, speakers, and gender are
perceived by adults, by EEG recording of the
mismatch negativity (MMN), which indexes
perception of acoustic change, at a neural
pre-attentive level. The results show that
both monolinguals and bilinguals perceive
accent changes in vowels differently than
changes in speaker or speaker sex. Accent
changes also elicited enhanced response
in a waveform associated with attention
and categorical processing (the P3a), but
only for bilinguals with experience in the
language tested. The ANU team are currently
testing whether infants have the same EEG
responses, to ascertain how this perceptual
difference develops across the lifespan.
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Further EEG work at WSU follows on an
earlier finding that coarticulatory information
is used for perceiving fricative sounds (e.g.
[f,s]) in some languages but not in others,
depending on the language’s phoneme
inventory makeup. The characteristic
English pattern of results (previously
observed for American and British, now
also for Australian English) appears, they
discovered, even in the first 100 msec
of processing of the fricative sound.
Other L2 processing research at WSU
has embraced the previously neglected
topic of prosody, with postdoc Heather
Kember and German colleagues studying
stress processing (mu- from musical
or museum?) and question/statement
classification in English by German users
of English as L2. Kember and honours
student Janeen Jeske have assessed the
ability of L1 and L2 English users to predict
how long an utterance is from hearing
only the early parts of it. Compared with
earlier results using American English,
both listener groups needed more of the
utterance to make a decision. This result
could reflect an interesting effect of the
uptalk (terminal pitch rises) common in
Australian English; uptalk is also being
addressed in the German collaboration.

Cross-linguistic studies of prosody also
continued. WSU PhD student Martin Ip
found that Mandarin listeners track prosodic
contours to direct attention to focussed
words, an effect previously reported for
stress languages but not necessarily
expected for languages that mark focus
with particles, as Mandarin can. Postdocs
Kember and Choi compared memory for
focussed words in English (typologically
head-prominent) versus Korean (edgeprominent). Both prosodic and syntactic
focus always facilitated recollection, but the
relative strength of the focus types differed
(syntactic focus relatively stronger in Korean,
prosodic focus relatively stronger in English).
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Bite Your Tongue, Baby is Listening
It’s never been more important to watch what you say in front of your baby.
New research, funded by the ARC Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics of Language,
shows that babies really are smarter than we think and can quickly determine the
meaning of new words in their environment without ever being explicitly told.
Dr Karen Mulak, based at the MARCS Institute for Brain, Behaviour and Development
at Western Sydney University, who headed the research, said during testing, infants
were shown pairs of images and then played the names of those images but in
no particular order. She said using that limited information, infants were able to
determine which word corresponded to which image, and successfully learned eight
new words in the span of just three minutes.
Dr Mulak said when toddlers heard a word they didn’t know or understand, their minds
subconsciously tracked the possible meaning based on what was present in their
surroundings. She said after just a few encounters with the new word, they were able
to use sophisticated statistical knowledge about words to narrow down the meaning.
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“We knew that infants could learn new words that were very different from one
another in this way, but what is surprising is that they can also do it for similar
sounding words that differ only by a single vowel, for instance; deet and dit.”

MARCs Institute
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3. Processing in Under-Researched Languages

In a cross-node ANU-WSU collaboration,
PhD student Eri Kashima, postdocs Mark
Ellison and Dineke Schokkin, along with
affiliate Daniel Williams, worked with CI
Paola Escudero to publish the first acoustic
description of the vowel space of a previously
undescribed Papuan language – Nambo.
The UMelb and ANU teams also
continued co-operation in an investigation
of incremental language production in
Murrinpatha, a free-order polysynthetic
language, to examine how speakers create
utterances in such linguistic systems; Rachel
Nordlinger and Evan Kidd tested a total
of 31 Murrinpatha-speaking participants
at Wadeye (NT), and this eyetracking
data is currently being analysed.

Also using eyetracking, an experiment on
Bininj Gun-wok by postdoc Hywel Stokes
confirmed the important role of prosodic
phrasing rather than pitch prominence in
the processing of contrastive focus in this
language. A further study by CoEDL affiliates
has shown that complex word processing in
the Australian language Wubuy is influenced
by prosodic boundary location. A large scale
production study of information structure
and prosody in Mawng concluded in 2016
and has yielded valuable data. All these
studies were part of the UMelb team’s
analyses of phrasal and word prosody in
a range of Northern Australian languages,
aimed at understanding the fundamental
prosodic typology of each language
involved and the consequences for speech
production and perception. In many of
these languages, phrasal stress is cued by
consonant lengthening and pitch, confirming
a long-held view that consonant salience
is a key phonological element here. Crosslanguage comparisons revealed a correlation
between post-lexical pitch-governed
macro-rhythm and traditional linguistic
analyses of stress in these languages.
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There is a significant group of researchers
based in the Centre whose research includes
a focus on the evolution of language, a broad
and often controversial field; it includes
work on the deep history of language; on the
relationship between the evolution of language
and the other distinctive features of human
cognition and social life; work that seeks to
use the evolution of language to throw light
on other aspects of human prehistory, and
vice versa; and work on language change at
very different time scales (from change over a
year to change over tens of millennia). There
are some fundamental, unifying questions
being asked by the group. These include: (a)
how and why did hominin communicative
capacities become so very different, and
so much more sophisticated than, those of
our close biological relatives?; what were
the cognitive and social preconditions of
the emergence of these capacities?; (b)
how do macro, meso, and micro-scale
mechanisms of language change relate to
one another?; (c) how is linguistic disparity
best represented, and what explains the
scope of, and limits of that disparity? Why
(for example) are there approximately 8,000
languages, rather than 800 or 80,000?
COEDL hosted a very successful Evolution of
Language Workshop in August, exploring the
connections between these questions, and
sketching some answers: the papers from that
workshop are due to be published in a special
issue of Biology and Philosophy in 2017.
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Using languages to make inferences about
human prehistory, and vice versa
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Much of our research in 2016 exploited
information about human prehistory
to constrain models of the evolution of
language. The core idea behind this
research, developed within the philosophy
team based at the ANU, is that the
evolution of language is a special and rather
demanding form of cultural evolution,
requiring extensive and accurate cultural
learning. The material record of the human
past enables us to estimate when various
forms of cultural learning and social
complexity came on stream, and hence
when (for example) human communities
had the cognitive and social capacities
that would enable them to preserve and
transmit technical vocabularies. The
development of modeling in respect to
this has been shared with the larger
group to inform linguistic practice.
We have researchers whose work straddles
our Shape and Evolution programmes,
who are also dependent on anthropological
data to develop important hypothesis.
For example, CoEDL director Nick Evans
argues that language is primitively multilingual. It is not just that living languages
have no common, single, root in an urlanguage; our ancestors built language
in social environments in which different
versions of language were in play. On his
view, language is anciently a tool of social
identity and difference; not just a tool of
representation and communication. An
important paper on this subject will appear
in the Biology and Philosophy special issue.

Research led by Simon Greenhill explored
inferences in the opposite direction: using
information about the complex history of
language families in Meso-America and
Papua and New Guinea to shed light
on the complex history of population
interactions in these regions; in addition,
he is part of an innovative transnational
project, GELATO (Genes and Languages
Together) that aims to investigate the links
and mismatches between genetic and
linguistic histories throughout (pre)history.
First results should be available mid-2017.
Modelling language change (evolution)
and establishing large-scale phylogenies
of languages is underpinned by our
understanding of the mechanisms of
linguistic continuity and change at the
level of speech communities and individual
speakers. Our work on the linguistic
histories of speech communities and
small language families in Bougainville,
PNG, suggest that understanding such
microcosms of language change rely on the
reconstruction of broader sociolinguistic
and sociohistorical contexts, which is
taking our research beyond linguistics and
into ethnographies of language use, oral
histories of trade and migration patterns
and analysis of past population structures.
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Susanne Koike and Douglas Koran, Torau speakers from Rorovana in Bougainville organise pictures into a narrative,
assisting our researchers to look at information structure in Torau. Picture: Bethwyn Evans.

Language and Language Phylogeny: Developing
new methods for detecting deep relations
between languages

It has long been noted that both language
evolution and biological evolution generate
a tree-like structure as ancestral languages
split and diverge (though the extent to
which the pattern can be represented as
purely one of divergence is controversial
in both biology and linguistics). Rigorous
methods for estimating these trees were
initially developed in evolutionary biology;
members of COEDL have played a leading
role in re-engineering them for linguistics.
In the initial development of these methods,
the linguistic similarities and differences
tracked and measured were items of basic

vocabulary. To make these methods more
powerful and reliable, a broader conception
of similarity and difference was needed,
and the CoEDL initiative Parabank, a
databank within the wider international
Glottobank project, is intended to partially
fill this gap. Parabank is a large database
of selected paradigmatic structures found
in the world’s languages, focusing on
the patterning of formal similarities and
identities (or syncretisms) between cells in
these paradigms. Information arranged in
matrices gains additional power because
of the large number of values that can
be calculated by comparing every cell
with every other cell. Parabank went
online in June 2016 with a sample set
of kinship data from 100 languages.
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Complementing and enhancing the
process of increased automation of data is
our research that tracks cognates across
language. The results here are encouraging:
the best performing algorithm correctly
identifies about 89% of the cognates in
a range of datasets. Thus, much of the
drudge work of historical linguistics can be
handed to computers leaving linguists to
quickly scale up the amount of data they
can analyse and the questions they can
answer. We have also been working on
the phylogenetic analysis of phonological
data; in 2016, this work has been building
integrated datasets from contemporary
and historical published sources.
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Complementing our projects, in August,
we hosted a Methods and Models in
Language Variation interdisciplinary working
group, to identify questions, hypotheses
and methods for bringing together
sociolinguistic models of variation and
phylogenetic models of language diversity.

Scaling up language documentation

Lexibank development is proceeding
rapidly. Lexibank, another component of
the Glottobank Project, is a public database
and repository for lexical data from the
languages of the world. The current statistics
show Lexibank having >1.5 million lexical
entries from more than 6,000 language
varieties. First publications from this
database will be forthcoming in 2017.
COEDL researchers (Evans, Greenhill,
Skirgard, Quinn, Barth) advanced our work
with Glottobank in 2016, both through
database design and data entry and through
participation in two Glottobank Workshops.
The Glottobank project – which has the
ambitious goal of developing a complete
phylogeny for the world’s languages – has
gained extra scope and resources with the
appointment of CoEDL PI Russell Gray as
Director of the Max Planck Institute for
the Science of Human History in Jena.
In addition, Simon Greenhill and colleagues
were responsible for an important new
development: they released “D-PLACE” – a
large cross-cultural database of linguistic,
cultural and environmental information
from 1,400 cultures around the world.
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These D-PLACE visualisations show the geographic and linguistic distribution of societies where marriages are accompanied by
transactions (bride price, dowry etc.). You can find out more by visiting the open-access database at https://d-place.org/home
Visualisations courtesy of Simon Greenhill.
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Language change and exploring
variation in the speech community

The Evolution program also explores how
languages change over short periods of time.
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As part of the collaborative Sydney Speaks
project, CIs Catherine Travis (ANU) and
Caroline Jones (WSU) have re-examined
some 1980s data of spoken Australian
English, using automated methods. In a
paper presented at the Australian Linguistic
society annual conference, they identified
the same general social tendencies as those
found through the 1980s manual coding. At
the same time, modern technology brings
to the fore some of the fine linguistic detail,
in terms of how different vowels behave
and whereabouts in the vowel the social
variation can be found. This allows for a
richer understanding of the ways in which
changes spread through the language, and
through the society, advancing the study of
language evolution at the community level.
Another of our major projects is exploring
variation in bilingual communities,
undermining the widely held assumption
that languages in contact will converge
over time. Our team has sampled subject
pronoun expression, variably used in Spanish
but essentially obligatory in English, in an
unprecedented bilingual corpus capturing
copious code-switching between Spanish and
English. They find no convergence in a longstanding Spanish-English contact community

in northern New Mexico in the USA. The
factors that condition the variation in Spanish
and English are remarkably similar, despite
vastly different rates of expression. One key
difference, however, is a prosodic restriction
present in English only, such that outside of
coordinate clauses, unexpressed subjects
occur only in absolute-initial prosodic
position. By the clear criterion of this conflict
site, New Mexican bilingual Spanish resists
convergence with English, and retains norms
evident in monolingual Spanish communities.
Spanish and English are world languages,
and as such, are hardly typical of human
language use over deep time. An important
issue, then, is whether variation and change
in small–scale communities is importantly
different from variation and change in mass
communities. Working with the Wellsprings
Laureate project, our researchers were able
to participate in a forum on this topic with
leading sociolinguists Peter Trudgill and
James Stanford held in February 2016.
We also sponsored a successful workshop
on Causes of Language Change at Western
Sydney University, organised by two of
our affiliates, with invited speakers from
Economics, Psychology, Neuroscience, Child
Language Acquisition and Psycholinguistics.
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Evolving language for robots

Moving from how humans acquire and
change language over time, the Evolution
program also explores the development of
communication systems in machines.
Two projects, involving a collaboration
between several research teams and
disciplines, investigate the development of
robot language. The first is the Lingodroids
project. The Lingodroid robots are being
developed to invent their own words
for space and time through structured
conversations. These robots invent
names for places where they meet, called
toponyms, and then use these toponyms in
conversations about distances and directions.
This project exemplifies the research strategy
of starting with simple systems and building
towards complexity. While further testing was
carried out in this project, the main work
of the social robotics group this year was
focused on the second of the two projects,
the OPAL project. In this project, a childsized robot, Opie, is being developed to
investigate social communication between
robots and children. Work continued during
the year on developing a series of simple

prototypes, with testing carried out with
children in environments including the
laboratory, the classroom and at a science
fair. Lessons from these trials are now being
used to design a new version of the robot
that will have moving arms and head, while
still being safe for interaction with children.
User testing has revealed insights into
the way children interact with robots and
what features and language are important
when designing robots for children. Mostly
children are enthusiastic and will happily play
storytelling games with the robot prototypes.
They are also patient and forgiving of errors
that the prototypes make. Importantly, the
testing has emphasised how important it is
to ensure robots appear friendly, as children
will not go near a robot that appears scary.
The use of Australian indigenous languages
for interaction will be another key focus
of the project in 2017. (See also New
Technologies report and photo on page 148
showing Google Senior Software Engineer,
Craig Cornelius interacting with Opie).
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How did language evolve?
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Another of our projects in 2016 used simulation techniques to explore the features of social
learning that make the emergence and transmission of language possible. One aspect of
this work was the development of models of social learning that explain how social learning
is possible in environments of referential uncertainty, and how social learning can lead to
convergence on optimal signalling conventions. A second strand of this work focussed on
duality of pattern: the fact that languages depend on structure at both a meaningless level
(e.g. phonology) and a meaningful level (e.g. morphology). In addition, we are developing
models of the evolution of linguistic complexity as affected by population structure, linguistic
heterogeneity, and the age distribution of those entering the speech community. While
this research depends on computational methods, we have another language evolution
project integrating information from archaeology and anthropology. Focus in the last year
has been on developing an empirically plausible account of the early stages of language
evolution. The main idea of this work is to show that communicative sophistication is less
cognitively demanding than standard models of language evolution suppose. This work
has shown that a cognitive skill set less rich than that required for so-called “ostensiveinferential communication” was very likely sufficient for the evolution of a protolanguage.

Early humans left few clues to their language or did they? Tools and tool making, and information about these processes
drawn from archeology and anthropology are helping our researchers build models of how protolanguage and social
complexity may have evolved. These tools were made by postdoc Ronald Planer (ANU).

New Generation Documentation
and Archiving Thread

CoEDL established the New Generation
Documentation and Archiving Thread so that
all material created by research participants
(including primary recordings, transcripts,
experimental results, dictionaries, and
so on) could be managed and archived.
This supports the citation of primary
material, essential for verifying claims
made by researchers, but also makes
the materials available to the speakers
who were recorded. The Archiving
Thread leader is Nick Thieberger at the
University of Melbourne and the Data
Management Officer is Julia Miller.

We proactively support our preferred
repository, the Pacific and Regional
Archive for Digital Sources in Endangered
Cultures (PARADISEC), and have funded a
fractional administrative position there. This
has worked well, enabling the repository
to handle the huge amount of language
recordings being submitted annually by
CoEDL members and affiliates, including
students and postdoctoral fellows.
PARADISEC now holds materials from 1,060
languages. We have researchers working in
Papua New Guinea who have submitted up
to 700 separate audio or video files each. For
example, Don Daniels a postdoctoral fellow
based in and around Madang Province has
archived files on 23 different languages:

Akrukay, Aiome, Amaimon, Anor, Atemble,
Bongu, Apali, Faita, Gants, Jilim, Mum, Male,
Mailu, Musak, Aruamu, Paynamar, Panim,
Pulabu, Rao, Rerau, Sileibi, Sepen, and Tok
Pisin. Another example is Danielle Barth’s
Social Cognition corpus, which already
includes over 250 media and transcription
files in the languages of Avatime, Dargwa,
Fas, Iwaidja, Kannada, Kogi, Makutar,
Burmese, Spanish, Tok Pisin, and Yurakaré.
Projects

We digitised Albert J. Schütz’s Nguna
(Vanuatu) grammar and texts as well as
Nguna texts and recordings made in the
1970 by Ellen Facey. We finished digitising
Alan Walker’s collection of recordings of
Hawu made in west Timor in the 1980s.
During 2016, projects that have been under
negotiation for several years finally came to
fruition. After negotiating with the Pacific
Manuscripts Bureau (PAMBU) to digitise
some of their microfilmed collections,
digital versions of 250 microfilms have
been accessioned. These include early
missionary translations, dictionaries and
short grammar sketches about languages
from Australia, Fiji, French Polynesia,
Kiribati, New Caledonia, Papua New
Guinea, Solomon Islands, and Vanuatu.
Another longterm project was the digitisation
of several collections of Arthur Capell’s reel
to reel, acetate disc and wire recordings,
spread between the National Library
and AIATSIS (see story on next page).

NEW GENERATION DOCUMENTATION AND ARCHIVING THREAD
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Beth Lonergan, assistant curator of digital archives,
pictures, and manuscripts at the National Library of
Australia delivering the discs to PARADISEC.

Discs getting cleaned at the National Film and Sound Archive.

Old Words Heard Again
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In September this year, recordings from the extensive language collection of the late
Arthur Capell were gifted by a number of institutions to PARADISEC. The National
Library and the National Film and Sound Archive worked with CoEDL to digitise two
albums and 20 single sound discs containing language and song recordings made in
Papua New Guinea and the South Pacific. A few weeks later, the Australian Institute
of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies (AIATSIS) gifted 167 field tapes
containing Asian, South Pacific and European languages. This transfer was also made
possible with the assistance of CoEDL.

Capell tapes
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Left to right: Amanda Lissarrague (AIATSIS), Rhonda Smith
(AIATSIS), Doug Marmion (AIATSIS/CoEDL), Julia Miller
(CoEDL/PARADISEC), Kazuko Obata (AIATSIS), Lyndall
Osborne (AIATSIS).

In order to make it easier to navigate the
many audio files in the collection we are
implementing a ‘noise visualiser’ that will
allow users to ‘see’ the sound in audio files
and navigate to key parts of the file. This
is particularly useful for legacy materials
for which there is no metadata as the
image presents differences in the audio
file as visually distinct parts of the signal.
Our catalog provides two metadata feeds,
one at the item-level that is harvested daily
by the Open Language Archives Community
(OLAC) and the other, at the collectionlevel, that is harvested by the Australian
National Data Service. Each of these feeds
increases the exposure of the catalog and
makes it easier to find the information there.

As part of our work with the Open
Language Archives Community (OLAC),
we are exploring ways to visualise gaps in
information about languages and the impact
the Centre is having in terms of increased
information for many languages, particularly
in the Oceanic region. For example, using
OLAC’s daily harvest of all language archives,
we mapped a summary of information per
language and projected this geographic
information onto a 3D globe, which in turn
gave an impression of how much has been
archived for any given language. Such tools
are likely to be useful in outreach projects.

NEW GENERATION DOCUMENTATION AND ARCHIVING THREAD
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We have advertised for a Corpus
Manager who will be responsible for
assembling language materials from
CoEDL members. We will build a software
platform that will allow us to provide
textual materials on each of a number
of languages that were previously not
available, providing a base for research.
The Archiving Thread together with the
Shape program organised the Language
Documentation Tools and Methods Summit
in June, which brought together major
software developers, language archives
and representatives of funding agencies to
discuss directions for development of tools for
language documentation. The connections
we facilitated at this summit have borne
fruit in a number of ways, including building
apps of various kinds, and generating
an NSF grant to outline requirements for
a tool to collect metadata in the field.
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Using 3D printing technology, CI Nick Thieberger is
experimenting with ways to better visualise language data.
This 3D globe gives an immediate impression of how much
has been archived for any given language based on analysis
of Open Language Archives Community data that is also
presented as a website. Picture: Nick Thieberger.

To address the need for sharing knowledge
about methods for language documentation
across the Centre and beyond, we have
created a new page on the CoEDL website.
There are links to linguistic software
typically used by members of CoEDL, and
we have put a call out for researchers to
submit helpful guides for the linguistic
tools that they use. This will continue
to be populated by our members.

The Archiving Thread worked with Rachel
Hendery on a CoEDL Transdisciplinary and
Innovation Grant and employed Andrew
Burrell to create a virtual reality display
using audio samples from the PARADISEC
collection. An Augmented Reality display
was also created. These were then
incorporated as part of the ‘Memory of the
World in Canberra’ exhibition, showcasing
UNESCO’s Memory of the World Programme
for safeguarding documentary heritage
(November 2016 until April 2017).

New Technologies
Thread
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The environment offered by CoEDL has enabled a surge this year in
technological output. A great highlight was a workshop on Mobile
Apps for Language Documentation held in September between
30 linguists, computer scientists, app developers and indigenous
researchers at the Northern Institute, Charles Darwin University
(see story below). A mobile app is being developed out of this
workshop, which is a huge result for a four-day workshop.
Keeping Our Languages Strong
The workshop on mobile apps for language documentation, organised by Steven Bird
at Charles Darwin University in September 2016 and sponsored by CoEDL, brought
together indigenous language speakers, computer scientists, app developers, and
linguists for a week of designing and prototyping mobile technologies. Some of the
ideas have entered the development process and one will be announced in the near
future. The workshop began with the presentation of a number of existing apps to
show the range of possibilities. Attendees then split into groups according to a range
of problem domains in linguistics and began to work up proposals for language apps.
All participants left with concrete improvements to take into their respective work
situations, not all of which were app dependent. The evaluations of the workshop were
uniformly positive.

NEW TECHNOLOGIES THREAD
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Another example of technology output is the
work that Director Nicholas Evans is doing
with app developer Ben Foley. Together
they are developing a kinship device app
that will assist linguists and anthropologists
to accurately record kinship relationships
and terminology. A prototype of this app
was demonstrated to CoEDL linguists and
other researchers at the ANU in October,
all of whom are likely to be key users.

completed, the game will be available to
download onto Android devices and tablets.
This game is an enormous collaborative
success linking our researchers together
with ANU international computer science
students, a student at the ANU School
of Art, and Ngaanyatjarra schoolchildren
and UQ computer scientists.

A third example is the development of Tjinari,
the first computer game in Ngaanyatjarra, a
project we call Game Maker: Ngarlpuputju,
which is a collaboration between Tjaa Yuti
– Western Desert Verbal Arts Team and
CoEDL. An update that we released on
the development of this game went viral
in September, demonstrating to the wider
Australian community the possibilities
for open source technology templates for
enhancing Aboriginal languages. When

The Transcription Acceleration Project is an
important cross-disciplinary project between
technology experts at UQ and linguists across
all four nodes. A workshop with linguists
and engineers identified a number of stages
at which linguists spend time and effort in
the process of transcribing field notes and
recordings, and which would be usefully
supported by computational tools. At the
workshop, linguists explained the importance
of the learning process that occurs while

Transcription Acceleration Project

Artwork for the endless runner game ‘Tjinari’ by ANU School of Art student Conor Tow.
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listening and directly transcribing recorded
dialogue and the aim is to support this
process, rather than automate it. A useful
stage for immediate automation was identified
as the post-processing stage where linguists
check raw documents for transcribing errors.
Attendees at this workshop teased out other
such subtleties in the transcription process
and gave our technology experts a far greater
insight into the issues to be addressed.
Harlie

In the health arena, we have been
demonstrating Harlie to health professionals
and clinical researchers. Harlie is the name
of an android smartphone application
that CoEDL affiliate David Ireland from
the CSIRO, Dr Adam Vogel from the
University of Melbourne and our University
of Queensland researchers are developing
to help those suffering neurological
conditions such as Parkinson’s disease and
dementia. It can help encourage people
to engage in conversation and maintain
their confidence in communicating, and
importantly for researchers it collects voice
and speech samples. Harlie was warmly
received as an exciting development by
those who attended our workshop for Health
Professionals and Clinical Researchers in
May 2016. They were interested in hearing
how Harlie might help record a patient’s
condition over time and enable more precise
design of rehabilitation programmes. Our
communities of health professionals are
also helping us to discuss the benefits and
limitations (ethics) of involving chatting
robots in healthcare and to improve the
user-friendliness of the application.

PhD student Helen Lee tests Harlie “the chatbot” with a
community volunteer. Picture: Christina Atay.

Discursis

Discursis, a computer-assisted visual
discourse analysis method, is continuing
to be used and developed by our PhD
and postdoctoral fellows. It continues
to be demonstrated as a compatible
tool in dementia-care settings, enabling
analysis of conversational patterns
in different health contexts.
OPAL

Another robotics project, which is also a focus
of our Evolution program, is the development
of classroom robot “Opie”. The OPAL project
is aimed at developing a child-sized robot to
investigate social interaction between robots
and children. A series of prototypes have
been tested in the lab, the classroom and at
a science fair and in 2017 the team will use
the information learnt to design a new version
of the robot that will have moving arms and
head, while still being safe for interaction
with children (see story on next page).

NEW TECHNOLOGIES THREAD
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Pushing the Boundaries of Social Robotics
What is it about a person that makes others open up to them? You know the type
– that person in the office that most people feel comfortable with. What if that
person could be a robot? What would that robot require in its programming to make
others feel safe? These are questions being worked on by CoEDL robotic engineers
experimenting with a robot called “Opie”. Opie has already been at schools, where
children are fascinated by his look and ability to tell illustrated stories. “Most users
of technology today adjust to the technology but our group’s aim is to adapt the
technology to the user,” says Gautier Durantin. Interactivity, adaptability, better
understanding and response to language, are all issues the engineers work on
in collaboration with CoEDL linguists and psychologists. Below Gautier Durantin
(obscured) is pictured with summer students and Kriol speakers visiting the lab from
Ngukurr in Southern Arnhem Land.

Caption: Left side: CoEDL summer students: Hamish Pawlaczyk, Sammy Kelly, Kaylee Gannaway, Klaudia Hautsalo. Centre:
Opie (child-friendly robot). Right front row: from the Ngukurr language centre are Grant Thompson, Tamara Joshua and Angelina
Joshua. Back row: CoEDL researchers: Gautier Durantin, Greg Dickson, and Jon Taufatofua. Picture: Janet Wiles.
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Technology resources

We continue to use the CoEDL website as a
platform for providing technology resources
to researchers, and to share the knowledge
that we gain with the linguistic and
technology communities at large. We direct
researchers to the different language analysis
tools, app development tools, advances
in archiving and data visualisation. Our
conference on Advances in Visual Methods
for Linguistics, held in September, was
another method we used for ensuring the
dissemination of technological improvements,
particularly to students. Virtual reality and
augmented reality (blending the real with
the virtual – think Pokémon Go) were
demonstrated as effective new methods for
capturing language data, as well as effective
modes for exploring language and helping to
educate others about language diversity. Our
CI Nick Thieberger and affiliate researcher
Rachel Hendery were invited to install their
virtual and augmented reality experiences at
the Canberra Museum and Gallery as part of
the UNESCO Memory of the World exhibit.
We also have researchers collaborating
with Alveo, which is a virtual laboratory for
human communication science, funded
by NCRIS. Alveo provides a web platform
for the analysis of language and speech
and includes a number of linguistic tools.
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Interdisciplinary
Grant Funding
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Transdisciplinary and Innovation Grants

Transdisciplinary and Innovation Grants are to provide
opportunities for cross-program collaboration at all levels, and
to support projects by CoEDL members and affiliates that are
innovative and that will link research across programs and
threads in new and unexpected ways, leading to the development
of collaborative research outputs of a high quality. A total
of $131,726.59 was awarded under this program in 2016.

The influence of environment on global patterns of language diversity
Lindell Bromham, The Australian National University
Why do some places on earth have so many languages, while others have few? Some
spatial patterns in language diversity resemble patterns of biological diversity. For example,
languages, like species, are more diverse in the tropics. Such patterns have led to
hypotheses that similar environmental features affect both biodiversity and language diversity.
Other hypotheses focus on human-specific traits such as agricultural growing season or
ease of movement. This project represents a unique collaboration between evolutionary
biologists, ecologists and linguists to develop new analytical methods applied on a global
scale to test hypotheses concerning environmental influences on language diversity.

Perception of Intonational Contrasts in Varieties of Indian English
Olga Maxwell, La Trobe University
Languages vary in how they use melody and intonation, and in their use of acoustic cues to cue
meaningful intonational contrasts. As these aspects of language are learnt early in life, listeners
tend to process intonational contrasts (that signal given versus new information, for example)
less efficiently when speaking a second language. This study extends our understanding
of the perception of intonation and looks at the ways speakers of Indian English perceive
intonational contrasts, the kinds of cues they rely on and to what extent their judgement is
affected by their first language/s and the variety they are exposed to. These questions are
important for intercultural communication, especially in the Australian multicultural setting.

INTERDISCIPLINARY GRANT FUNDING
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Tracking statistical learning through cross-domain pitch processing
Liquan Liu, Western Sydney University
Humans have a remarkable capability of tracking statistical regularities from the ambient
environment to infer knowledge, a process termed statistical learning. Many questions
remain unanswered with respect to the scope and domain-specificity of statistical learning,
specifically: How exactly do infants process statistical information across time? Is the pitch
processing network in language shared or distinct from that in music over the course of
statistical learning? Moreover, can statistical learning tell us something about the origin of
language? In this project, we will explore infants’ linguistic and musical pitch processing
using a statistical learning paradigm to answer core questions regarding a fundamental
cognitive mechanism and its implications for language learning, processing and evolution.

Deciphering the great and mysterious singing machine
Chris Carignan, Western Sydney University
Singers learn to harness their vocal tract as a tool for sculpting tonally rich vowels. The art of
forging a musical instrument by dynamically shaping the speech articulators (tongue, lips,
vocal cords, etc.) spans cultures and has deep roots in our prehistory. However, surprisingly
little is known about how singers shape their tongues to craft their sound, and even less
about how this differs from speaking. This research project will unlock the mysteries of
articulation in singing, using electromagnetic articulometry (EMA) and ultrasound technologies
to track the tongue shape and lip motions of trained singers as they sing and speak.

A ‘data well’ prototype for Sahul phonologies
Jayden Macklin-Cordes, The University of Queensland
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Australia and New Guinea belong to the ancient continent of Sahul—a single landmass
through most of human history, separated by rising seas just 8,500 years ago. Today, these
regions are home to extreme linguistic diversity, both in terms of the sheer quantity and
complexity of languages present. A phonological ‘data well’ of Sahul is a rich data source
on the sound systems of Australia and New Guinea. Unlike traditional ‘databases’ which
supply answers to predefined questions, a ‘data well’ can be returned to again and again,
with different questions, drawing new databases each time. We are building a prototype.
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Matching curriculum to community goals for Indigenous language revival in
Eastern Australia
Hilary Smith, The Australian National University
Many Australian Indigenous communities are seeking to revive their traditional languages,
and are gaining support from state Education Departments in this process. However,
communities often have little access to research on second language acquisition, and they
may have strong views on community ownership of languages, and community control of
language programs. This case study aims to investigate the experiences and expectations
of a school language revival program. Through a partnership approach with Indigenous
community members, this will increase our knowledge of the teaching and learning in
Indigenous language revival programs, and how best they can be supported for the future.

A Taxonomy of Signalling Games
Matthew Spike, The Australian National University
An image flashes up on a screen in front of you. You must communicate this to your partner, with one
catch: you can’t see, hear, or speak with them. All you have are some strange symbols. You press a
symbol and it flashes up on their screen, and your partner interprets the strange symbol. Over time,
you and your partner create a new signaling system. Just how this happens, however, is not clear:
some claim feedback is necessary, others say reinforcement, learning biases, rational behavior or even
financial reward. Our experiments will investigate how, exactly, novel signaling systems self-organise.

Analysis tools for large speech corpora
Gerry Doherty, Griffith University
This project will develop a set of analysis tools designed to assist researchers in investigating
the properties of large corpora of speech recorded in natural conversational settings. It will
facilitate investigation of a style of speech which until relatively recently has been largely
neglected within Australia, but which is central to the objectives of CoEDL. The tools which are
developed will draw on pre-existing open-source analysis packages and will themselves be freelyavailable to the research community and configured to enable their further development.

Conversational Australian English: Analysing Speech Acts in AusTalk Map Tasks
Dominique Estival, Western Sydney University
This pilot will identify new ways of mining large speech corpora for specific speech acts (SAs), such
as questions, requests for information, and expressions of surprise or agreement/disagreement. It
will add to our understanding of how specific SAs are expressed and to our knowledge of the special
features of Australian English, especially in conversational speech. As one of the first explorations of
the AusTalk corpus using the Alveo virtual laboratory, it will test its potential for language and digital
humanities research and lay the grounds for automating the annotation and identification of SAs.

INTERDISCIPLINARY GRANT FUNDING
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Language Documentation Grants

In 2016, the Language Documentation Grants scheme was
introduced to allow for broader support of language research
and preservation. The below projects were successful. A total
of $69,542.03 was awarded under this program in 2016.

A Language Survey of Pulau Simeulue
Rob Amery, The University of Adelaide
A language survey, carried out in collaboration with Acehnese researchers, of Pulau Simeulue
and Pulau Banyak, Aceh, to ascertain the status and use of the languages spoken there
and to identify possible projects for further investigation by Acehnese postgraduate and
undergraduate students and ways in which these languages might be supported.

A Field Manual for ultrasound research
Robert Mailhammer, Western Sydney University
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A project to critically enhance the description of Iwaidja, and develop a draft field manual
for ultrasound research. The project is based in a case study analysing a problematic
segment, a “velar approximant”, in Iwaidja, an endangered Australian languages. Crosslinguistically, the analysis of approximants presents many issues. The project will illustrate
how articulatory data from ultrasound can contribute to advancing analysis in challenging
domains, such as the analysis of approximants. The use of ultrasound in linguistics is
expanding. Its extension into fieldwork is comparatively recent. There are currently no
field protocols for equipment, settings, data collection, processing and analysis.
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Songs in the Aboriginal Languages of Victoria – Linguistic and Musicological Analysis
Stephen Morey & Luise Hercus, La Trobe University
Traditional songs in Victorian Aboriginal Languages were recorded from 1840 to 1965.
Some of these were accompanied by rich detailed information about social and ritual
context, particularly those noted by R.H. Mathews, A.W. Howitt, Rev. William Thomas
and Luise Hercus. Most songs are in manuscripts but many of these sources are not yet
comprehensively searched. Our proposal will employ the considerable skills of Ted Ryan
to further explore the manuscripts, identify songs and contextual information and carefully
transcribe them, leading to a substantial monograph with linguistic, and where possible
musicological, analysis of these songs, grounded in their contextual background.

Alor Ethnobotany Documentation Project
Gary Holton, University of Hawai’i at Manoa
This project documents ethnobotanical knowledge of Abui (ISO 639-3 abz), a non-Austronesian
language of the Alor-Pantar family of Eastern Indonesia. The proposal takes advantage of a
unique opportunity for interdisciplinary collaboration with the Consortium of Pacific Herbaria
at the University of Hawai‘i and the Herbarium Bogoriense in Bogor, Jakarta. The goals of
the proposed field work are to document traditional botanical knowledge of Abui by:
1.

collecting voucher specimens for herbarium deposit and determination to species;

2.

creating high-quality photographic images of each specimen; and

3.

video-recording, transcribing and translating conversations about
knowledge of each specimen in Abui language.

Marrku: The Last Chance
Bruce Birch, The Australian National University
This project funds elicitation work with Khaki Marrala, the only surviving individual with a working
knowledge of Marrku, the language associated with traditional clan estates on Croker Island in NW
Arnhem Land. Marrala, now 87 and living in Darwin, retains the ability to translate into Marrku
from other languages of the region such as Iwaidja, to re-speak and translate archival recordings,
and to produce short stretches of spontaneous Marrku. The applicant will work with Marrala to
transcribe archival recordings, check word lists compiled from the 1820s onwards, fill gaps in
paradigms and compile a collection of words and phrases transcribed and translated in ELAN.

INTERDISCIPLINARY GRANT FUNDING
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Developing a collection of traditional Lopit stories
Jonathan Moodie, The University of Melbourne
Members of the Lopit community in the Kakuma refugee camp in Kenya are highly
motivated to record stories and descriptions of cultural practices and to support the
documentation of their language. This project aims to provide them guidance and
support in making quality recordings, via Skype discussions and training materials, and
to provide them with some equipment for this work. We will transcribe these recordings
and use them to develop print and online language materials and to enhance our own
documentation of this undocumented, vulnerable language of South Sudan.

Deaf signers in action: Solving the Family Problems task in Auslan
Gabrielle Hodge, La Trobe University
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This project is the first descriptive investigation of the language-in-action of deaf Auslan
signers as they collaborate on the Family Problems Picture Task. It examines how five
pairs of deaf signers combine strategies for telling, showing and doing during the task.
Specifically, how signers construct the actions, dialogue, thoughts and emotions of others
during their face-to-face interactions. This project builds on work at the intersection of
language description, semiotics and corpus linguistics by describing social cognition
data from an endangered signed language using corpus methods. This study will provide
crucial insight into typological perspectives for understanding the shape of language.

Ethics and
Heritage

A significant part of the Centre’s research is reliant on the participation
of Indigenous communities in Australia and the Asia-Pacific, and
the transmission and safeguarding of important cultural, linguistic
and historical information. The Centre recognises the right of
Indigenous communities to maintain, control, protect and develop
their traditional knowledge and cultural expressions, and the
inherent ownership they have over this intellectual property. The
Centre also recognises that communities and individuals within
the region hold different views as to what these rights entail.
Research conducted by Centre staff and
students at the collaborating institutions is
subject to approval by institutional human
research ethics committees. These statutory
committees review and approve research
involving Indigenous people with specific
reference to Values and Ethics: Guidelines
for Ethical Conduct in Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander Health Research (NHMRC
2003), and The Australian Institute of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies
Guidelines for Ethical Research in Australian
Indigenous Studies (AIATSIS 2012), plus
The National Statement on Ethical Conduct
in Human Research (NHMRC, ARC, UA
2007). In addition, the Centre recognises
the important contribution of the guidelines
developed by The Australia Council for the
Arts on Indigenous Protocols for Producing
Indigenous Australian Music, Writing,
Visual Arts, Media Arts and Performing
Arts (2007). We will always assert the
moral rights of performers in collections
of material produced by the Centre.

We take very seriously our responsibility to
create records of performances, be they
narratives, songs, and other expressions of
traditional languages. Through the activities
of the Archiving and New Technologies
Threads, the Centre dedicates significant
resources to ensuring cultural data,
recordings and other media are returned to
the communities from which they originate
in a timely and sensitive manner. In 2016,
there was significant focus on repatriation
of recording, which will continue in 2017.
A detailed policy regarding the recognition
and management of linguistic and cultural
heritage in Australia has been developed
by CoEDL and is already operating to
inform prospective grant applications of
their ethical and cultural obligations. This
represents a significant piece of work. The
policy is now published on the members
website and will continue to be updated.
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Bonnie Mclean (left) follows a lecture on neurolinguistics during CoEDL Summer School.
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The 2016 education, training and mentoring approach was developed
in partnership with postgraduate students, postdoctoral fellows and
the CoEDL Education and Outreach subcommittee, after reflecting on
our first full year of operation in 2015. Indicators throughout the past
year have been very positive and we are pleased to see the increasing
popularity of our public, academic and student focussed initiatives.
In 2016, our workshops and conferences
were book-ended by two large events.
CoEDLFest (February) brings together
researchers and students across the nodes,
and Summer School (November) is open
to researchers and students around the
world. In between are three overlapping
types of gathering: workshops to explore and
develop methods, tools and technologies;
workshops and conference on areal or
discipline topics; and outreach workshops
for different community groups on aspects of
languages. As well, each node runs regular
seminar series, aimed to take advantage
of the increasing number of international
experts to our Centre, and maximising
opportunity for students and early career
researchers to interact with these experts.
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Mentoring and cross-node support for
students has been an area of greater focus.
We deliberately scaled up our mentoring
program, discussed on page 120.

We have also formalised a mobility
scheme for students, again with an
eye to maintaining academic rigor and
enthusiasm across the language-learning
generations. We are seeing encouraging
growth in co-tutelle arrangements (ANU
with Universite Paris 7 Diderot and Charles
Darwin University, University of Melbourne
with Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin).
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Workshops and training sessions

1. CoEDLFest:
Our second CoEDLFest was held in
February at the MARCS Institute for Brain,
Behaviour and Development at Western
Sydney University. These annual gatherings
are proving to be superb opportunities in
which to bring our community together
to develop new collaborations and ideas,
to engage in training and research
professionalisation support for early career
researchers and higher degree research
(HDR) students, and to promote mobility
by introducing them to the diversity of
research and opportunities at other nodes.
The 2016 CoEDLFest showcased the
diversity of work by MARCS researchers,
including lab visits to the MARCS Baby
Lab and the Speech Production Lab.
Collaboration was facilitated by 66 posters
featuring work from 12 postdocs and 22
HDR students across all nodes. CoEDLFest
also provided cross-node research
professionalisation support through sessions
on applying for academic jobs, on our
new grants program, and for working with
teachers on professional development.

CoEDLFest is also an opportunity for
outreach and we held two well attended
public lectures. Around 150 members of
the public heard about communication
terms and roles in the Ngaanyatjarra
community in the Western Desert region of
central Australia. The second presentation,
‘Talking with Robots’, was held at the
Powerhouse Museum attracting 300
members of the public. CI Janet Wiles
introduced the audience to ‘lingodroids’,
which are robots who can learn language.
2. Summer School:
The year ended with the CoEDL Summer
School, which was the most successful yet,
attracting 159 attendees from throughout
Australia and a number from Europe and
the Pacific (see story on next page).
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Summer School
The increasing popularity of our Summer School is testimony to the well structured,
authoritative and informative program, which offers students and early career
academics a chance to develop their fieldwork and technology skills, and to enhance
their theoretical knowledge by attending classes run by leading practitioners.
It was fantastic to see students attending from Europe and the Asia-Pacific on top of
our core group of Australian post-graduate and early career academics. It seems word
is spreading rapidly about the exciting developments taking place in our region. The
numbers of attendees rose by over 30%, with packed participation in expert seminars
on neurobiology, developments in data analysis and contact languages, just to name a
few of the class options that proved popular.
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3. Areal and Thematic Workshops:
The range and diversity of areal and thematic
workshops increased substantially in 2016.
These provide excellent opportunities for
HDR students and early career researchers
to present their findings and discuss it with
leading experts. The workshops have had
excellent attendance. We couldn’t be more
pleased, given that one of our key aims is to
grow, stimulate and foster expertise that can
tackle the enormous and challenging job
of documenting and analysing indigenous
languages of Australia and the Pacific.
Areal Workshops included the annual March
Australian Languages Workshop, held at
ANU and attended by 67 people (including
HDR students from all four node universities,
as well as other Australian universities).
It featured a session on verbal arts and
performance with guest speakers Nigel Fabb
from the University of Strathclyde and Rob
Pensalfini of the University of Queensland.
In May a well-attended Papuanist Tense
Workshop was held at ANU. In October we
co-sponsored with the Vietnam Institute
of Linguistics a workshop on endangered
languages in Vietnam and Australia with
guests Pham Hien and Nguyen Huu Hoanh.
Hien gave a seminar on The picture of
ethnic minority languages in Vietnam,
which drew considerable interest.
Thematic Workshops began with the first
Wellsprings Forum Dialogue, held at
ANU in February. This forum addressed
the question: What is different about the
sociolinguistics of small-scale communities?
A highlight of the event was hearing from
guest speakers linguist James Stanford of

Dartmouth College and sociolinguist Peter
Trudgill of the Université de Fribourg.
We co-sponsored a workshop in July on
Sociophonetic Variability in the English
Varieties of Australia at Griffith University.
Another event in July was the Evolution of
Languages Workshop held at the ANU.
At the end of October, the three-day
Multilingual Repertoires and Multilingual
Discourse Workshop was held at Western
Sydney University. This conference brought
together researchers interested in language
variation, contact and change in multilingual
settings, scenarios of prolonged language
shift and long-standing multilingualism.
The Centre also supported the Causes of
Language Change symposium, held in
November at Western Sydney University.
This interdisciplinary two-day event
brought together linguists interested in
investigating causes of language change
and experts in areas outside linguistics
that are often seen as containing triggers
for language change. It was a great crossdiscipline event, designed to further
stimulate robust interdisciplinary research.
The New Fields for Morphology Workshop
was held in Melbourne just before Summer
School and attracted a number of influential
researchers from across the globe.
Sponsoring SST 2016 in Sydney was
a great way to finish the year. This
was the 16th biennial conference of
the Australasian Speech Science and
Technology Association, bringing together
speech scientists and engineers from
around the world. Keynotes were presented
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by world leaders in speech technology
(Shri Narayanan, USA), child language
development (Leher Singh Singapore), and
statistical language processing (Harald
Baayen, Germany). There were three days
of oral presentations and poster sessions
that were all lively and well attended.
4. Methods, Tools and Technologies Workshops:

Each node has different strengths in research
methods and tools, and researchers across
the nodes have been collaborating in running
technology-focussed workshops that foster
awareness and enterprise in technology
advances that have the potential to markedly
scale up our abilities and output. These
have received enthusiastic responses.
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In February the Antipodean Glottobank
Workshop was held at the ANU campus
at Kioloa. Part of our collaboration
with the Max Planck Institute for the
Science of Human History in Jena,
this workshop explored the use of the
database to sustain linguistic research.
The US National Science Foundation/
CoEDL Workshop on the Ethics of Emerging
Technology was held in Brisbane in March.
This one-day international symposium was
focussed on emerging technologies in the
fields of neuromorphic engineering, virtual
reality, brain and computer interfaces,
robotics, and game development and
on the use of these technologies in
learning, teaching and rehabilitation.
The Bamberg Social Cognition Typology
Workshop, held in March, is part of a CoEDL
and German drive to produce an annotated,
typologically calibrated cross-linguistic corpus
of over 20 languages from every continent.

This project has entered a period of intense
work, with analysis and typological calibration
gradually being refined. In November, the
second social cognition typology (SCOPIC)
workshop for the year was held in Canberra
in November. This intensive workshop saw
participants going through their corpora and
developing shared categories and labels.
April and May saw a continuation and
expansion of the successful 2015 University
of Melbourne workshops on Tools and
Methods for Language Documentation. In
2016 these included the Corpus Creation
Workshop, Lexicography Workshop and
Masterclass, and the Archiving and
Data Management Workshop. These
culminated in June with a Tools and
Methods Summit for archiving.
Courses in statistical methods have
been very popular among students and
researchers at every summer school,
and so we sponsored the Practical
statistics for the Behavioural Sciences
course at Western Sydney University.
The workshop on Mobile apps for language
documentation, organised by CoEDL affiliate
Steven Bird (University of Melbourne),
at Charles Darwin University was hugely
successful. It brought together indigenous
language speakers, computer scientists,
app developers, and linguists for a week
of designing and prototyping mobile
technologies (see story on page 97).
The Advanced Visual Methods
Workshop at University of Queensland in
September brought together technology
and communication specialists with
linguists (see story on next page).
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Advanced Visual Methods Workshop
At this conference CoEDL students and academics were introduced to new ways of
mining and presenting language data, including virtual reality and augmented reality
(blending the real with the virtual – think Pokémon Go). These techniques are opening
up new avenues for immersive exploration of language and can be extremely powerful
for visualising complicated data and communicating key outcomes.
On day one of the three-day conference, attendees were introduced to efficient
methods of exporting data from Excel; usage of free data-mining and processing
software called Knime, and the online visualisation tool Lyra. On following days there
were presentations of unique visualisations, expanding the range of options available
to language researchers.
The Visualisations of Language conference was organised by our University of
Queensland CIs, postdocs and students.

This is a screenshot of the visualisation tool that CoEDL PhD student Lydia Byrne is developing, which captures and displays
variety in morphological data; in this instance Russian data supplied by Greville Corbett.
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5. Language Outreach Workshops:
Focussed language training workshops have
been a feature of the Centre’s work in 2016.
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In June CoEDL postdoctoral fellows and HDR
students from different nodes organised
a highly successful week-long workshop
on Kriol in Katherine in collaboration with
the local community, including people
from Kununurra, Wave hill, Lajamanu,
Ngukurr, Barunga, Tennant Creek and
Elliot. Partner organisations included the
Mirima Dawang Woorlab-gerring Language
Centre, Ngukurr Language Centre and
Aboriginal Interpreter Services.
In October a National symposium on
bilingualism and multilingualism in Schools
in the Oceania-Pacific region was jointly
hosted at ANU with the French Embassy.
This national event attracted education
leaders, including senior public servants
from state education departments, as well
as language academics, school teachers
and post-graduate students from across a
number of disciplines. The program was
split into two inclusive events, including the
symposium itself with a focus on bilingualism
and multilingualism research and education
and a public lecture Securing the Future:
Multilingualism as a Social Resource by
Professor Joseph Lo Bianco, Professor of
Language and Literacy Education at the
Melbourne Graduate School of Education
and renowned policy advisor both here
in Australia and abroad. This lecture
attracted over 200 attendees including
representatives from the Pacific and French
Polynesia. Professor Lo Bianco argued
in his talk that to ensure security in the

region we need to re-think a number of
assumptions including the naturalisation
of monolingualism as a normal state.
This busy month also included a significant
regional symposium as a trigger to
collaboration between Australian and French
Pacific linguists. There were some great
outcomes of this week-long event, cohosted by the University of New Caledonia
and CoEDL (see story on next page).
Improving language education is a key
concern for CoEDL, and so in November
the Learning Program Workshop was
held at the ANU, focussing on languages
and education in Indigenous Australia.
This workshop included a public lecture
demonstrating the use of digital technology
tools for language learning and the result of
some pilot work using these technologies
in remote areas of the country.
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What the languages of Oceania have to teach us
Future workshops and collaborative projects have emerged from a week-long symposium
held in New Caledonia and co-hosted by the ARC Centre of Excellence and the University
of New Caledonia.
The conference presented an opportunity for those committed to the languages of Oceania
to share their experiences, skills and educational challenges, with special reference to
the Francophone Pacific. To organise the conference CoEDL worked with: le Centre des
Nouvelles Etudes sur le Pacifique; la filière Langues et Cultures Océaniennes de l’UNC;
l’Association des étudiants Découvre ton Caillou, and la filière Langues et Cultures
Polynésiennes et du laboratoire EASTCO de l’UPF.
CoEDL Director Nick Evans said the symposium had highlighted mutual opportunity
for learning. While Pacific experts are keen to enlist further CoEDL support for training
modules in topics such as high-level phonetic analysis, language variation, use of ELAN
and other linguistic technology, the language educators in the French Pacific are breaking
new ground in terms of their support for indigenous speakers to gain high-level training in
linguistics, and in producing ambitious, high-quality curricula for local languages.
Professor Evans said that a whole range of future developments are likely to follow from
the conference. For example, two speakers of Kanak (indigenous New Caledonian)
languages, who will be undertaking doctoral studies in linguistics, are interested in
including time at CoEDL under a co-tutelle arrangement, which allows them to spend time
at two universities.

Nick Evans responding to a customary welcome.
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Mentoring

Mentoring for students and postdoctoral
fellows is crucial to the Centre’s goal to
improve graduate training and career
paths. In 2016 the Centre established a
mentoring program to match up doctoral
students with postdoctoral fellows. This
adds to the mentoring provided by
supervisory panels for HDR students. Its
effectiveness will be evaluated in 2017.
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We continued with two important mentoring
exercises established in 2015, the Summer
Scholars Program and the Appen Internship
Program, and we introduced a third
program, the AIATSIS Internship Program.

with language data. Participants can be
located in any state, and potentially another
country, and use Skype, Fuze, email and
other such telecommunications to meet
with industry-focussed mentees. This
was initiated in October 2016 through a
visit from Simon Hammond (Appen).
A recent development is our plan to work with
Appen to localise tablet interfaces so they
can be used in a local language. Members
of a remote community in New Guinea will
be trained to use the tablets in a way that
promotes local language sustainability.
Network coverage is only now arriving
in the community and this is a unique
opportunity to pilot a program that operates
just ahead of the onset of digital technology.

The Summer Scholars Program: from a
successful start in 2015, the numbers of
participating universities and students has
increased: in 2016 WSU joined UQ and
ANU to provide an exceptional research
opportunity for undergraduate and masters
students. The eight-week program, running
from November to January, gave 17 students
(ANU 4, WSU 4, UQ 9) the opportunity to
be mentored by senior scholars to work on a
range of problems, from dictionary workflow,
to Ngaanyatjarra sign language, to child
language, the Ngarinyman Dictionary project,
to the ‘Sydney Speaks’ project on Australian
English, to dialectology of Australian Kriol.

Regular CoEDL seminar series

The Appen Internship Program: Appen
is a global company providing highquality speech and search technology
services, and is an industry partner with
the Centre. Reflections on the 2015
program led to a change in focus to the
Appen-CoEDL Mentorships program
aimed at research students (Masters/
PhDs) and research assistants working

Our nodes have regular seminar series,
aimed to take advantage of the increasing
number of international experts to our
Centre. In 2016, the ANU and UMelb
nodes continued their Friday afternoon
seminars, ensuring that students were
offered first-chance questions of renowned
academics. The seminars are always
followed by casual receptions, allowing our

The AIATSIS Internship Program:
Discussion with Douglas Marmion led to a
pilot internship program, whereby two ANU
undergraduate students, Sarah Lattimore and
Yuka Morinaga, undertook a semester-long
internship at AIATSIS working on Ngunawal
language material and preparing an initial
grammatical sketch in readingess for creating
a Learners Grammar requested by Ngunawal
community members. The pilot was judged a
success, and we plan to continue it in 2017.
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members to further engage or ask any follow-up questions. The University of Melbourne
continued its brown-bag lunch seminars, offering similar opportunities to students based on
campus. Likewise, the University of Western Sydney and the University of Queensland kept
an informal element to visitor events to ensure encouragement of student engagement.

Mentoring in the Learning Program
Bonnie McLean is a good example of someone making the most of their university
study. As a third-year student at ANU studying linguistics, Japanese and Gamilaraay,
an Indigenous Australian language, Bonnie showed the sort of initiative that meant
she was identified as someone who could make the most of mentoring opportunities
at CoEDL. With the encouragement of CI Jane Simpson and the support of CoEDL,
Bonnie attended a trip to Alaska for a language fieldwork documentation workshop
and then took that learning into the field via the Australian National Internship
Program. She spent her internship with the Papulu Apparr-kari Language Centre in
Tennant Creek, demonstrating an online language learning tool, Memrise, and sharing
its possibilities with teachers and learners of Warlmanpa and Warumungu. Professor
Simpson was delighted with the way Bonnie critiqued both the issues and the benefits
of the programme, the main issue being the community’s inability to consistently
access wifi and laptops and the main benefit being the ability of Memrise to engage
both younger and older community members in language work, often together.

Left to right: Bonnie McLean in Tennant Creek with, Penny Napaljarri Kelly, researcher Mitch Browne, and Susannah
Nakamarra Nelson.
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Partner Investigator Greville Corbett of the Surrey Morphology Group gives a talk as part of the CoEDL ANU Seminar Series,
a series that enables students to engage with visiting experts.
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SOAS, University of London
The University of Manchester
The University of Liverpool
The University of Surrey
CNRS

University of Indiana
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Centre of Excellence for Multilingualism
across the Lifespan (MultiLing)
Max Planck Institute
for Psycholinguistics
Max Planck Institute for the
Science of Human History
University of Zurich
Tokyo University
of Foreign Studies
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
The University of Hong Kong

Nanyang Technological University
Centre for Endangered
Languages Documentation
Udayana University
The University
New Caledonia

The University
of Queensland

Appen
The Australian National University
AIATSIS
The University of Melbourne

The University
of Western Sydney
Victoria University
of Wellington
The University of Auckland
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Work in communities and creating national
networks
A great deal of our research and outreach
takes place in Australian communities
where there is a thirst for knowledge and
expertise. Events such as our Kriol Workshop
in Katherine and National Symposium on
Bilingualism and Multilingualism, co-hosted
with the French Embassy, have already
been referred to in detail in the previous
section on education and training but it
is worth referring to them again, as these
types of events introduce new and influential
organisations and governments to our Centre
as well as individuals well placed within
language and language expert communities.
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We encourage our early career researchers
to visit community-initiated events to find
out what communities are up to and to
investigate potential collaboration. An
example is the visit by our UQ engineers to
the Kanji Waiburra: Queensland Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander Languages
Forum, where they described their work
at CoEDL and returned with several
community-inspired ideas for languagebased technology. One idea is currently
being developed as a tablet app.

Through our work in communities we are
building linkages with national bodies such
as First Languages Australia, who attend
and present at our events. An example
here is the publication of Yijarni, and
similar books, whereby our researchers
are assisting specific indigenous language
speaking communities to publish their
extraordinary stories (see story in the
Shape program report page 66). Yijarni
was published by Aboriginal Studies Press
(ASP) which is the publishing arm of our
partner, the Australian Institute of Aboriginal
of Torres Strait Islander Studies’ (AIATSIS).
Addressing national education concerns
Across the nodes, CIs, Early Career
Researchers (ECRs), and doctoral
students are collaborating with education
departments, professional associations
and directly with schools and other
learning centres. In 2016, CoEDL staff,
students and affiliates undertook 99
interactions with such partners in 9
international jurisdictions, and 19 nationally.
These included 95 interactions through
professional learning forums, 12 interactions
to inform and influence policy, and 5
CoEDL members undertaking roles with
education-related committees and boards.
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This depth of engagement is viewed by
CoEDL as critical. Australia’s institutional
monolingualism has profoundly damaging
consequences for children, in particular
children who are speakers of English
as an additional language or dialect.
Recognition of the importance of this
work means that in 2017 the Centre will
continue to identify opportunities for further
engagement and coordination of efforts.
Two examples of ongoing work are:
1. Professional development of teachers:
CoEDL PhD student Denise Angelo, and
CoEDL affiliate Catherine Hudson have
built a professional learning community for
teachers in Queensland. This has involved
weekly training for around 105 teachers on
topics such as second language learning,
tools for teaching in the unique language
ecologies of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples, and skills for linguistically
complex classrooms. They have also taken
this to a system-wide level, by running
workshops in Brisbane for Principal
Education Officers on the responsibilities
of teachers towards Indigenous students.
2. Advocacy on policy: CoEDL CI Gillian
Wigglesworth and her team have been
working with the Northern Territory
Department of Education on the importance
of greater understanding of the first
language needs of children in the northern
region. This has included developing
new tests for Indigenous children’s
understanding of phonological awareness,
an important precursor to literacy. In
the central region, CoEDL postdoctoral
fellow Samantha Disbray is continuing
to work with the Warlpiri Education and

Training Trust programs on Strategic
Planning for the Warlpiri communities,
focussing on their language needs.
Building international networks
In 2016, the most important developments
were the extension of our relationship
with two of the most prestigious research
institutions in the world for studying
language – the Max Planck Institute for the
Science of Human History, Jena, and the
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics
in Nijmegen, as well as solidifying important
research connections with the Department
of Linguistics at the University of Zurich,
with the Oslo-based Centre for Excellence
‘MultiLing – Center for Multilingualism
in Society across the Lifespan’, and a
number of other important research
concentrations such as the University
of Indiana, the CNRS centres LACITO
and LLACAN in Paris, and Google.
In Nijmegen, our Partner Investigator
Professor Caroline Rowland (Liverpool)
has been announced as a new director
there, further strengthening the research
ties we already have through another PI,
Professor Stephen Levinson. This link will
be particularly important in cementing
connections with our studies of learning
of little-studied languages and through
long-term studies of how children’s
processing in the moment of speech relates
to their long-term learning. Additionally,
joint further development of linguistic
software for transcribing little-studied
languages (ELAN) has been undertaken
between CoEDL and MPI-Nijmegen.
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In Jena, the new Max Planck Institute for the
Science of Human History not only appointed
another of our PIs, Professor Russell Gray,
as Director of its Department of Linguistic
and Cultural Evolution, but one of our CIs,
Simon Greenhill, was offered, and accepted,
a position as Senior Scientist. This creates a
tight bond between our two research centres,
who are collaborating on the massive
Glottobank project, aimed at achieving one of
our most ambitious goals, the production of
a global phylogeny of language relationships.
Shared activities here include twice-yearly
workshops (alternating between the northern
and southern hemispheres), participation
of CoeDL ECRs in Jena-sponsored summer
schools on new computational techniques
for studying linguistic and cultural evolution,
and planned co-sponsorship of new datagathering initiations at the Centre for
Endangered Languages Documentation
in Manokwari, Indonesian Papua.
Our connections with the University of Zurich
are another important new development,
particularly with regard to the challenge
of documenting how children learn the
full spectrum of the world’s languages,
and the broader implications for language
diversity and evolution. Four Centre CIs
visited the Department of Linguistics
during 2016, and CoEDL postdoc John
Mansfield has obtained an Endeavour
Fellowship to spend time there in 2017; in
the other direction Professors Bickel and
Stoll will be visiting CoEDL in late 2017.

Norway has a similar Centre of Excellence
scheme to Australia, and the Centre of
Excellence for Multilingulism across the
Lifespan (MultiLing) in Oslo has clear
connections with our interests in minority
language education, multilingualism, and
speech problems later in life. Following
initial discussions, initiated by CI
Wigglesworth (and Nanyang PI Bee Chin
Ng) a collaborative seminar will be held in
Melbourne this year focusing on language
transmission, with another on dementia
being planned for Singapore in October.
The CoEDL ‘Tools Summit’, organised
in Melbourne in June 2017 by CI Nick
Thieberger, brought together scholars and
technological experts from around the
world to answer the question: What are
the most pressing technological needs in
making better records of the world’s small
languages? Attended by researchers from
the USA (Indiana), France, Germany,
Russia and Australia, this conference
identified crucial gaps in what current
technologies can achieve and has led to a
major CoEDL-led initiative, the Transcription
Acceleration Project, which if successful
will help researchers around the world
deal with the ’transcription bottleneck’.
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Our Advisory Board includes a representation
from Google (Craig Cornelius), who has
arranged for visits by two CIs so far (Wiles,
and Thieberger) to the Google campus,
with further to follow. As a next step in
exploring the potential of this connection
to extend what powerful machine-learning
technologies can do to support language
documentation, CI Wiles has succeeded in
getting a Google machine-learning expert
to visit UQ in June 2017 to give a master
class on Machine Learning, including
a day targeting how this can be used
to support language documentation.
In 2016, we also focussed attention on the
Asia-Pacific region, working with regionally
located language workers to share skills
and knowledge. We initiated a number
of projects with organisations in French
Polynesia, following a regional language
conference in New Caledonia, which we
co-sponsored. We were also named as a key
partner in a new proposal by colleagues at
LingDy Lab at the Tokyo University of Foreign
Studies (東外大) entitled “A collaborative
network for usage-based research on
lesser-studied languages”, funded by JSPS
(Japan Society for the Promotion of Science)
under its “Program for Advancing Strategic
International Networks to Accelerate the
Circulation of Talented Researchers”, for the
time-frame October 2016 - March 2019.

Plans for visits to LingDy in early 2017 by
four CoEDL researchers (Director Evans, CI
Thieberger, AI Arka and postdoc Schnell) are
already in place, along with reciprocal visits
to CoEDL nodes by LingDy researchers. All
these learning events are two-way learning
processes whereby our Centre researchers
also get to learn new approaches and
skills from the people they work with.
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Dr Sara Quinn is interviewed by the ABC about symbolic play in toddlers and the benefits to language development. Picture: Leanne Scott.
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In 2016, CoEDL refined its strategic approach to outreach
and engagement and directed its endeavours as follows:
1. Disseminating ideas, concepts and the latest research findings in the language
sciences. This included repatriating material to communities and helping different
audiences see how these findings are relevant to their own lives and practices.
2. Working directly with people who have needs or wants related to language,
including developing new relationships, building new networks with
national and international centres and engaging with policy makers
(see previous section on National and International linkages).
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3. Initiatives to create a deeper understanding around language, including
a sense of community among the broader language industries, as well as
efforts to help members of the public find pleasure and interest in languages
through developing new ways of viewing and visualising languages.

CI Evan Kidd receives his 24/7 media award from ANU Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic) Marnie Hughes-Warrington.
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Disseminating ideas, concepts and
the latest research findings

Media: We were able to capitalise on the
growing interest in Australian indigenous
languages, particularly among the media,
by issuing press releases and writing stories
for social media that focused on both
technology and indigenous language, with
the best example being the prototyping of
the first computer game in the Indigenous
language Ngaanyatjarra, a collaboration
between Tjaa Yuti – Western Desert Verbal
Arts Team, Warburton and Warakurna
Schools, CoEDL and Computer Science
at ANU. The successful prototype is
now being developed further by CoEDL
at the University of Queensland.
Other examples of stories that travelled
well with the media included results of a
study showing that people who use Aussie
slang are more likeable. CI Evan Kidd went
beyond the call of duty, answering media
calls at all hours and generously agreeing
to repeated radio interviews throughout
the country. The ANU awarded him
recognition for his outstanding efforts.
The national media coverage we attracted
was five-fold that of 2015, with a slight
increase also for local and regional
coverage. We attracted nearly double the
international coverage of the previous
year. Our coverage statistics are outlined
on page 9 of this report and also in our
performance indicators in Section 9.

Websites and social media: The CoEDL
website attracted 107,408 page views in
2016, an increase of 11,781 page views
on 2015. We also substantially increased
our Facebook page likes and Twitter
followers. A new tactic in 2016 was to
substantially increase the flow of news
stories and short write-ups appearing on
our website, which also enabled us to
increase our unique social media posts.
Social media at a glance
Website
www.dynamicsoflanguage.edu.au

Facebook
www.facebook.com/CoEDL

Twitter
twitter.com/CoEDLang

LinkedIn
au.linkedin.com/in/coedl-language

107,408
page views
761
page likes
869
followers
243
connections

Quarterly newsletter

673
subscribers

iTunes-U

6 courses

Some of our unique projects also used
web-based technology and smartphone
technology to enhance outreach,
including the Daly River repatriation
project, which is outlined in our report
on our Shape program and the project to
repatriate recordings back to the Kaiadilt
community on Mornington Island.
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Linguistic Roadshow and other youth-focused outreach: In 2016, the Linguistics Roadshow
moved from being sponsored by our Transdisciplinary Grant Scheme to being a core part of
our outreach program The team visited Broome high schools generating yet more community
interest in the history and diversity of language. They also attended the Broome writers’
festival, Broome Public library and Broome Courthouse Markets to engage further with the
community and distribute linguistic showbags.
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The Roadshow team with the team from Mabu Yawuru Ngan-ga, the Yawuru language cente: left to right Maya, Mick,
Amit, Pete, Katie, Rosey and Coco.

CoEDL also participated in the National Youth Science Forum at the ANU, hosting a class of
school students interested in science during the summer holiday break and several of our
researchers were involved in the Australian Computational and Linguistics Olympiad (OzCLO)
for high schools, which led to a very successful Australian delegation being sent to
Mysore in India.
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Working with people who have needs/wants
related to language and building networks

Our outreach activities relating to community
needs are outlined in the previous section.
In addition, we are also promoting language
teaching across Australia through our PatjiDawes Award. In 2016 we commenced a
marketing and communications campaign
to draw awareness to the Patji-Dawes
Award in preparation for another round of
nominations. This award honours outstanding
achievements in language teaching by an
accomplished practitioner. The nominations
for the award close in March in 2017 and
the winner will be announced mid-year.
Creating a deeper understanding and
sense of community around language

Public lectures: Our public lectures are
well publicised, targeted to particular
audiences and always well attended. In
2016, we incorporated two public lectures
into our CoEDLFest program, the first on
communication terms and roles in the
Ngaanyatjarra community in the Western
Desert region of central Australia and the
second held at the Powerhouse Museum on
an entirely different topic - Talking with Robots
- attracting 300 members of the public.
Examples of other popular public lectures:
Felicity Cox on the evolution of the Australian
English accent given at the University of
Melbourne as part of our Summer School;
a public lecture on multilingualism at the
ANU where Professor Joseph Lo Bianco
argued the national importance of embracing
bilingualism and multilingualism; and CI
Evan Kidd’s talk about imaginary play as
part of the birthday celebrations for Play
School at the National Museum of Australia.

Language science on display: In 2016, we
formed a group of researchers interested in
exhibitions about language. Without CoEDL
a group like this could not have formed and
it would have been very difficult to broadly
share ideas and interests associated with
museum and gallery outreach. Working with
the education sub-committee, the group has
begun to discuss and plan a large exhibition
about language, to be held towards the
end of our seven-year term. The group is
also sharing planning and developments
associated with a series of smaller exhibitions
currently underway and planned for 201718, including a photography based exhibition
in Queensland, a film collation inspired
by and involving the art of Western Desert
story telling, and an exhibition currently
underway at the Canberra Museum and
Gallery which uses virtual reality and
augmented reality to share language
recordings made in the Pacific region.

Stefan Schnell interacts with the augmented reality display
at the Canberra Museum and Gallery. This display about
languages in the Pacific formed part of the Memory of the
World in Canberra exhibition. It integrates digital information
with real objects.
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Rosita Stone: We are helping to support staff, academics and students of the MARCS
Institute for Brain, Behaviour and Development at WSU, including a number of our CoEDL
members and affiliates, to run a series of workshops for primary-school-aged children
based on the character of Rosita Stone. These involve experts in language teaching the
art of linguistic code cracking using OzCLO puzzles in an ‘ancient Egyptian escape room’.
The program is likely to grow in popularity and has so far been held in venues such as
the Powerhouse Museum. CoEDL will continue to support this initiative in 2017.

Gloria PinoEscobar (left) and Valeria Peretokina play the role of ‘Rosita Stone’ in linguistic
code-cracking workshops for primary school children.
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There were over 200 commentaries about the Centre’s achievements in
2016. Here are some examples of the international and national coverage.

CNN Indonesia,
11 January

The Conversation,
29 February

NITV, The Point,
10 March

ABC TV, 7.30
Report 24 March

Desi Anwar interviews
CoEDL Director
Nick Evans on CNN
Indonesia. The
discussion covers
language diversity,
Indonesia’s status as
a hotspot for language
diversity, and the
role of education
in maintaining
indigenous languages.

CI Rachel Nordlinger
comments on the
fragility of 96% of the
world’s languages
following media
coverage about Bess
Price who was denied
the right to speak her
language, Warlpiri,
in the Northern
Territory parliament.
“As a nation, we
mourn what has
been lost, while
failing to embrace
and support that
which we still have.”

Lizzie Ellis interviewed
on sustaining remote
communities by
Stan Grant of NITV’s
The Point program;
a program which
tackles topics of major
significance to the
lives of Aboriginal
and Torres Strait
Islander peoples.

Leigh Sales of the
ABC’s 7.30 Report
interviews CI Evan
Kidd about a study
into Australian
slang that shows
those who use
slang increase their
likeability amongst
fellow Australians.
“If you’re an obvious
member of Australian
culture because of
your accent then
using these slang
terms increases your
likeability,” says Kidd.
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ABC Adelaide,
8 April

The Crinkling News,
25 July

Kalgoorlie Miner,
18 September

Would you know the
answer if someone
asked, ‘Which
language, only found
in Australia, is spoken
over an area the
size of Spain and
is the second most
common language
in the Northern
Territory?’ Greg
Dickson discusses
the recent history
of the Australian
Kriol language.

Coverage of the
Linguistic Roadshow
in Australia’s only
national newspaper
for young Australians.
The Linguistic
Roadshow team
discusses Australian
English and the way
we call some things
by different names
around Australia
e.g. swimmers v togs.

“Aboriginal language
and culture will enter
the digital realm with
the development
of a new computer
game using the
Ngaanyatjarra
language.” The
author discusses
the creation of the
digital game and the
large partnership
behind its creation,
including the role
of CoEDL and Tjaa
Yuti Western Desert
Verbal Arts team.

Radio New
Caledonia,
5 November
Evolution et
perspectives, langues
d’Océanie: CoEDL
Director Nicholas
Evans and Nick
Thieberger speak
about the languages
of Oceania. The
interview follows
a week-long
symposium held in
New Caledonia and
co-hosted by the ARC
Centre of Excellence
and the University
of New Caledonia.
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Talks at Google,
9 November

The Wire,
18 November

SBS Radio podcast,
14 December

CI Janet Wiles
discusses talking with
robots: Robots are
beginning to deliver
pizza and parcels,
drive cars and help
the kids with their
homework. How will
they communicate
with us? Could a
robot ever saywhat-it-means and
mean-what-it-says?

CoEDL Deputy
Director Jane
Simpson discusses
steps needed as
NSW prepares to
become the first
state in Australia to
recognise Indigenous
languages in law.

Bilinguals Key to
language evolution.
Postdoc Mark
Ellison discusses
new research
using computer
simulations that
has found bilingual
people are helping
make languages
more diverse.

This View of Life
Magazine,
19 December
A Conversation
between CoEDL
CI Kim Sterelny
and Distinguished
Professor of Biology
and Anthropology
David Sloan Wilson
about the Extended
Evolutionary Synthesis
published in This
View of Life Magazine,
the magazine of The
Evolution Institute.
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Centre Director Professor Nicholas Evans is photographed with Indonesian students after addressing them about the value of their
mother tongue. Photo courtesy of Sekolah Anak Indonesia.
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Guest lectures, presentations and public talks by visitors to CoEDL
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Nguyen Huu Hoanh (Vietnam Academy of Social Sciences) and Pham Hien (Vietnam Center for Language Rehabilitation).

Alexandra Grant (ANU), Ellen
Murphy (UMelb), William Peralta
(USyd) & Kaitlyn Smith (Victoria
University Wellington)

Summer Scholars project presentations

Canberra,
22 January

Peter Trudgill (Universite de Fribourg)
& James Stanford (Dartmouth College)

What’s special about the sociolinguistics
of small-scale communities?

Canberra,
1-5 February

Ina Bornkessel-Schlesewsky
(University of South Australia)
& Matthias Schlesewsky
(University of South Australia)

Processing case: a neurotypological perspective

Melbourne,
19 February

Samantha Rarrick (University
of Hawai’i, Manoa)

Is Kere Tonal?

Canberra,
24 March

Eva Schultze-Berndt (University
of Manchester)

Complex predicates cross-linguistically

Brisbane,
7 April

Eva Schultze-Berndt (University
of Manchester)

Ngumpin-Mirndi language contact

Brisbane,
8 April
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Ulrike Mosel (Kiel University)

Compilation and exploration of corpora
of under-researched languages

Canberra,
22 April

Ruth Berman (Tel Aviv University)

Form-Meaning Relations in Developing
Linguistic Knowledge and Language Use

Canberra,
29 April

David Ireland, Christina Atay, David
Copland & Jacki Liddle (UQ)

Harlie the Chatbot: Exploring the role of chatting
robot app in supporting clinical work and research

Queensland,
20 May

Sebastian Fedden (USyd)

Aspect in mian and other Papuan languages

Canberra,
27 May

Joseph Brooks (UC Santa Barbara)

Switch-reference of event-linkage?

Canberra,
15 June

Martin Kohlberger (Universiteit Leiden)

Bridging the Andean and
Amazonian language areas

Canberra,
16 June

Hilary Chappell (Centre de recherches
linguistiques sur l’Asie orientale Ecole
des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales)

Reanalysis of wait verbs in central
Sinitic languages: The formation of
causative and passive morphology

Canberra,
8 July

Bert Peeters (ANU)

On the French subjunctive imperfect and
the uses one man has allegedly made of it

Canberra,
12 August

Myf Turpin (USyd) & Rachel Perkins
(Film and television director,
producer, and screenwriter)

Songs to live by

Melbourne,
14 September

Marisa Casillas (Max Planck Institute
for Psycholinguistics, Nimegen)

Communicative development in a Mayan village

Canberra,
23 September

Nguyen Huu Hoanh (Vietnam
Academy of Social Sciences) &
Pham Hien (Vietnam Center for
Language Rehabilitation)

Endangered languages in Vietnam and
Australia: documentation and maintenance

Canberra,
12-14
October

Pham Hien (Vietnam Center for
Language Rehabilitation)

The picture of ethnic minority
languages in Vietnam

Canberra,
12 October

Bert Peeters (ANU) & Margo LecompteVan Poucke (Macquarie University)

Bwenaado: An ethnolexicological study of a
culturally salient word in Cemuhi (New Caledonia)

Canberra,
14 October

Joseph Lo Bianco (UMelb)

Securing the future: Multilingualism
as a Social Resource

Canberra,
17 October

Stephen May (University of Auckland)

Bilingual Maori-English programs in the
New Zealand education system

Canberra,
17 October

Nicolas Cherbuin (ANU)

A more resilient brain speaks multiple languages:
Neuroimaging findings across the lifespan

Canberra,
17 October

Sharon Harvey (Auckland
University of Technology)

Foreign languages & New Zealand
educational language policy

Canberra,
17 October

Anne Aimola Davies (ANU)

A new approach to the study of bilingualism: local
versus global processing of hierarchical gures

Canberra,
17 October

Brenda Croft (UNSW), Leah Leaman and
Serena Donald (Members of the Gurindji/
Malngin/Mudpurra/Bilinara peoples from
the NT), & Kazuko Obata (AIATSIS)

Yijarni: True stories from Gurindji
Country Canberra Conversations

Canberra,
20 October
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Simon Hammond (APPEN)

APPEN mentoring opportunities

Canberra,
31 October

Ian Keen (ANU)

Marriage networks and language identities
in Arnhem Land and beyond

Canberra,
4 November

Cathi Best (MARCs Institute), Ina
Bornkessel-Schlesewesky and Matthias
Schlesewesky (University of SA),
Tegan Cruwys (UQ), Astrid Hopfensitz
(Toulouse School of Economics)

Investigating causes of language
change Symposium

Sydney,
15-16
November

Kimberly Christen Withey
(Washington State University)

CoEDL Archiving/presentation demo

Canberra,
18 November

Rachel Perkins (Film and television
director, producer, and screenwriter)

Singing in the rain

Canberra,
22 November

Greville Corbett (University of Surrey)

Exotic Words: A typology of splits

Canberra,
25 November

Gregory Stump (University of Kentucky)

Morphological description and the
algebra of morphotactics

Melbourne,
29-30
November

Felicity Cox (Macquarie University)

The Australian Accent: Origins and Evolution

Melbourne,
1 December

Franklin Chang (University of Liverpool)

Prediction and learning in typologicallydifferent languages

Canberra,
16 December
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Guest lectures, presentations and public talks by centre members
Julia Miller, Piers Kelly,
Don Daniels, Jane Simpson
and Catherine Travis

National Youth Science Forum (Language)

Canberra,
January

Nick Evans

Address to West Papuan students about
the value of their mother tongue

Indonesia,
January

Nick Evans

Seminar presentation to Nanyang Technological University

Singapore,
January

Julia Miller, Piers Kelly,
Don Daniels, Jane Simpson
and Catherine Travis

National Youth Science Forum (Language)

Canberra,
January

Morten Christiansen

The now-or-never bottleneck: A
fundamental constraint on language

Canberra,
January

Rena Torres Cacoullos

Language contact myths

Canberra,
January

Elizabeth Ellis, Inge Kral, Jane
Simpson and Jennifer Green

Being language: Roles, responsibility and
respect in Ngaanyatjarra society

Sydney,
February

Janet Wiles

Talking to robots

Sydney,
February
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CI Anne Cutler

Nick Evans

The multilingual matrix of language evolution:
lessons from small-scale speech communities

Zurich,
March

Nick Evans

Typological dimensions of engagement

Stockholm,
March

Alan Rumsey

Plenary address to the symposium on ‘Evidentiality,
egophoricity and engagement’, Stockholm University

Stockholm,
March

Janet Wiles and Helen Chenery

Ethics of Emerging Technologies Symposium

Brisbane,
March

Gillian Wigglesworth

Challenges in language learning for
Australian Indigenous Children

Hong Kong,
March

Gillian Wigglesworth

Keynote lecture, Hong Kong University

Hong Kong,
March

Heather Kember

Processing benefits for focused
words in Korean and English

Sydney,
April

Adam Vogel

Insights into neuropathology using speech

Melbourne,
April

Danielle Barth

Construction of Expert- Identity in Matukar Panau

Taiwan,
April

Alan Rumsey

Why should sociocultural anthropologists
be interested in children

Princeton
USA, April
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Miriam Meyerhoff & Nick Evans

All the way up and all the way down: Bridging
micro-variation and macro-variation

Taiwan,
April

Nick Evans, Mark Ellison, Eri
Kashima, Dineke Schokkin
& Daniel Williams

Do Shared Norms Cross Language Boundaries? A
Case Study from Multilingual Southern New Guinea

Taiwan,
April

John Mansfield

Morphotactic Variation in Murrinhpatha

Taiwan,
April

Jackie van den Bos, Felicity
Meakins & Cassandra Algy

Changing Case Alignments and Sociolinguistic
Loyalties in Northern Australia

Taiwan,
April

John Mansfield

Tokyo University of Foreign Studies
Workshop presentation

Japan,
April

Miriam Meyerhoff &
Sarah Truesdale

Possession Constraints in Nkep (Vanuatu)

Taiwan,
April

Alan Rumsey

Children’s language socialization,
intersubjectivity and the sociocultural order

Virginia
USA, April

Nick Evans

The many roads to becoming multilingual:
Lessons from small-scale speech communities

Sarajevo,
May

Matt Spike

Cultural evolution and the emergence
of linguistic structure

Canberra,
May

Anne Cutler

Invited talk to Radboud University, Nijmegen

Netherlands,
June

Janet Fletcher

Universite Aix-Marseille Prosody

France,
June

Daniel Angus

Invited speaker, Hong Kong University

Hong Kong,
June

Evan Kidd

Imaginary friends get in for free

Canberra,
June

Anne Cutler

Invited talk to Freiburg Institute of Advanced Studies

Germany,
June

Hannah Sarvasy

Acquiring language competency in the field

Alaska,
June

Nick Thieberger

Keynote lecture to Google

USA,
June

Anne Cutler

Variations on ‘native language’

Germany,
June

Bethwyn Evans

Invited talk to Max Planck Institute for
the Science of Human History

Germany,
June

Gillian Wigglesworth

Workshop presentation at the
Univesita degli Stranieri, Siena

Italy,
July

Hannah Sarvasy

Warblish: Verbal Mimicry of Birdsong

Canberra,
August
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Evan Kidd & Seamus Donnelly

The Nature of Things: sharing
experience, building curiosity

Canberra,
August

Nick Evans

The Wellsprings of Typological Diversity

France,
September

Myf Turpin

Songs to live by

Melbourne,
September

Darja Hoenigman

Fieldwork among the Meakambut, a huntergather group of East-Sepik Province

Canberra,
September

Felicity Meakins

Plenary talk to CNRS

France,
September

Felicity Meakins

Invited talk, Universität Zürich

Switzerland,
September

Felicity Meakins

SOAS, University of London

UK,
September

Rachel Nordlinger

SOAS, University of London

UK,
September

Rachel Nordlinger

Psycholinguistics laboratory, University of Zurich

Switzerland,
September

Rachel Nordlinger

Languages (public talk)

Melbourne,
September

Alan Rumsey

Egophorocity, engaging and the centring of subjectivity

Canberra,
October

Nick Evans & Felicity Meakins

Yijarni: True stories from Gurindji
Country, Canberra Conversations

Canberra,
October

Danielle Barth

Variation in Matukar Panau Kinship Nomenclature

Canberra,
October

Ronald Planer

Talking About Tools: Did Early Pleistocene
Hominins Process a Protolanguage?

Canberra,
October

Nick Evans

La bibliothèque qui brûle: qu’est-ce qui
disparaît avec la perte des langues?

Nouméa,
October

Janet Fletcher

Présentation, Universite de la Nouvelle Caledonie

Nouméa,
October

Nick Thieberger

Présentation de Paradisec

Nouméa,
October

Rachel Nordlinger

Australia’s Indigenous Languages: Windows on Culture

Melbourne,
November

Stefan Schnell

Revisiting information management
in intransitive subjects

Canberra,
November

Jane Simpson

Constrained creativity: Towards a natural history of
language in (English language) fantasy novels

Melbourne,
December
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Google Senior Software Engineer and member of the CoEDL Advisory Committee, Craig Cornelius, interacts with Opie the child-friendly
robot. Picture: Leanne Scott.
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Alzheimer’s Association, 12(7), pp.1005–1006.
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Exciting Steps for Early Career Researchers and Students
CoEDL congratulates its members who are taking exciting next steps early in their
careers. Jiyoun Choi, of Anne Cutler’s lab, received a prestigious Korean award
(equivalent to a DECRA) to commence research at Hanyang University in Seoul.
Matt Carroll won a Newton Fellowship to spend time with PI Grev Corbett’s Surrey
Morphology Group in the United Kingdom. The Newton Fellowships are designed
to mutually benefit the UK and the country of the visiting fellow. John Mansfield
won an Endeavour Award to spend five months in the Department of Linguistics at
the University of Zurich. He will be working on the latest quantitative methods for
analysing languages as dynamic complex systems and the way these can be applied
to the documentation of Australian Indigenous languages. Owen Edwards also won an
Endeavour Award to work on Timorese languages in Kupang.
Other people to watch include Jill Vaughan, who has taken up a postdoctoral position
to work on the Linguistic Complexity in the Individual and Society (LCIS) Project at
the Norwegian University of Science and Technology and Jaydene Elvin, who has
secured a tenure-track appointment in the Linguistics Department at California State
University, Fresno.
We also congratulate our Masters and PhD students who have won fellowships to
attend the Linguistics Society of America’s Linguistic Institute in Kentucky in 2017.

Left to right: Jiyoun Choi, CI Anne Cutler and Postdoc Heather Kember with their CoEDLFest 2016 poster.
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Newly conferred graduates of Western Sydney University, Dr Joey Ong and Dr Jaydene Elvin. Picture: Kate Stevens.
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Performance Measure

Target 2016

Actual

Books

2

10

Journal Articles

8

99

7

35

10

41

Research Findings
Research Outputs

Book Chapters
Conference Publications

Quality of research outputs

Databases

3

4

Curated collections of
archived language data

3

23

90% of publications are peer-reviewed
52 invitations to present at major international conferences (5 Keynote/Plenary)
1 Chief Investigator elected to the Academy of Social Sciences Australia
1 Chief Investigator awarded title of Redmond Barry Distinguished Professor

Keynote, plenary and invited presentations at major meetings
Commentaries about the
Centre’s achievements

Commentaries other than
media releases, media
appearances & blog entries
Other media appearances
(TV, radio, podcasts)
Media releases
Blog entries

20

38

6

58

10

74

4

9

32

39

8

9

Research Training and Professional Education
Professional training courses attended

80

318

New postgraduate students

Number of Centre attendees at training offered by the Centre

5

8

New postdoctoral researchers recruited

8

10

New Honours Students

5

8

Postgraduate completions

0

11

Early Career Researchers

12

17

Students mentored

20

53

5

13
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Performance Measure

Target 2016

Actual

14

84

4

34

20

59

14%

38.9%

12

13

9

41

6,000

107,408

9

16

Cash contributions from Administering
and Collaborating Organisations

1,334,000

1,296,0001

In-kind contributions from Administering
and Collaborating Organisations

1,768,455

2,572,993

International, National and Regional Links and Networks
International visitors and visiting fellows
National and international workshops
held/organised by the Centre
Visits to overseas laboratories and facilities
Interdisciplinary research supported by the Centre
(% of total research publications)
End User Links
Government, industry and business community briefings
Public awareness/outreach programs: school visits,
public lectures, workshop in Indigenous communities
Website hits (unique page views)
Talks given by Centre Staff open to the public
Organisational Support

In-kind contributions from Partner Organisations

178,417

224,877

Other NEW research
income secured by
Centre staff

902,000

1,688,000

Category 1
Category 2

Nil

Nil

Category 3

672,000

46,905

Category 4

50,000

Nil

2

16

New organisations collaborating with, or involved in the Centre
Footnote:
1

reflects an adjustment of $38,000 to offset overpayment of cash contribution in 2015.
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National Benefits
Contribution
to the National
Research Priorities

Safeguarding
Australia

½½

½½

½½

½½

½½

½½

½½

Promoting
population health
and well-being

½½

½½

Progressing documentation programs for over 65
languages of Australia and the region.
Documentation of traditional ecological knowledge (fire
management, plant and sea resources etc.) for languages of
Australia and the region as encoded and transmitted in language.
Progressing curation of 15 large corpora of
languages from Australia and the region.
Postgraduate and postdoctoral researchers with a deep knowledge
of the situation on the ground, in Indonesia, PNG, Vanuatu, Samoa
and China, particularly in rural and minority-group contexts.
Contribution to the development of vernacular
teaching resources in bilingual school programs
in Vanuatu, PNG, Indonesia and Australia.
Partnership developed between Australian and Francophone
linguists in French Pacific linguistics following the
joint conference in Nouméa last October, with plans
for future workshops and collaborative projects.
Partnership developing with West Papua (Centre for Endangered
Languages Documentation in Manokwari) for support,
documentation, archiving and training of West Papuan languages.
Insights from computational analyses of conversations between
people with dementia and their carers leading to evidencebased strategies to improve communication and wellbeing.
13 indigenous community workshops and lectures
disseminating information about language to improve
quality of life. Specific topics included:
½½

Sign language in indigenous communities

½½

Development of literacy Apps
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½½

Teacher support: teaching indigenous children
English as a second language
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National Benefits
Maximise social
and economic
participation
in society

½½

½½

½½

½½

Frontier
technologies

½½

½½

½½

½½

½½

Development of App-based test for developing mothertongue phonological awareness (as a prelude to
literacy) in traditional indigenous languages.
Promoting the value and benefits of bilingual education
by cohosting a symposium on Bilingualism and
multilingualism in schools in the Oceania-Pacific region.
Promoting the public understanding of language and linguistics
through the CoEDL-developed ‘Linguistics Roadshow’, who this year
attended Broome High Schools and the Broome Writers’ Festival.
Contributing to the Northern Territory’s indigenous ranger fire
management program with a workshop on terms for ecological
zones in two indigenous languages (Kunwinjku and Dalabon)
supporting knowledge transfer and biodiversity land care.
Development of assistive technologies for gathering speech data
in populations at risk of communicative degeneration (Harlie
the Chatbot), for identifying communicative difficulties in actual
carer-patient interactions (Discursis) and first developmental
steps for assistive language technology (Florence).
Continued investment in ELAN and PARADISEC to
maintain analytic and archiving tools for languages.
Initiation of Transcription Acceleration Project as a technology to
enable the accelerated production of larger corpora for languages.
Development of Apps to assist speakers of indigenous
communities in learning and maintaining their languages.
Development of Game Maker: Ngarlpuputju, a computer
game for young indigenous people promoting the learning
and retention of Indigenous language and culture.
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Centre Deputy Director Jane Simpson launches a book edited by Felicity Meakins and Carmel O’Shannessy Loss and Renewal: Australian
Languages Since Colonisation. Picture: Tina Gregor.
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ARC Centre of Excellence for the Dynamics of Language
INCOME

2014 ($)

2015 ($)

2016 ($)

4,120,882

4,194,688

4,265,997

Grant Funds
ARC CoE Grant Funds
Institutional Contributions
The Australian National University

530,001

568,021

492,000

The University of Melbourne

310,000

310,000

310,000

The University of Queensland

247,000

247,000

247,000

Western Sydney University

247,000

247,000

247,000

5,454,883

5,566,709

5,561,997

166,954

2,301,759

4,220,284

Travel and fieldwork

21,792

463,791

969,681

Equipment

57,724

85,403

92,456

786

39,108

123,916

Total Income
EXPENDITURE
Salaries

Maintenance and consumables
Scholarships
Outreach and administration
Total Expenditure
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Accumulated Funds

–

87,972

156,847

25,206

132,756

177,099

272,462

3,110,790

5,740,283

5,182,421

7,638,340

7,460,054
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